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MARy FRsmIAN. "housewife. mother of five-year-old twins." has been engaged for .ome
years on a study of D. H. LawrenCe which she hopes to~Ublish soon. Her article on
Lawrence is her first pnblished work except some piec which appeared in school
papers. Her I hnsband, Ellis Freeman, is the author of three books, the latest of
which is Conquering the Man in the Street. a study of met ods of propaganda.
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SYL~'1'ER,

tea~es Eng~h

HOWARD E.
B.A.• M.A.: University of New Mexico. now
.
at theSpanisht,~ericanNormal, El Rito, New Mexico. Several of his poems were
published in the New :MExIco QUARTERLY when he W!1S an undergraduate.

i

!

LLOYD ~ALLA.N. Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania. has long been an enthnsiast for the poetry
of the late Loyalist patriot, Federico Garcia Lorca. Other translations by MalIan
have appeared in Fanpuru.
KIRK BRYAN, graduate of the University of New Mexico, now professor of geology
&nd geography at HaIjvard University, has contributed widely to technical journals.
For several summers he has been engaged ir. geological studies in the Rio Grande
Valley.
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STANTON A.· COBLENTZ, editor of Wings, a verse magazine. has been widely published.
The latest of. his fifteen volumes of verse and prose is Senator Goose a7ld Other
Rhymes.

JESSAMYN WEST is now a "non-professing honsewife" of Napa. California. She graduated from Whittier College, attended Oxford University but was diverted, and has
dope newspaper work. Stories by her have appeared in Prairie Schocmer, American
Pft'ejaces, and Heywood Broun's
N'f/,tmeg•
• ';,1
.
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ALICE MOSER, of New Orleans, Louisiana, stays put. Her "family has lived on the very
. same street for more than ,one hundred years," she says. Westminster, PoetT1/ Caravan,· and other iournals have printer her recent poetry.
EDITH BLESSING, graduate of Vassar College. now teaches English at the University
of N'ew Mexico. "Cuarto Oentennial" is her first published poem.
Work by GEORGE ST: CLAIR, verse and prose, has appeared frequently in the NEW
MExico QUARTERLY. Dr. St. Clair is Dean Emeritus of the College of Fine Arts, and
Professor Emeritns of English, University of New Mexico. He will soon publish
another book of verse.
THOMAS N. PAPPAS, who lives in Memphis, Tennessee, is, according to his own
account, a romanticist at heart, who writes realistic stories in self-defense. "The
Gift," his first publish,ed story, catches him, he says, in one of his wea~er moods.
f

TROKAS McGRATH attended the University of North Dakota. The war deprived him of
the advantages of a Rhodes ScholarShip which he won more than a year ago. Poet.,.",'
. Voices, the New Amn1, .Compass, and other magazines have published .poems by him.
VINCENT H. OGBURN who teaches English at Eastern New Mexico College, Portales,
has contrib"uted artie
to scholarly magazines, and "some )lalf hundred iuvenile
short stories and serials'
the popular magazines. Recently, he lays, he has begun
to take his verse-writing more en
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D. H. Lawrence in,Valhalla
;

By MARY
R.

FREEMAN

s. H. NULLE, being very fond of both D. H. Lawrenee

M and fascism, has tried to get his two good friends to:-

~

gether. 1 In'doing this, he has approached fascism-through
inadvertence or design-not as it' exi~ts but as its propagandists would have us believe from their window-dressing."
Also he pas 'lifted, with tendentious -discretion, isolate
phrases and paragraphe from ~,awrence, and he h~sshown a
most s~ngular reluctan~e to consider material whi~ll could
dem:Olish his thesis. Moreover, that which he haa drawn
fr$ Lawt~:Q.ce, when placed alongside the operational realities of fascism, makes Mr. Nulle's case a farrago of
tortions and no~ sequiturs.
.
"\
r must waive a discussion of tpe romantic and toplofty
definition of fascism which Mr. Nulle succumbs to. Here-it
.need only be remarked that he resonates to tawren~s "emphasis on the need of reconciling 'the supposedly divergent
forCeB in nian-the ,rati-onal and the irrational-an emphasis
which he presumably"nnds echoed in the fascist a1\P.eal to the
irrational, to muscle~thinking. This purely nomhial coincidence in terms is,assumed by Mr. Nulle to place Lawrence ~
-the same patrie psyckique with fascism, although ,to the
Nazi the irrational boils down to nothing more than Bluden
-an etymol~gica.l
'from"which
. and intellectual monstrosity
.
Lawrence 'Would have re<;biled with passionate aversion,
however much he may have expressed something apparently
similar when removed from its context.
Assuming for the moment that r.he intellect-emotion,
rational-irrational dualism, inadvertently accepted by Lawrence"s very a~mpt to rejeCt it, is sound '(althougll it is
not) , it might be suggested that the yearning for integration
. of personality does not necessarilY lead one to the fascist

dis..

~

,

"

,

(

,

/

1.

s." H. Nulle, UD. H. Lawrence

QUARTERLY,

an~he Fascist- Mov~ent,.. THE 'NEW MExIoo
~
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lair. Waldo Frank may be ~entioned. as a man seeking inte,gration, and yet 'by very different·means politically and
J 'econom.ically. Moreover, it is noteworthy tpat Aryan GerJ ~an GeSta'ltPSYChOIOgists, who,have for years been empha, sizing a; m ehmore tho~ough and, soul}dly-based conception
of Lawrenc 's clamor for an integrated view of man, have
found the "organic" te~dencies 'of fascism incompatible ,and
,
'have become voluntary exiles. 2
'
Nor does the desire to take man as a whole necessitate ;
the exclusive establishment of the cult of irrationality, evi- ;
denced in the burning of bQoks and in Hitler's term of crushing contempt, Intelligenzler, which has taken the fascists off
the other end of the boat. One need only compare ~the following quotations from Lawrence and Hitler to recognize the
cosmic difference between Lawrence's "blood-knowledge"
and Hitler's muscle-thinking. Lawrence writes:

.

"

'

2. It is also desirable to understand:- as evidently Dr. Nulle does not and as
LaWl'ence himsE!lf did not. exactly what it is that LaWl'ence objected to in science as
viewed by most llterary intellectpaIs. To LaWl'ence science was merely the mechanistic
science of'the nineteenth century, a science from which nothing more could emerge
than was represented by the properties of the iitdividual elementary components, B
science which offered nothing but the dreary, uncreative recombinationi of particles,
without anything essentially novel to hope for. But this is not what science has been
for the last twenty years. It is not the science of Gestalt psychology or of atomic
physicS Qr of astrophysics of today. These contemporary conceptions reveal a cosmos
of the most exciting and undreamed-of possibilities, because they recognize in the
infinitude of combinations of even a finite number of elements an infinitude of relationships, of which everyone is a genuinely creative novelty that is a priori wholly unpredictable from the components. Even such a humd~ compound as '~ater is now seen
as entirely ~fferent from the mere addition of the properties of hydrogen and oxygen,
• its essential properties being emergents from the relationships set ~p by the two'
elements rather than a mere additi5>n of the properties of hydrogen an~ oxygen considered singly. When Lawrence spoke of science, he' was thinking of Newton, Locke,
and Burne, not of Einstein, Millikan, and Kohler.
To object to mechanism for i~ inadequacy and prosaic restriction of possibilities'
is one thing, but to denounce all science, as LaWl'ence pas done, because he knows of
no other, and to denounce intellectualism because he thinks it capable of nothing but
the sterility of mechanism is quite another. I4Lwrence would probably have been
the last man in the world to remain guilty' of ~is had he) taken the trouble to go
beyond the science of his school days. For in co~mporary science are found precisely
the relational wholes, the unpredictable creative possibilities with each step in advance
which Lawrence demanded of life itself. It would seem that. had Lawrence realized
this truth, he would have called for more rather than less science and intellect for
the_enrichment of life, and certainly not· for the sterile formuIaof: fascism which
denies opportunity to the intellect.

-j

",.

;

"

\"
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-

".•. the thought adventure starts in the blood,
not in the mind. If an Arab or a Negro or even a
Jew sits down neXt, to me in the train, I cannot
proceed so glibly with my knowing ;, ... I can just _.
plank down the word Nigger, and Having labelled
. him, finish with him!' Or I ~an tryt to track him
down in terms of my o\vn knowledge. That is, unnerstand him as I unders~andJ any other individual
.... Or I can do a third thing. I can admit that
my blood is disturbed, that something comes from
him that interferes with my normal vibrations. Admitting so much, I can either put up a resistance to, '
continue, because, after all, there is 'some peculiar
alien sympathy between us ...'. This slight'change
in my blood develops, in dreams and unconscious,
till, if I allow it, it struggles forward into light as
a new realization, a netN term of consciousness ...."
And again he says thdt to be a man is "all the time
·to risk your own known self, and become once more
a self you could never. have known -or ~xp,ected."8
Let us observe Hitler stalking knowledge:
.,~
Once when I was' walking through the inner'
city, I suddenly came.across a b.eing in a lon,g caftan
w~th bbiek side lockS. My fiist thought was : Is
thj:tt a Jew? In L,enz they did not look like that~ I
-watched- him stealthily and cautiously, but the
long.er I stared at the strange countenance and
studied it feature by 'feature, the more the question
in a different form turned in my brain: Is that a
!
German?
As' always on such occasions, I' proeeeded to
try to remove my doubts by means of b~. For
the first time .in my· life I bought some anti-semitic
pamphlets for a few heller.4
May it not ~e -ventured that Hitler's choice of "impartial" anti-semitic authority is revealing? This leads us to another contrast between our two figures. sConsUieration of
motive is never beside the point.
\'! .
Mr. Nulle heavily emphasizes Lawre:pce'~ uncompromising disgUst with ~ur contemporary ci~lization as leading
-

0>

8. 0", Being ez Mem. 190, 194, 195: 199.
4. MJI Fight, 19. Italics by II. F.
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him directly toward the fascist bivouac!. As an arrant partisan Mr. Nulle apparently feels that the only new stirring in
. the present world is fascism. Ergo~ Lawrence was a prD-~
phetic voice paving the way for Hitler. He notes with triumph that "the enemies of La-wrence and fascism are one."
Within certain limits this is true. But it could be said with
equal vigor-if one selected material as carefully as does Mr,.
Nulle-that the enemies of Lawrence and socialism are one,
or that the enemies of Lawrence and democracy are one, or
even the enemies of Lawrence and' of living men are one~
The significant point is not that Lawrence and fascism had
enemies in common, but why they had enemies in common.
qt is here· that Lawrence and fascism most symptomatically
part company.
,
More precisely, Mr. Nulle reminds us that Lawrence
disliked democracy. But what, specifically, did Lawrence
'dislike in democracy? Of America he writes:.
§\

.

1

This is the land of the free ! Why if I say
anything that displeases them, the free mob will .
lynch me, and that is my freedom. 5
Would Mr. Nulle, suggest that Lawrence would be freer to
displease authority under fascism? Secondly, Lawrence
was disgusted, as Mr. Null~ has pointed out, by the preOccupation with obtaining the' "wdrld's gear" ~hich he saw as"'"
an inseparable part of what he termed "democracy." But
has the avidity for the world's ge.ar of Nazi leaders ~scaped
Mr:Nulle? Or does it, cease to be avidity when the grea~ can
become fabulously rich and the humble must submit to
forced·labor for a bare existence? Is it delusory to believe
that the gea~ing of Ge~many's entire economy 'to armaments
has raised the sheer problem of securing food to an obsession for the ordinary man? This war economy-and let us
note that according to Hitler and Mussolini war is the ordinary and proper conpition of a nation-Can scarcely meet
Lawrence's demandlllfhat "money and wor~'be ·as casual in
human life as they are in a bird's life, pamn it all/' and \
G. Studies in ClMaical Amtnta.n LiterGtare, 4.

.

.

~.
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: ''What we want is life and trust, men trusting men, and
, maKing living a free thing; ilot a thing to be earned."s
)
,
And third, Lawrence feared the dependence of the .
. "democratic" on courting tlie votes of the masses., He feared
,the attendant demagogy, the oversimplification of Issues, the
, Opportunity for the inferior but unscrupulous to push to the
. fore by a manipulation of prejudice and ignorance. He
.denied the absolute equality of man a,nd confused that equalwty with the ,political equality of people. Hitler came into
power, by his own boast, through the violationo~~ve~rin
ciple which Lawrence here desired, by' appeal to' sheer ignorance, confusion, and prejudice ;'and retains it by the stimulationcaf atavistic and low~brow impulses which" Lawrence
abhorred and f~ared in democracy where they are far more
rudim~ntary. Lawrence's leader was to Zead and
, not to
depend upon a demagogic acceptance and exploitation of
every foible that could serv~ ~portunism. Mr. Nulle has I
blandly quoted Lawrence's ideas of a '~proper ruling"':
I think the artisan is fit to elect for his immediate surroundings, but not for 'the ultimate government. The electors for the highest pla~es Sh0Uld
be governors of the bigger districts-the whole
thing should work upwards, every man voting for
that which he more or less understands through
contact--no canvassing of mass votes. :
Aside from Lawrence's error in taking what he found
in America as the quintessence of "democracy, it is notable"
that hi~ electoral scheme is precisely the reverse of, fascism..
However much Lawrence may have desired to modify the
suffrage, he stilLwished to retain it, the Jchange being only
such as to give the authority of the 'Voter more, not less,
effect. But in fascism the voter has no ~uthority ;i~ fact, he
. is entirely eliminated. He has only ~esponsibility toward
those- above to do as o.rdered from above.· But authority. is'
all d6wnward, quite as one-sided as the responsibilit1\ for
'performance is all upward. Ironically enough; Lawrence's

..

.\

..

6. Letter to Charles Wilson from BandoI, Dec., 1928, Letters of D. H. LawretlCe,
'edited by Aldous HuxIe7.
~
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above account resembles more nearl~ at least the paper- organization of Soviet Russia than of any fascist country.
What is one to think of Mr~ Nulle's ~tate of infonhation if
he is ignorant of this elementary fact?, And if he is aware of
it, then what is one to thi~ of his candor? .
; It is, moreover, apparent when one takes into consideration the whole tenor .of Lawrence's writings that his. insiste~e on having artisans govern only that with which they
c~me indirect contact,arose from his conviction -that abstrac'tions are a poor source of kno ledge, as well as from his distrust o~eintelligenceof th working class.. To use Lawrence ~Mr. Nulle has done ·n this connection is to make
him an advocate for the fascis policy of playing providence
with the people and treatin~ them as barhyard' animals-an
indignity against humanity which Lawrence abhorred more
stronglY.' than anything else. Says JIitler: the qerman "shall
learn to be silent not OnlY~When he is jU'stly blamed, but to
bear injustice in silence, if necessary."i Says Lawren~e, on
the contrary, to the miners:
)

,

i-

\

.

Stand on yoUr own feet or you'll be put in compounds "like they keep Niggers in South Africa. .
j"
And everyone of you'll have a little' brass 'collar
\ - round his neck, with a number o~ it. You won't
have names any more. And you'll go from compound to 1>it, and from pit back to compound .. '..
. But you won't be men. You won't even be animals
.... a lot of numbered slaves... a new sort of
slaves."s
.
!

If Lawrence ~ai~ed the com¥1on man for his simplicity;

it was not for this brand of simplicity which would leave him
a voiceless, faceless automaton at the bottom while hisf~cist
masters, .exercising incredible power, pushed..". him around
from the top.
,1
~
.In contrast to Lawrence's rebellion against inertia and
submissiveness, we find Hitler gratified with it and demand;

I

7. Mv FiDlft. 169. .
8. Touch aM Go, 92.
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ing it as the basic condition
for his social slot-machine.
)
.
Hitler writes:
. . i
,

.

,

By its very nature" an organization cannot
stand unless leaders of high intellect [sic!] are
- served by a large mass' of men inspired by sentiment. It would be harder to maintain discipline in
a company of two hundred. men, all equally gifted
intellecb.~al1y, than in one containing one hundred
and ninety less gifted ;;lnd. 'b:!n with higher intellects~9
. '.
'~
Thus Lawrence feared in democracy. precisely th ~ualities which fascism deliber~tely nourish~s\": the humili and
sycophancy.toward authority, the destitution of imagination, and the ignorant cocksureness with its potentiality for
destroying the non-conforming ppir~t.· Even the literary
apologists of fascism such as the Italian Futurists have'
scorned the individual man in their orgiastic identification
with the machine. Mr. Nulle suggests'that Hitler is Lawrence's Saint Paul. But it is strange tllat the disciple should
so far have misread the master's gospel of Noli me tangere
into meaning Du bist nichts; dein V olk isflJ'alles.
Anyone 'familiar wit~ Hitler's book, or Mussolini's for
that matter, cannot fail to see it as a monument to successful
evasion, trickery, and shuflllng opp - ism, as a text for.
'manipulating the crowd by crownin their shortcomings and institutionalizing their b
t fears, pr~judices, and superstitions. Is tliis,. then, e h hes 'orm of, "truth," which,
according to Lawrence, a; nation shall pursue? Is this conducive. to the truth bet een men which Lawrence urges?
Writer after writ who has observed first-hand testifies to
the effect of Hitle's regime on the German people. No one
trusts anyone els paren s not even their children, and
leaders not other I d '. 0
Mr. Nulle quotes Lawrence's demand to "restore the
world of natural men .. ,. emancipated from ancient fears
•

C

9. Mv Fight 191.
.
10. Cf. Martha Dodd, ThrO'Ugh EmbaB81/ Eves; Nora WaIn, ReGching for th."e
Stars; and Erika Mann, School for Ba.rbaria'llB.
.
~
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vand frustrations,': ':the rena..issance ~f the P?~~ or insist~nce "
on spontaneous lIVIng" as most characterIstic of. fascIsm. .
Were this kind of coupling of Lawrence with fas'cis_m a little
travesty of Mr. Nulle's, it would be grim but thinkable,
though rather extreme. But it is offered in deadly ear~est, as .
is t~e view that for Jascism the sin against'the Holy Ghost
is "violence to life." It is one of the singularities of admirers
of fascism that statements db not mean what they say' and
acts are something other than themselves.. If Hitler says'
anything, he says 'that death in battle, in',obedience to the
leader, is man's highest consummation. However noble this
killing and being killed may be, it is not an abhorrence o~
'''violence to life." Lawrence stressed fighting· for what'thEt
individual really believed, not {or what somebody else believed who gave the orders from above.
The following is a section from a letter written by Lawrence in 1916 to La , squith. From this Mr. Nulle ~ade a .
quotation, but at the sa time he saw fit to neglect thissig~ .
nificant anti-fascist senti nt: "I can. never see how my
fellow ~an should make me 'll another man. Which then is
~my Fellowman? How shall I distinguish him? And you are
quite right, I doe~teem the individual [Italics' by M. F.]
above everything else."
~
.
Again Mr. Nulle makes much of Lawrence's interest in
the heroic leader, without, however, indicating that .the o1,l~
come was for Lawrence a repudiation of the fascist Filhrerprinzip. What is equally significant is"thatMr. Nulle brushes
aside, as obvious maladjustment, Lawrence's inability td
portray that leadership clearly or to assume it himself. The
essential point, Mr. Nulle, is not that "he could not, but why
he could not.W~ have read Kangaroo in very different ways.
It is most extraordinaiy that Mr. Nulle should take the leaderof this case-history of.faseism to be Lawrence himself. For
if the Kangaroo is supposed to voice Lawrence, then he is
a singularly different Lawrence from the cqaracter who
always bears the author's attitude in his 6therwritings. Of·
c!'Urse, it is a favorite trick of Lawrenr to send his
"

,~6"

va;-
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.

ous ideas battling in the guise of his characters and often to '
.. make each of several characters resemble Lawrence some, ."
p~rticular respect. But it is not difficult to tell which character says the writer',g last words, and in Kangaroo this
character, is Somers and certainly not the Kangaroo. The
whole book was .the "story of why Somers 'could 'not join'
fascist inovement.u Is it. not strange that in Somers' ina~
bility'to accept the movement Mr. Nulle dfd, not'recognize a ,
demurrer ,on the part of Lawrence? Isn't it significant that .
Lawrenc6 makes the nasty- brawl between the Kangaroos .
~nd their victims, the 'critical turning poitft inl Somers',' at-,'·
titude? Here Lawrence reaiizes clearlythe,oItiinousness of
fascism, to men of his individualistic stamp abdve all others~
and he rejects it, despite'the existence of a few Paper points
. of compatibilitY, points held initially before he saw fascism
.1
a~tion. Jt ,is significant too that his' next book about'
leaders'is laid in Mexico, where 'mysticism is 'not' so incon- '
gruous. FQr his own European ,folk he has rejected fascism.:
Then in The Plumed Serpent: he 'tries to determine if these ~
ideas will work iIi the 1ll0re.primitive
s9ciety of Mexico.Th;is
' .
time it. goes better, without Kangaroo's top-hat.and pince- .
~~z; and Jac~'s unmystical cracking of :skulI~J 'but' a~ain ',.
Lawrence rejects itas'an answer to his problem. 'It is a trait
of Lawrence's th~t' he
never 'lets his ideas distort 'his char,
acters or situations. :ais novels are like fingers to the blind.
.He feels -and tests authenticity by means pf them. and does
not ~esitate to.reject'the fAlse. , . , : .
. ", .', '
, Mr. ~ulle also falls to place in its proper significance
the circumstance that after The Plumed ,Serpent Lawrenee '
ceased to em1>hasize the military leader~ that he began to
express 'doubts about leaders and what he had. formedy regarded a13 their qualifications. Bact Mr. Nulle 'seen 'fit to
, quote along with the praise of leaders in letters to Gardiner,
Lawrence's equally important rejection of his own former

in

a:

<

in
,

,'~.

~

'

.

~

'1

~.

j:

\

11. Note the esemblance of Lawrence's core problem, exempUfied in Kangaroo, to
Thomas Mann's,
eutpUfied by "Ton~o Kroger," fand, for that matter, in most' of
his other work. A d Thomas Mann is COJiSpicuous~ascist.
/ "
'j>
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conception of leadership, Lawrence's ~upposed advocacy of
the Fukrerpri,nzip would have app~ared far less unequivocal
than ;Mr. Nulle allows us to belieye. In tp,e same year 'in a
l~tter to the same Gardiner, Lawrence' writes from Italy:

·~·.r,

,

Yes, one can ignore fascism for a time. But
after a while the sense of false power forced
against life is very depressing, and you can't escape
~xcept by the trick of abstraction' which is no
good.12
And why, it is permissible to.( ask, did Mr. ·Nulle overlook Lawrence's letter to Witter BYnner in the same year?
I sniffed the red herring in your last letter a
long time: then at last decided it:s a live sprat. I
mean about the Plumed Serpent and ,,'the hero."
On the whole, I think you're right. The hero is obsolete, and the leader of meh is a back number.
After all, at the back" of the hero is the militant
ideal: and the militant ideal,. or the ideal militant
seems to ~e also 3: cold egg. We're sort of sick of
all forms of. militarism and militantism, and Miles
-is a name no more, for a man. On the whole I agree
with yo~ the leader-cum-follower relationship is a
, bore. And the new relationship will be some sort oftenderness, sensitive, between .men and men and
men and, women, and not the one up one down, lead
on I follow, ick die~of business. IS
It is not necessary to qharrel with Mr. NuDe's use of
Lawrence's contempt for socialism, communism, and the
Soviet Union, as Lawrence understood them. But that this
contempt should n~cessarily make a fascist of him do~s
not follow. What, precisely, did he object to in socialism?
First, he feared man in the mass. But thatrwas also his fear
of democracy, where he perceived ,the menace of group
standards to the individ~I. What individual (variability is
allowed under fascism, with its consummate regimentation
of .every possible act, emotion, and thought? He despised
the materialism which he \>elieved an emphasis on economic
12. Letters. .
18. Letters, 719.
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welfare would produce. ~u~ the butterless and l£rsatz
economy ~of ,fascism. yield' omething tra~scendental that
Lawrence yearned for, or .' l(lld it produce a more intense
preoccupation with what Lawrence contemptuously spoke of
, as being 'abl~ "to eat more sausage," and )Vould there be ·a
\ stimulation of "tenderness between men and, men and men
and women" or of mean grasping cunning when a loaf of
bread has become the most convincing of arguments? In
fact, there is good reason to hold that Lawrence-who dwelt
ecstatically on venison pasty until the anemic soul of Middle.
ton Murry winced and the Doctor who ~ooks· at literature
with a jaundiced eye shouted' "perverted"-'would have
much preferred the sausage to the shoddy transcendentalism
of fascism.
Lawrence's third objection to socialism is that it' ac. oepted the-machine and succumped to the tempo of -industrialism. Does Mr. Nulle find any Jesser 'Worship of the
machine in .Italy and Germany? And if. German peasants·
. are encouraged to consider themselves titled aristocrats of
the soil~ it is only because the millions tending the machines'
must eat.· Furthermore, Mr. Nulle could gflin much from
getting around a bit more among his fascist confreres~ From
Marinetti and other Italian Futurists~ who'have remained in
Italy to apologize for the fascist regi~e, he would learn
the heights, the obsessive madness,' to which the machine ~
can be raised, particularly the machines of destruction .which
;
have become totemic 'deities.
Si~ce Mr.' Nulle quotes from the Fantasia 0/' the Un,..
conscious, perhaps he has read, although he does not -choQse
to recall; this devastating Swiftian contempt; starting with
..,
a diatribe against~ngland, Lawrence writes:
I

Onward Christian Soldier toward the great
terminus where bottles of sterilized milk for the
babies are delivered at the beoroom windows by
noiseless aeroplanes eachII;lorn, where the science
of dentistry is so perfect'that teeth are planted in
a mali'S mouth without his kriowing it, where twilight
sleep is so delicious that every woman longs
.
'

"

I·
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·forher next confinement, and where nobody ever
has to do anything except turn a handle now .and
\
,then in the spirit of universal love.
This is the forward direction of the 'English-speaking people.
(Have these lines given Aldous Huxley the idea for his
Brave New World?)' Now .Lawrence proceeds to the Ger.
.' ,
mans, whose city of lilht '
, lies direct behind us .... Reverse engines, and
away, away to our city, where sterilJzed, milk is
delivered by noiseless aeroplanes~ AT THE VERY
PRECISE MINUTE WHEN OUR GRE,AT DOCTOR OF OUR FATHERLAND HAD DIAGNOSED THAT IT IS GOOD FOR YOU; wh~re the
teeth are not only so painlessly planted that they
grow like living rock, but where the composition is
s1,lch that the friction of eating stimulates the cells
of the -jaw-bone and developes the SUPERMAN
STnENGTH OF WILL WHICH MAKES US
. GODS; and where not only is twilight sleep serene,
, ,,' but into the sleeper are inculcated the most use" 'ful and instructive dreams, calculated to perfect
the character of the young citizen at this crucial
period, and ,to enlighten permanently the mind of
the happy mother, with regard to her new duties
toward her child and· toward our g.reat Fatherland. [po 95. All capitillizations Lawrence's.]
,

"

Mr. Nulle has lamented Lawrence's vagiIeness on "that
other-great,'fascist
principle," "the nation as a spiritual or.
ganism." Do not these lines from Fantasia strike twelve
.
most ~learly 'on that very point?
Again'in a diatribe against Soviet Russia, Lawrence
.says things which. could be .Ievel~ed against fascism:
,~

Lenin says: "You are saved, but you are saved
wholesale.
You are no longer men, that is bourgeois,
you are items in the Soviet State,
and each item will get its ration,
but it is the Soviet State that counts;
the items are of small importance,
the State having saved them all ...."
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Then Lawrence asks, "•.. when wilt thou teach them'to .
save themselves ?"14 WQuId theshme question dealing with
the coolies andjanissaries of Hitler and Mussolblibeout

'

moro~?

If 'any categorical conclusion is justified, it is not Mr.
Nulle's to the effect th1't 'fascism could satisfy more of
Lawrence's demands than could any other social form, but
-that fascism would have outraged his sensitivity on more
, points than any other system could have done. The common
ground between Lawrence and fascism is extremely tenuous
and, altogether on the negative' side~ cOnlprised only of an
acute awareness_W. and, aversion to the obvious defects of , our rudimentary ~mocracy. Two men may alike'detest fish, .
but 'does it ,follow that they will both prefer fried eggs?
Lawrence's ideas do not run, as Mr. Nulle would have us
believe, through open doors right into fascism. Even, if
Lawrence desired, as he once did and again later did nOt, a
leader g~orious and omnipotent; ~either Hitler nor Mussolini
could~fill the 'bill., Even if Lawrence did call for a fuystic
"organic" unification of the social order, it must not be forgotten, as Mr. Nulle has forgotten,. th~ Lawrence also de'manded the greatest liberty possible 'for divergent, individ~als. That he never clearly envisioned a society that could
achieve this, grew4lfrom his acceptance of the hoary fallacy that the psychology of the group is fundamentally differ, ~nt from the 'psy~hology of the individuals composing it.15
thus he finds himself writing recipes to satisfy two divergent views of man. In combating the widely held 'Pew that
the indiv~dual ~nd society were necessarily set ag4inst ofie~
another, he gave a false credence to the very fallacy he
fought, just as he paid inadvertent homage'to the supposed
intellect-emotion dualism. This real disbelief' in nian's
wholeness led him to vacillate between an over-emphasis on
the "organic" aspect of. society and an insistence on the
ultimate, supremacy of man as an individ~al. As a .result,
..

,;

;;r...,..

,-

I
I'

14. Panaies, 29.
15. Cf. Ellis Freeman, Social Pff1/chology, and Conquering the Man in the Street,

on the Group-Mind Fallacy.
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Lawren~ 'as been dismembered by,persons like Dr. NulIe,
.who drag a limb into the fascist camp and call it Lawrence,
and by the "artists" who hold the individual so sacrosanct as .
to be above it all. Aware perhaps of a discord in the beautiful fraternal amity which he had constructed between
Lawrence and'fascism, Mr. Nullesuggests that if Lawrence
possibly didn't care for fascism and if her did make some
, skeptical remarks ~bout the oppressive feel of Mussolini's.
Italy, then that arose only from the law of nature that pro::.
phets are greater than their achieved visions. A :pr~ttY
tribute, especially when Mr. Nulle coyly adds that very probably Jesu~ wouldn't have liked "Christianity"! Isn't it more
likely 'thai' Jesus did not advocate '~Christianity"?
.0,

. .-

Disquiet
By

HOWARD

E.

SYLVESTER '

·11'r

I'd, nGt rest in such an earth as this is:
Murder and starvation and the mark
Of madness, on 'Us all-vast, b.lank,abysses
Of utter dark.
;. Before I'd rot beneath such tragic air,
Where crumbling hope betrayed infects our worth,
I'd summon strength to burst my grave and dare
To flee from e a r t h '
To beat upon the silent gate of heaven,
Sounding and resounding till the din ,Disturb the sleeping saints, the Lord God even,
And He take me in.
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·An Etching of La Petenera.
.
By FEDERICO GARciA LORCA ,

I

/

Translated by Lloyd'Mallan
. The BeU

".~.

(Its

Bas~)

,Yellow
in .tlie tower,
Cidouble bell.
'-1,-'

..

""~.

.

..

II,'{.....

'"
i

Over.,
"'.
,,-'
the yellow wi.nd,
~
,..
.,. the bell soun'tl tolls.
I
~.
Sonorous daggers
.~,
flung at the <listance.~~·
Flou:n,ci~ liie "breast~ "
of t},le
peasant' girls. .v
,17
"':~.

.~

~

•~

,

(

1

f~'.i·.)(
~}
i

.'i'

,~

Yellow
in the tower,
, th' bell stops. '
.

.-

1/

J

~
,

.;,;

Dust in.the wind
is sdattering silve.r.
The Road

.

,~

Hundr~d mourning cavaliers:
".'

where are they going,
.hunched against the sky
of the orange grove?
They cannot reach Cordoba,
nor Seville,
nor Granada sighing by the sea.
f [ 225] ~ .
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Their drowsy horses
will carry them ~.
to the labyrinth of cro"sses
where a song trembles.

. .. .

With jeven precise laments,
wherefjare they going;
the hundred Andalusian cavaliers
from the orange grove1/ .

(

..,'..

.

,....

~

,

(

The Six Strings
The guitar
weeps to the
dreams.
A little sob
of lost souls
escapes
through its round
mouth.

Like a tarantula
it weaves a great star
to quarry the sighs'
that :float on its black
cistern of wood.

v

\

.

. !
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Erosion in the Valleys of the Southwest ' .
By

.
\

'.j

'.

KmK BRYAN

'

e

l!

\-~

~

of Southwestern United States have been
oi late much in the public eye. The depression began in
this area with the fall in price of livestock in 1920-21 and
was gradually accentuated with the collapse of the banks in
1926 and the ge;neral crisis .of 1929. Dry years added their.
toll, since in general high prtces for ~oc~ and gooq;, that
is, rainy~ years seldom occur together.
,i .
The continually chan~ng fortunes of the stock bu'$iness,
its' booms and depressions~ its good years and droughts, hav~
led to much governmental :activity reflected as far as ]3oston,
the great marketing center for wool. This major $outhwestern industry is also charged with the onus of soil ero,sion, and in the name_of soil conservation, vast sums out of
the public treasury have· be~n and are being spent in the
Southwest. The collapse of the war-t\me wheat prices and
the long-continued drought which culIninated in 1934 also
contributed to distress ~n this area. Pie general depres~ion,'
still c(m~inuing, affected also thetrans-portation business,
and man¥ a countY government is supported largely by railroad taxes. The Southwest is thus oIie of the problem children of our fatherly Uncl~ Sam whose apparently bottomless·
purse has been generously opened at the request of his highly
vocal drr-land citizens.
Research 'on the physical geography and geology of the
area has been carried on for ~~y. years. The pioneers in
the work gave such attention as they could spare to the problem of the -valley .floodplains, and we owe much to the
studies of Gregory and others. In the past fifteen years, a
. more or less systematic campaign has been in progress which.
is just beginning to show 'general results."
.
J: .
Most of the minor streams of the Southwest are mere
wet weath~r water cOlirses. Muddy floods accompany and
follow rain, but throughout the remainder
of the year, the '.
.
{227 ]
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stream beds' are dry. These ephemeral streams flow in valleys floored with alluvium from twenty to one hundred feet
thick.' The alluvium has been accumulated by the building up
of the grade; of the streams which, liefore the year 1880, ran _
in discqntinuous shallow channels and during floods spread
widely\lbver ~he valley floors. .After 1880 and con~inuing to _
the present, 'stream after stream has cut a deep channel, or
.arroyo, twenty to fifty feet deep into its valley floor or floedplain. The mud excavated from these channels or arroyos is
carried into the main rivers, and as .th~ arroyos are widened
by each successive flood, more mud is carried down. Because
on the main streams, the Colorado, the Gila, and the Rio
Grande, great reservoirs have been built, the! increased load
'of mud will, within a few generations of men, fill the reser~
voirs-and render them valueless for storage. This is the
great "arroyo problem.," How and at whose expense are
these reservoirs to be protected?
,
The western migration of cattle and cattle men began
in the late seventies, and~ at the" same~time bands of sheep
.. migrated from New Mexico. ~oth the cattle and sheep businesses were well developed \by 1880. As the cutting of ..
arroyos was begun at this time, some hold' that the stock"
business is the malefactor. The claim is made that the
redtlction of the native vegetation, by the use or misuse 9f
the grazing, has increased the flood run-off, and thus causedthe cutting of arroyos. There is no question.. th~t our hesi~
tant land' policy, or lack of policy" has encouraged the misuse of grazing land and that overgrazing has resul~ed iIi
many localities. Nor can one question -the general 'coinci- '"
dance" in time between the cutting of arroyos and the develof the stock
business. However, geologic studies
opment
,
. !
.
the valleys of the Southwest have demons~rated that&\the
present arroyo~ had ~r~decessois c~t a~d·.fil~d ,.,up agai~
before-the conung of whIte men and the ;Jntroduction 'bf hIS
domestic animals. Inv~tigations of ~any .strf}J.m valleys
have been made, and the results are brought together in the
;.
accompanying table.
I

-'c

or
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. EROSION AND SEDIMENTATION IN THE FLOODPLAINS
OF SOUTHWESTERN VALLEYS .
Alternate
processes

Evidence on
the ground

Erosion

The existing arroyo Cut from 'floodplains since 1880
A.D. and still being eroded.
,

.

Sedimentatio; Late channel fill

Erosion

Ancient arroyo

,\,.

Comment

.Contains.. in places I?otsherds and
other human relics; j'began to be
deposited about 1300 to 1400 A.D•.
Similar in size to existing arroyo;
in places known to have been cut·
in period 1100-1400.

Sedimentation Intermediate fill

Of Puebloan or earlier date; may·
be two-fold.

Erosion

Much larger than later arroyos;
associated with strong wind ae,tion.·

Earliest arroyo

,.

Sedimentation Early fill
(Neville, Jeddito,
and other forma'~
tions)

Cemented and/or weathered; contains in some localities extinct
allimals; absen~ in ,some valleys.

There ,have been at lea'sfthre~ period~ of deposition 9f
alluvium, and three periods of arroyo cutting of which the
present arroyo is one. The dates at which these events took
place have been determined mostly by interpretation of the
relics of man found in the alluviugl through the generous
cooperation, of maD:Y archaeologists. In this field the two
sciences_merge and the broken pieces of Pueblo, pottery and
other relics of man become fossils recording geologic events.
~ The ~hronology of Southwestern Pueblo cultures is now in'
a highly developed state, so that types' of pottew are correlated· with' the tree ring chronology invented by Douglass,
and dates· on the'ab~olute time scale are possIble. The,third
period of deposition which was brought; t6 a close-by the preSent arroyo cutting is quite well established as to date in these'
· widely scattered areas anp apparently' occurred betyeen
120P and 1400 A. D. 'rhe period of arroyo cutting nex1;:jprel
'.'
.
I

'

I :', ' '
J'
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vi9uS is also fairly well established and occurred between
1100 ahd 1300 A. D. The next earlier period of deposition is
not so well known, and it may easily be that two or -more
periods of deppsition are represented, and that mere lack
of data enables the placing of these deposits in the s~~e
eategory. Similarly, the earliest fills recorded, such as the
Neville of Te~as, are made equivalent'to each other, either
because of a common contep.t of extinct animals or because
there is no information as to date. As elephants and horses
undoubtedly lived over a long period, the presence of tneir
bones merely implies antiquity without defining it, and these
several bodies of alluvium inay have been deposited at more
than one ancient date.
.The erosion period which followed the deposition of the
Neville formation of Texas and the Jeddito of the Hopi country was accompanied by extensive wind action. This simil~r
ity, although not established for other areas, tends
to show
-,
. that this erosion interval was coincident in' these two
localities.
' .
.
So far as the callse of the arroyo cutting which be~n
after the year 1880 is concerned, the dates set forth in the
table are conclusive that arroyos SImilar to and even larger
than the recent arroyos were cut in past time. As these
ancient episodes of erosion antedate the introduction· of
grazin~ animals, they must be independent of- that cause.
Each interval of erosion apparently occurred .synchronously
over the Southwest. Nor can successive episodes of arroyo
cutting be attributed to local uplift or to local change in_
stream regi~s. They must be due to a general cause, 'such
as successiv~fluctuations in climate by which the streams cut
down and formed arroyos in dry periods and built up their
channels and filled their valleys in wet on~~. Such an interpretation is supported by the evidence of wind action coincident with the great arroyo that followed in time'the Neville
formation in Trans-Pecos, Texas, and also the Jedditoin the
Hopi country of Arizona. Furthermore, as recently emphasized by Colton, there is in the Rio de Flag near Flagstaff an
230 ]
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.older alluvium, deposited under Jconditions moister than t~e
,present, as proved by .great stuniPs of pine trees that had
broad growth rings, "complacent r~ngs," which indicate that .
the trees grew under conditions moister than the present.
Also Douglass has shown by tree ring studies that a great
drought occurred from 1276, to 1299 A. D., or about the time
that the- second episode of arroyo cutti~g occurred over the
whole Southwest.
If, therefore, previouB to 1880 A.D., alluvium 'was de-.
\ posited under moister climates than the present and arroyos
were cut under drier conditibns, it seems reasonable to be- lieve that the present arroyo Js essentially cli~tic in origin.
Th~ntroduction of grazing an~ls handled by optimistic·
owners may have reduced the already impoverished vegeta~· i
tion, and precipitated the event. Overgrazing thus becomes
arroyo.
cutting
in the
merely the trigger pull which timed the.
.
thirty years following 1880.
From the standpoint 'of land use and governmental policy, such a theory of arroyos checks optimism as to a complete cure of arroyos by control of ~azjng, or even by supplemental works, the. so-called '''u,pstream engineering." At
best such measures are palliatives. It becomes, therefore,
necessary to consider with discriminative care, free from the
present hysteria, just what da:rp.age has been don~e, and how
much it amounts to in the common denominator of the dollar. Such a viewl;>oint may not be easily reached by the poor
man whose corn field, has been gutted by an ever-increasing
channel or .by the r.ancher' whose hay meadow now stands
high above a cleep'" arroyo which carries away the flood
waters that once irrigated the grass, but the: governmental.
administrator can be more coolheaded. Ob~ouslY the average annual value of grazing can be approximated and the
destructive effects of arroyo cutting can be estimated. The
present polici~ are inspired by enthusiasm and bolstered.by
,sentiment, but the spending of ten dollars an acre en land
that the government has purchased at from fifty-eight cents
to two dollars and fifty ceilts an acre cannot
long be justified,
, !
'
j

i

.
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even if these lands are resto;red to their ',pristIne and native
loveliness, unless in that state they will n?-~e a return on t~e
whole capital invested. If a reservoir is filling with mud a~d
thus deteriorating, a decision must be reached as to hOF
much of this deterioration is due' to accelet1ated and cOIlttollable erosion. The control of erosion, however commendable on aesthetic or sentimental grounds, should not
cost mote than the value of· the stored water that would
otherwise be lost. Furthermore, in equity the users of stored
water should pay for its protection rather than the general
taJq)ayer, who has already ~houlder~d rather more of the
cost of these
reservoirs than fappears to
.
. be his share.
In the formation of these policies; the fundamental data
.brought forward by these investigations lead to general con-J
elusions. The Southwest has in the past and will presumably
in the future pass through alternating periods of slightly
moister and slightly drier .climate. The present appears to
. be one of the periods of drYness with concomitant evils of
erosion. The future, which would look dark indeed, if present 'conditions are to continue, may, however,' see a return
to the relatively moist conditions of the ·past. Th~ predictions of the gloomy .that the sins o~ our civilization and particularly the evils induced by our land policy, will rob future
generations of a livelihood, may be overcome by a generous
Nature, returning good for evil.
~

Intrusion
By STANTON A.

COBLENTZ

There are some dark dead suns that bolt through space
And pull green orbs from their established course,
Marking, as tribute to their mindless force, \
,Sform-pits and dese~s on a planet's f2~ce.
I.
v

SO ,alien lives that come without an aim
'May scorch where love and harmony had shone,
~:~~ding bat-like in the night alone, .
not one. heart they lashed at quite the same.

L1·
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The Child's .Day
By

JESSAMYN WEST

,'I dying
MiNTA," the child said, "in the October day, in the .
October day:" She walked ever- to the firepta<:e
,

'

and stood so that the ~lanting sunlight fell onto her bare
shoulder witp. a red wine stain. The ashes, so light and ary,
smelled raw, rain wet. Or perhaps it~s the water on the' .
chrysanthemums, she
thought,
or perhaps the bitter,
autumn.
',',
I
'
flavored chrysanthemums themselves.
"
She listen~d for her second heart.;;beat, the three-day tap
of the loosened shingle. But it was dead, it beat no more.
For three days the Santa Ana had.'buffeted the house, but
now at eve~ing it ,had died down, had blown itself out. It·
was blown out, but it le±:t its signs: the piled ~and by the
east door sills, the tumble weeQs caught in the angle of the
corral, the sign board by the, electric tracks, face doWn; the
eucalyptus upright, .but with torn limb· dangling.
"The Sabbath ~vening/, said the girl, "t~ autu:rnn Sabbath evening." And bright and wa~ against ~ day's sober
death, the year's sad end, burned .her own bright living.
She walked to h<er own room; across her fallen nightgown, past her unmade bed, and opened the casement win- )
dow, and leanew out toward the west. T4ere the sun was
near to setting, red in the dust, and the lights in the distant
well riggings alteady blazed. -She watched the sun drop
until the black trac~ry of a derric~ crossed' its face.
"
"The day dies," ~'urmured the girl; "its. burnished
. 1
'
wrack burns in yon western sky."
Then she was qutet so that no single word shouW fall to ~
ripple the clear surface of her joy. The pepper treeJrustled;
there was a little stir in the leaves of the bougainvill~.
From the ocean, twenty miles away, the sea, air ,was beginning to move back across the land~ "It is as good against the'
dry face as water." She phshed her crackling hair away
[233 ]
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from her c~~ won't have a wind break as thin even
as one hairfagainst my face."
She arched ber bony che§Jt under tne tightly wrapped
lace scarf, so that she could project as. much of herself as
. possible into the evening's beauty. "Now the sun is down
and the day's long dream ended. Now rmust make the air
whistle about my ears."
She came out of the long black lace scarf like an ivory
cruciJix-,with a body no wider than her arms. Bloomers,
slip, green rep dress on, and 'there she was-thirteen again,
-and the supper to get, and the house to clean. She had the
supper in mi;nd: a fitting meal for Sunday evening. Oyster
soup. Oysters that ~ctresses ate" flo~ting in a golden sea of
milk, and marble cup-cakes veined like old temples.
She had supper ready when the Duro turned into. the
driveway bringing her family home from their drive-the
C[keS out of the oven,' the milk just on for the soup.
"Well," said her father when he entered the room, "this
i pretty nice." He walked over and held his hands to the~
. fire. "Wood box full, too."
Her mother ran her finger over the top of the hookcase
while she unwound her veil. "Minta,:you'H burn us out dusting with kerosene."
I
~
Clenmie said, sniffing the air, "Did you bake me little
cake, Mintie?"
Minta watched the scarlet accordion pleating in the
opening of her mother's; slit skirt fan out as she held her
foot to~rd
t he fire.
E
took off Clenmie's coat. "You should have gone
with us, Min a. The irind's done a lot of d~mage over' in
Riverside County. Lost count of the roofs off and trees
down."
,
"Is supper ready?" Mother asked.
"Soon as the milk heats, and I put t~e oysters in."
.
"Oyster soup!" exclaimed Father. "The perfect dish for
a Sunday October even'ing. Did you get your studying done?"
be asked curiously.

a

I,

"

.~.....
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Minta nodded. Studying. Well, it was "studying. Therewere her books and pap-e;rs.

, Father had sai¢ that morning before they left,
"You're a bright girl,
. Minta. No nee'd your; spending a whole day studying. Do you more good to go
for a ride with us." .
"No, Father,' I'm way b~hind.". She could
hardly wait until they left.
F~nally at ten they' got ~ntQ the car, Mother on
the front seat close to F~ther, Clenmie' behind.
Father backed out of the driveway Cftnd, a dusty
swir' of wind caught Mother':s scarlet veil.' They
'
waved ~her a sad goodbye.
"

0

,

t

She had watched the red" Duro out of sight, then turned
and claimed the, empty house for herself. She ,was as happy
as a snail that expels the la'st grafu of sand which has separated its sensitive fluid from its shell.- Now she flowed,
back a!fainst the walls of her' house in pure contentment.
She stood stock still and shut he~ eyes and listened to' the
house sounds: first the::dry, gusty breathing of the wind and
the shingle's tap, then the lessening hiss of the tea kettle as
the breakfast fire died~ 'and the soft, animal pad of the rug
as a slackening air current let it fail.
.
Shel,openeQ ~er eyes. In the dining room the curtains
lifted and fell with a summer
movement in the autumn wind.
......
She felt this to be perfe:c1{happiness: to stand in one room
and' watch in another the'rise and fall of ,curtains•.The eggrimed dishes still stood on the uncleared breakfast tab~e.
She r.egarded the disorder hap'pily. "Ob," she whispered, '
"it'~ like bei~g the o~IY su:rvi~or on an aban~oned ship." , .1
StealthIly she ~a~ to lower all the blInds so that the
room was left in yellow, dus twilight. Then she made herself a fire of the petroleum- 'oaked refuse from the oil fieins
en the oil'began to bubble and
,that they used for wood
'seethe, 'and the flames
. ed up, black' and' red, she started,
~
her w o r k . !
.

"

r

"
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She cleared the fUnred-oak library table anlI ringed. her
books and papers precisely before her. Now ber day began.
Now she inhabited two worlds at once, and slid amphibian- '
and had in each
the' best. She
like from one to the other,
,
'
Jj.
moved in Shelley's world of luminous mist, and emerged to
hold her hand to the fite and to listeiJ. to the'bone-dry sound
" of the wind in the palm trees.
She laid her hand across her open book feeling"that the
words there were so strong and beautiful that they would
.enter her veins through her palms and so flow to her heart.
She listened to the wind and saw ail th~ obj~cts that b~nt
before it: she saw the sta.tely movement of dark tree tops,
the long ripple of bleached, hair-like grass, the sprayed sea'·.
twater, the blown manes of horses in open pasture, the lonely
sway of electric signs along dusty main streets. "Far across
the steppes," she said, "and the prairie lands, the high mesas
.and the grass-<;overed pampas." She watch~d the oil bubble •
, stickily out of the wood and wondered how it seemed to feel'
, again after these thousands of years the touch of the wind.
But this ~s qreaming, not doing her' work. -She opened
.
'her notebook t ,a Half-filled p~ge h~aded, "Beautiful, LiIt~ng
Phrases from' ,elley." The lIst slId across her'tongue lIke
~ney: "Rain' w locks, bright shadows, riven waves,
..,,; spangled sky, aery rocks, sanguine ;unrise, upward sky,
:: .viewless gale." She felt the tenure- of the, words on ,her
, fingers as she copied them.':The shingle tapped, the wind
blew grittily across the pane, the fire seethed.
She finished Shelley and started on her own word list.
She was t:Qrough with the o's, ready to begin on the p's. She
opened her old red dictionary. What words. w~uld 'she 'find'
here? Beautiful, strange ones? She,looked ahead: pamero: .
a cold wind that sweeps over the pampas; parsalene: a mock' "
a
moon'; panada: bread crumbs boiled i~ , milk; picaroon:
. ..
rogue; pilgarlic: a baldheaded man; plangent: resounding
like.awave. Her eyes narrowed and her cheek bones ached
regarding this :rich store.
She rolled her black, ribbed,·gartered sfocking back and
I
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forth across'; her lolee ;and copied words and definitions.When s4e finish:ed the q's she put her w'5rd notebook away
andttlok out one called "The Poems of Aminta Eilertsen,
Volume III." ,Each Sunday 'she copied one ppem from·her
week's,<?utpufinto her~poem Qook. Her ,poems were nothing
, like S1i'elley's. Shelley wasbea\ltiful~but he was not a
~, modern~ .Minta wSs a modern, and when she wrote poetry
sh~ scorn~d the pretty and 'euphonious. 'This week's poe,!Il
was called "You Do. Not Have to Wipe the Noses of Your
Dreams," and Minta thought it as stark and brutal as any..;
thing she ~ad ever d~ne. Slowl;V she copied it:
41

"

"I was lithe and had dreams;
Now I am fat· and have children.
Dreams are efflorescent,
Dr~ams fade.
, Children do not~
, But then you do not h.!1ve to
Wipe the noses of your oreams."

"Yes," she said to her father having remem.bered the poems, hers and SheUey's, the long list of
WOTd8, "[ finished my studying aU right."
"Did :any one co~ wh'l,1ewe were goneF"
'
: i
Mother asked:'
"Mrs. Beal knocked, but ~he left beftn"e 1 got)t6
the door." ,
'~

She had s~arcely moved from her table all 'morning. '
Now her back ~as stiff; she was ebld and hungry. She put
another petroleum-soaked timber on the fire and sat on the
hassock warming her knees. and- eating her IUJJ,ch
~ a 'in·ixture
.
"
of cocoa, sugar and condensed milk as, thick and brown as .
mud. ,She spooned it from' gravy bowfto mouth and watched
the'murky 41ames and listened to the block-of wood which was,
burning as noisily as a martyr. ,The oil seethed and bubbled'
like blood. She crouched on the hearth and heard behind
the drawn curtains the hiss of sand against the windows.
A current of air like a cold finger touched her·cheek.
. , ' , .r{
.
.,
1

~.

,1:- '

!p
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"What do I here," she wondered, "alone, abandoned,
hiding?"
U
She pressed herself closely against the b~icks and listened intently. She took a bite and let the sweet, brown
paste slide down her throat so that no sound of swallowing
should mask the approaching f.ootfall, the heavy, guarded
breathing. The room was filled with a noiseless activity.
W~ll, she had known this would be 'lier end. Soon or late
they would come, search her oJt. In some such sordid, di~,
ill-lit hole as this she had b.een destined to make her end.
"It:i solitude and from this broken crockery,' then, this .
.
last meal," she mused, and looked scornfully at the cracked
- bowl. "And those for whom the deed was done eat from
crystal, on linen nappery, and talk with light voices."
, The wind had died down. But the curtains moved
stealthily and the door into the hallway trembled a little 'in
its frame. From somewhere in the house came the light
click, clicK of metal on metal~ Light, but continuous. She
had not heard it before. She shifted her weight cautiously
on the hassock so that she faced the room.
The wind came up again with a long, low; sick whistle;
the shingle beat feverishly. -She put d01Jn'her bowl and
started the search she knew must be made. She stepped out
of her shoes and noiselessly opened the door into the hall.
Cold, dark, and windowless it stretched the length of the
.house. Three bedroom doors op~ned off it, two to the west,
one to the east. She sear~hed tl1e bedrooms carefully,
though her heart beat jarred her cheeks. She lunged against
the long, hanging garments ~hat might have concealed-a
hidden figure. She threw back the covers of the unmade
beds. She watched the mirrors to see if from their silver
depths a burning, r d-rimmed eye might look into hers.
." In Clenmie's r om she finished her search. The loose
shingle tapped like he heart of' a ghost. Then she heard it;
the sound 'she had ~en born to hear, the footstep her ~ars
"had been made to e~ho" Furtive footsteps: now fast, now
. slow, now pausing Tltotether, She le~ agaiJ1st the side
r'

I
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of Clenmie's crib and waited for the ~teps to turn toward
f.
the house.
"But how coqld they knoW' this 'Y~ the house. What
sign did eave? ,What clew not destroy?"
,
The f Dste' s came on inexorably, turned out of the road
.onto the gra ed walk, then proceeded quickly and resolutelY
to the front door. First t~re was a light, insistent knock, ;
then.! the latched screen doo~ was heavily shaken.
.
"He must have a force with him,''. Minta tho~ght, ''he
is so bold," and waited for the crash of splintering boards,
and braced her body for the thrust of cold steel that would
follow. She thought fle.etingly of Clenmie, and of her father
~nd mother~ 'and wondered if any. sudden coldness aoout
their hearts warned them of' her plight. _ }
The' screen door shook again, and a wontan's voice,'old
and quiet, called out, "Is there
. anyone there? I say, is there'
. anyone home?" and ceased.
Slowly, cautiously Minta crept to the living'room, lifted
the side of the green blind. Old Mrs. Beal, her Sunday black'
billowiI).g in the wind" was homeward bound from dinner,
with her daughter.
.
"I saw it WC1i8 old Mrs. Beal on her way home
from her daughter's," she told her father, giving
him as much truth as she thought he could handle.
"Minta, you can get to the door fast enough"'
when so1{1te pf your friends arecaZZi'ng."
.
"IwasbUSY," replied Minta witn/ dignity. Her
father'rf,ooked at her doubtjuUy, but said no more.
1J~r mother combed, out CZenm,ie's 'soft, white'
hair with her rhinestone back comb.. "Did you forget to feed -Bro~onie?" she asked., _
"Of course I' fed Browni'e. .J'll never forget
her. "'if'She's my dearest friend."
"~'"
r
,

~

.,

f~'

",(
Against the warm reali~"o;£;~~~:.,B:~arls...broad, homeward.bound back, the world. tHat had be~n col~<and full of
danger. dissolved. The dear room;, her books~ her papers;
Clenmie's}oys; ~other's'tissue crea~' on'.top of the piano;
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. the fir,e sending itsJla~ red, tongue up the'chimnry's black
~hroat.
~ \
,
She stood wa ing herself, happy and bemused, like a
priso:qer unexpectedly pardoned. Then sJte heard' again
the clfck,click she had ,not recognized. BroWnie
at the back
"
,
door!!
:
"0 poor Brownie, I forgot you.' ~oor kitty, are you
hungry 1" There was Brownie
sitting on the back step, with
fur blown and dusty, patiently waiting to be let in and fed.
She wa's a young cat, who had never had fi kit of her own,
but she looked like a grandmother.: She looked as if she
should have a gingham apron tied at:0und her waist, and
,spectacles on her nose, and now out of her grandmother's
eyes she gave Minta a look of tolerance. Minta snatched the
cat up and held her close to her face, and rubbed her nose
in the soft, cool fur. When she got out the can of condensed
milk she put Brownie by the fire and poured the milk into.,
the bowl from which she
h oWn lunch. Brownie
- had ea,ten
.
lapped the yellow arc as it"fell fro can bowl~
\
. Minta crouchid,Dn",the he'arth~ith her esalmost·
on
!
a le:vel wit9 Br.owniEf's. lt was blis~ful,a~most mesmeric to
watch the, quicK';': deft 'dart of the red tongue into the-yellow
milk~ Her o~n~'body seemed to"participatel in that darting,
rhythmic"~vementand was lulled and happy. "It is almost ,~.,. as ifllhe rocked me, back and forth, bar.k and forth, with her ~
t'Ongue," mused Minta.
. ..;,When Br.()whi~ finished eating, M.inta took. her in her
arms, felt the soft little body beneath the 'shaggy envelope of
cinnamon fur. ~'She hiy on the floor close to the fire and',
cradled B~o~e drowsily. Suddenly she kissed her. "My
darling, my darling,", She said and caressed the cat the
';\-'length of its long, soft body. Her hand tingled a little as it
passed over the little pin-pDint nipples.'
Some day her mother would tell her the· secret phrase,
, the magic sen!fl~e-something the oth~r girls already knew.
~ 'Then the boyS would notice her. Then he w~)Uld come. Ellen
,and Margaret and Phyllis ab~eady had no~ from boys, and
~'

~

,

....
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candy h~ on Valentine's ~ay, and a piece of Dristl~toe at
Christmas time. .The boys rode
them
on' their handle bars
.
.
and showed them wr~stling h9lds, and treat~~ them to sodas.
"But no one;" she mourned, ';ever looks at me.'~ She pressed
~her apricot-colored"haIr close tdthe cat's'cinnamon fu~. "It's
because'mother hasn't told me yet. Something the other
girls know. Sometime she'll tell m~ome beautiful. word
I've b~e.n waiting a long time to ,hear. Then I'll b~ like a
lamp lighted, a flower bloomed. Maybe she'll tell metomorrow-'and when I walk into school everyon~ will'see the
change, know' I know-. How will. they know? My lips" my
eyes, a walk, a gesture" the movement of my, arms. But
t
e's not a boy· here I'd have, but someone far away, no
boy,- He will come and we will walk out along' the streets
hand n hand and everyone will see :us and say, 'They were
ma for each other.' His hair will be like fur, soft and
sooty black, and on his thin brown cheek will be along, cruel
scar. He will say, 'Kiss it, . ta, and I will bless the man
who did it.' Ah, we shall w lk tor-ether like sword and
flower. All eyes will follow us ndethe people will say, 'This
is Minta. Why did we never see er before?' "
Fire and wind were dying. Brownie slept on her arm.
"!Ie will come, he will come.'~ M,inta lifted.llBrownie high r
overhead, then brought her down sharply and closely to lie!
breast.
- ""
. "
t
,
~ "He will come, he will come." She kissed 'Brownie
fiercely and put her on the floor, and ran to her mother's
room, undressing as she w~t. She stepped out of heJ; serge
skirt and threw he:rqJlorf~lk,jacketacross the room arid'sent
her bloomers in a flying arc. She knew what she wanted.
She had used it befor,e-mother's long, black lace fascinator.
. She wound it tightly about herself from armpits to thig~~
She unbraided her hair and let it hang across her shoulders.
Then she turned to the mirror. "I have a beautiful body,"
,she breathed, ,\'a beautiful, beautiful bOOY." ...
"
And because she regarded herself, thinking of him,
him who was yet to come, it was as' if he too, saw her. . She

.'

~

~,

,
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.
l~ed Jnn ~er ~yes so ~t h~ mig~t see h~. and to her flesh

~

"

,

.

she gave thIS gIft of hIS seeIng. She raIsed her arms and
slowly turned and her flesh' was warm with his seeing.
Somberly and quietly she turned and swayed and gravely
touched now thigh, now breast, now cheek, and looked and
looked' with the eyes she had given him. '
She moyed. through the grey dust-filled ,room weaving
'an ivory pattern. Not, any of the dust or disorder of~ her
mother's~ooni fazed her, not its ugliness or funny smell.
Hair bubbled out of the hair receiver f the stopper was out
of the Hoyt's cologne bottle, the mirror was spattered with
liquid powder. She made, ilP her mind, a heap of all that
w~ ugly and disordered. She ma~unghill of them and,
from its top she crowed. '
'
"The curtains, green as vomit, ,and hanging crooked,
the grey neckband on the white flannel nightgown, the dust '
on the patent leather shoes", I~ hate them and dance them
down. Nothing can touch me. I am Minta. Or I can dance
with them,". and she clasped the sour-smelling nightgown to
her and leaped and bent. "This is evil, to be naked, to like
the feel of gritty dust under my feet, the bad smell, the dim
lightt>"
,
1;
. She regarded her face more closely in the spattered t
mirror.. "There' is something wanton and 'evil there," -she
thought, "something not good. Perhaps I shall be faithless,"
and she trembled with pity· for that dark one who loved her .
so dearly. She shook back her hair and pressed her cool
, hands to 'her burning cheeks and danced so that the dust
motes in the slanting shaft of light shot meteo:r-like, up and
down.
\
~'I can'dance the word," she whispered, "but I cannot
~say it." So she danced it, ~rapped in the black fascin~tor, ,
. with the dust motes dancing a,bout her. She danced it until
she trembled and leaning on Qent elbows looked deep into
the mirror and said, "There is nothing I will not touch. I
am Minta. I will know everything."
,
All at once she was tired. '~he turned and walked slowly
1
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to the liVIng room. Brownie lay by the dead fire. "I, Minta,"
sHe-had said, "inthe October'day, fnthe dYing October day,"
ana turned to do the. evening work.
ult'the milk boils YlJ'Ur soup wilZ be spoiled,"
Mother said. uWe've been here long enough for it
to heat."
."
,
uYes, Sister, Zet's eat," said Father, "it's
. been Q,
long day."
.~.,
.:
"Yes, zetts eat," cried Minta~ lilt's been Q, long, .
beautifuZdqJ," and she rD;n to the k'itcJ!,en to'fYUt
th,f3 oysterfin the milk~
~ .

.
,

'

.

How to Be Popular in C~rtain Society
to

By ALICE :MOSER

Speak of Nietzsche. All at once
Your friends will see that you're no dunce..
Talk of Lawreri~e, Pound, and Wylie, . '
Mention Aldous- Huxley sUly.
Go in for the hi~her art.
.._
Your hostess will not let you part,
For she will welcome in with glee,
A dabbler in philosophy
And clever modern poetry.
If you're 'ignored while others chatter,
Cultivate some Shavian patter;
And as for humor,Hoft'enstein .
"r .
Is always ready with a line.
~
Then. even though you're "nouveau riche"·.;1 .
You~ll ~av~ carved your special niche.
",
If, at l~st, before yo.u g o .
'
Ii
You talk of ;M:ichael Angelo!
l.

f.
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The friars' ~rail they paced
(Blood of the Lamb)
The murdered· Estevan
(His, jaundiced lust).

'I

The streets and walls of distant' Quivira
Were priceless gold and jewels.
" The streets and walls of Quivira passed by
Were dust and stone and sand.
,

"Have we passed the mines of Fray Marcos 1"
(What does a friar know of gold in the ground ?)
"Where are the cities and the treasure of de Vaca?"
(Quite secure in his crumbling mind) ~
~

t.---

'Turco has deceived us ... strange b()omer~ng .

00

•

Weare coming from the east now,
Wisely from the east now.
Yellow is the fal}ing gold ~f the poplars.'
~.

Wise men carried gold and incense,
Myrrh (with wine to dull the pai~ 1) .
'Red is the blo.pd of the ebbing leader: '
Yellow is defeat. Yellow is fear.
[244 ]
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:from Manila to Madrid
An Epiatolary Record of T'faiJel, 1920-1921*

By GEoRtm ST. CLAIR

II.

..

FROM VLAl?~OSTO,K TO SINGAPORE

.

, On
the high seas, July 23rd
,
Yesterday afternoon, upon waking up from a siesta, I .
looked out and saw. ~that we had .changed our position.. Investigating, I found t1}at we were off our. sandbar. You
rememb,er, I,t,.old you th,at~',h.'g,overpor, will b"et at the drop
of a hat, on anything. "Here' a chance to put. one ·over. on
him now," I thought. So" lng to hi~ cabln: where he was
lying down~ i said: "Governor, I'll bet you a"fr~nc that we
get off by night." "I'll t~ke that," quick as a flash. We liad
a. good laugh, when he saw what had happened, and he ad.mitted thai' J had one on him, that ,time. We heard that the
ship had slid off the bank; ~lmostas easily as she had slipped
on, thereby confounding the. pessimists and ealamity

hOWl;::di.d notget away at -once, howeverJfbr it was necessary to get the 'cargo back into the hatches,-and also to take
on water. As this had to be brought from VIady in lighters,
operated, .of course, by Russians" a great deal o( t~m,e was
lost, for anything in which the·Russians take a hand seems
destined to move very slowly and inefficieptly. One wonders,
perforce, what is to become of these peqple! They seem to '
have lost all ambition, all energy, and te/have become thoroughly. den;lOraIized. I must note an exception to this statement, th~uh, and that was the speed with which that Rus-'
sian pilot who had run. uS" agj:ound,came down off the
bridge, ' th the threatening fQot of the captafnonly missing him by inches. He seemed energetic enough then for a .
dQzen Russians. .
,.
At 8 :30 the water was. all .pumped on, the hatche~ bat,

7

_

.,

-

_

I

<>

*This is the second installment of a travel diary kept by Dr. George St. Clair. The
first installment._was published in the May, 1'940, \numb~r of the NEW MPIXICO QUARTERLY.
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tened down, and we got slowly under w.ay, to the stirring
. strains of' an American marc:;h, played :by the Regimental
Band, very good musicians, too. Morning and evening we
are to have band concerts. All sorts of activities are planned r
to keep the soldiers' minds:off the monotony of the long voy-"1
age, among theql,_ a daily paper, classes ,ofvariouB kinds, :
choral singing, and so oP.' ,
As is to be expected, there ~re many interesting people
among them. Last; evening, the French lady intrpduc~d me
of them: a Major Kudela; a Doctor of Literature, and
to
, Lt. Pavel, of the :Erigineers. They are both of them in the
.: publications d,ivi~ion, Dr. Kudela being the chief. He gave
me a number of "CQpies of "The Czechoslovak War News,"
published in SibeHa. It is full of intetesting war pictures
and portraits of their leading generals and ~tatesmen. He
also showed me a long tYPewritten article, which, he' said,
was a full account of the Czechoslovak Army, beginning, with
the organization of the" Legion, their heroic march across.Russia and Siberii' and on up to~the present time. He prom...
ised me a copy of it, which I shall be glad to get,. for it wilt
be bofu interesting and unique. When he does so, I 'shall
enclose it. TRey talked French to me for nearly two hoursJ
very interesting, for they are both keen thinkers and
shr~wd observefs~ and have been through many exciting ex'"
periences, but rather fatiguing, since-it bas been so many
years thatlnave not talked French..
I let considerable entertainment out of watching the
private .soldiers. I admire them greatly already~. bir:cau. of
their 4eroic exploits, and I b.elieve I shall come to like .em.
One wonders, though, how such C?idinary..looki~g en can
be the heroes that they undoubtedly are. Most of them are·
lean and bronzed, many with rather vacuous expressions,
with_the fair, blond type' predominating. They Iseem to be
trained down fine. I noticed, when they were coming on
board~ that the majority carried loaves of black bread under
th~ir arms. It was amusing'to see how quickly that bread
found' a watery grave. No 'doubt, it is years since they ate
d
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wJ,.ite bread. They are to receive the same ration as the
American soldier draws, and while one 'never hears that
pampered individual say a'kind'word for his grub, to these
poor fellows it will seem a feast. Th~y -appear to be happy,
cheerful, and good-natured, qualitie$ which they have acquired in a hard school. You ~dw the majority were
lrisoners of. war, and are n~w voluntee~s. They call ~ch
other, officers and men, "Comrade."
"
.
.
There Bre about seventeen'hundred men, one hundred
. and seventy-fi.ve officers, and about a hundred women, wives'
of officers and enlisted men. You can imagine, that the accommodation~of the t~ansport are,'over-taxed, with three to
each cabin. ~e governor, and 1, however, still keep our
single cabins.
'
Most of the women are Russians. You ;know the type,heavy faces, broad shapeless figures, and thick ankles-fine"
healthy animals. A number of them are nursing babies, and
to judge by the looks' of others, the passenger list is bound
to have some acce~sions during the voyage. ,Very few of
them seem to be affected by the sea, though it is their first
. voyag:e. True, the .sea "is smoo~, a fine bree~e is blowing,'
and the' sun seems Itrying to peek into every corner, so that
there is Ii;t.1Je'excu,Je for being seasick, but they have never
been on the sea b~fore, and you must ha.ve vivid recollections of what happens on one's first voyage. .
.
We have plenty of time for reading, and naturally, ·one
does not feel like tackling anything very heavy. I was just
finishing Tht) Duke of Oblivion, a mushy, slushy -book,
with a most appropriate title, for oblivion is undoub1jedly its
destination, when the governor came along.,
"Why do you read such trash?" he sai4; "Why not
improve your,mind with good'literature, like this I am reading?" showing me Blasco ~anez' The Enem~e8 of Women,
in Spanish.
"Do you really think that is'good literature,governor?"
"No," he replied,. "I do not. To my mind, Ybanez is very ,
much over-rated. This is what I really think of hiin. He has
~
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tn"eat talent, but he is prostituting it for gain. At nis best,
he has a genius for description, and he possesses the faculty
for making his people live. At his worst, and that worst
. seems increasingly frequent in his latest books, he is scarcely
there are a number
more
. than a passable journalist. I think
.
.'i of British and American novelists who outrank him, and
, they are ~none of them in the front rank of great world
writers, either. Take his Four. HfWsemen of the Apocalypse,
far exampla. I. never cease wondering at the astonishing,
I popularity of that book in the States.. The only really noti, able features are the A}gentine episodes and, a few vivid
war pictures. Of course, it appeared at a psycholog;caJ
moment, but I believe the true reason for its success is the
frankness with which it deals with the relations between
the sexes, a quality which r~rely appears in an ~merica:ri
novel. Our writers' would be afraid to tear the mask o~'
tabooed subjects, as he does."
,
At any rate, he is on the to~ crest of the wave of popularity now, and is certainly t;;tking advantage of his position
to make money. .Meanwhiie, J1e ~ives the governor good
an opportunity
practice in reading Spanish, and affords
him
.
.. of exercising his critical faculty. I must get out and soak
in the brilliant sunshine, for it will soon be too hot for
enjoyment.
\
July 25th
Night is just drawing her gray veil closely around us. Is
there anything more beautiful than a still evening on a calm .
, sea?, There is something tenderly sweet and indescribably
soothing about it. .I have been tryIng to recall a lovely passage in Dante, I think in the "pu.rgatory/' 'where the poet
speaks of the approach of the hour when the thought~ 9f
those at sea turn to home and love. One f&els, as he drinl\:s
in the sweet loveliness of this evening, that this is the hour
he meant. ,Browning, t-oo, in his "Love Among the Ruins,','
calls it "~he quieircolored' end of eveIlJng.'.' It is at such an
hour that, feeling most the absence of loved ones, we think
most tenderly of them.'
.
,
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. This is our third day out from Vlady and, we are just
leaving Japanese waters behind. All day we pad Korea on
oUr sta1!ooard side. The captain tells us tha(we have been'
in luck, that we just missed a typhoon, which barely roughened Qur seas. These Czechs are remarkahlY, good saHors.
The dining-room steward was telling me" th\s e"ening that
he has never seen a finer body of men; that they are tract~ble and yery intell~gent; that it is never ;necessary.to tell
tl[em more than once to do anything, and that they do instantly whatever they are ordered to do.. 'They are very,
quiet, especially as compared with American soldiers, and,
\
\ even seem rather inactive and listless, but it is probably the
inaction of repose. "They are entitled to rest, after the six
year~ of hardships that they have been through.
They'are settling down now to the routine of life aboardship. They sit around o:rt the 'hatches, and on the bare deck,
many of them naked to the waist, and play cards, dominoes "
or chess, or else they talk and laugh, all very' quietly. The
officers, too, 'are beginning to make themselves comfortable
and are learning (hOW to promenade the d~cks with their
ladies on their ~rms. My Italian teacher,a Czechoslovak
officer, is calling me for class. He has a, history, having
spent several years as a prisoner in Turkestan, ana is him, - self a learned archaeoiogi,st. ,
A no less lovely night has followed the beautiful eve..,. ning. Moonlight on the waves! Do.:you remember your first
romantic sea voyage1. The. Italian'teacher could not find a'
quorum for his class:and'so I talked French wJth Engineer
Pavel. He told me how he had obtained a .furlough in 1916,
for ten days, in order to go home and get married; how, aft~r
spending only two days with his wife, he was recalled, as
BrusHoff was just then beginning to make that great drive
of his; apd'of how he was captured~almost immediately, and .
has, _of ~ourse, never laid eyes on his wife since. He isn't
~ven sure that she has not married'some. other fellow. .The
official interpreter, an 'Austrian, was married by wire. ~e
has ne..ver spent a moment with hjs wife since his marriage.

..

I
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How many tragedies of this·sort the terrible war was reJ,
sponsible for!
I spent' the last half-hour leaning over the rail and·,
watching the moonlight .on the waters. 'It was lovely but it
made me a little homesic~ fo~ Manila. '
Among the activities foi--->the soldiers are classes in
English, French, and Italian. I am teaching. the advanced
English class, and am attending the French and Italian
classes 'as a student. You see, I shall n.ot have time to get
bored. I spent a good part of this' morning copying an
article which the governor has written for their 'daily paper,
"The Rearguard," so called' because this is the last full
regiment to leave Siberia. The governor's ,article gives a
very good: itlea of ¢he,.PhiIippines--their situation, climat~,
resources, people, 19overnm nt, etc. He has been waiting
for the decks to cle and is now calling me to come for a
walk. He walks religiously for an hour each morning and
evening. The deck is a sight when all these, officers and
"wpmen pro~enade.~ It looks like an old~fashioned church
procession. Not all the women promen~de with their hus,:".
bands, either.
1
July 26th
.The sea has' been acting up a bit today, with the result.
that.our ranks have thinned out somewhat.· One of tl1e first
victims was our French lady, who is also our teacher. She
is groaning now in her bunk, not carIng at all whether class
keeps or not, in fact, not at all keen on living right no~. The
long, heavy ground swells of the Pacific hE;We been swinging
the ship up and down, up and down, es.pecially playing havoc
with the soldiers, who ~re quartered fore and aft. The
'report is that over one-half of them are ill. A lot of them
are sprawled out on the deck, utterly obliviou~ to the flight
of tinie. I felt a little 'squeamish myself this Imorning but
stayed out on deck till I overcame it:
j
I had a long talk :with Dr. Kud.ela about ,conditions in
Central Europe, especially Czechoslovakia. He is a keen
student of European politics, and, like all of these Czechs,
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very patriotic, and anxious that foreigners shall see his
c9untry with her best foot foremost. I questioned-1llm
about the ability of hi~ people to maintain a democratic!
orm f govermnent. Although he believesthat they possess
su len~ education for that pUJ;pose, still, he is of the
nion that the best form of government 'for all those countries would be a dictatorship. He has been a soldier for so· ,
long that he naturally takes that view, but I believe myself
that democratic principles are as well understood in the ,
Philippines as in any of those new countries of,Europe, if
not much better, and that the Filipinos are just as well '
suited to run their own affairs. 1 also asked him about the
accusation made against. them, that they were getting away
from ,Siberia "with a great deal of loot. He indignantly
..denied it. This report, he said, had appeared in a Japanese'
paper, and the Gzech9slovak minister to. Japa;n had written
a long article to· that paper, explaining just how the Czechs
had..acquired this so-called "loot." It is rather 'warm in here
otra! '
and I am feeling the motion of the ~hip. Hasta
.
,
July 29th
Under a lowering ,sky, and over a rough sea, we plow
ouislow way. I have,not been able to do any writing for
sever~l days, because of the motion. We" 'have had nasty
weather all the time, except when passing Formosa, which
serves as a breakwater, and we are now rocking and pitch- "
ing considerably.. Like the fool in King Lear, I went to bed
at noon .today, not that'I was- sick,you understand, but I
did· not feel any craving for food, and felt that discretion
was my best play. L~te in the afternoon, though the movement was greater, I felt strong~r and braver, and have been
all right ever since.' Both the gov~rnor and I remark often
on the way these Czechs bear up, most of them scarcely ever
missing a meal, though the China ~ is .fully living up to its
reputation as one of the roughest bodIes of water on the
globe. .
.
My exp4tnation is that they cannot' contemplate with.
any equanimity the idea of missing anything, partly because

~

,

t

.
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it is a long time sinc'e they have had such good "eats,': and
partly because they feel they <have paid a stiff price for what
they're getting. The interpreter tells me that the figure
the cost to the Czechoslovak government at about $3 for
each first-class passenger, 'and about $235 for each priva
That would make the charter pric~ figure put at some $500,000 for the entire voyage, which ought to bring a fair profit
to the United States government. It would seem that the
Czechs are paying more than cost, but one hat,es to believe
that the American government is making any large profits
at the expense of sluch a poo~ country as ·Gz~hoslova:kia. Itfs
true that they carry a he'itvy.
cargo,
~or whfuh they pay
no
,
.
freight, but even so,. the charge seems excessive.
I had a long talk with the interpreter.... He is a Doctor
of Philosophy from the University of Vienna, and a Doctor
of Laws, front Prague. H~s quite a philo~pher. Said that
he had written· and pUbl~ed some novels'"'and stories in
Germany, before~the war, and that, during his- captivity in
Siberia, he had written a philosophical romance, in which he
. sets forth some new ideas concerning women. That is, he
thought they were new, though they did not seem espeeially
so to me. It is amusing to hear him, in his stiff, formal Eng- .
Iish, with1::n atrocious accent, spinning his philosophical
theories. ~ -1J;iis attitude towards' women is that of thecynic~l European, whose belief, however much he may djsguise
It --under an assumption of gallantry, is that women are
fitted to be only· the toys and playthings of
men. I should
.
like him to meet a few Arrferican women. I think he would
be given "furiously to think." He says that women have no
character, except such ~s they acquire from men, that is,
that they ar, mere pale reflections of men; that there are
three type&!of women-the Madonna, the wife or sweetheart, and the mistress!. The Madonna, he says,~ represents '.
j: man's ider.tl, and is unattainabl'e, I does not exist, except in
fancy. As a Doctor of Philosophy, his opinions. are worth
, .
recording, however ignorant and delude~ the poor fellow
may be, through never having known a real American, girl.
.

.
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Dr. Kudela gave me 'a copy of the article I referred to
the other day, wHerein the' Czechoslovak ministeri refutesthe charge that the Czechs were carrying away "loot" from
Sibe~ia. I am giving you part of tliis reply, for it ,:is interesting, a~dgi'ves. clearly the Czech side of the affai~:
"Whatever the Czechoslovaks are carrying a~ay fro~
Siberia is their own property, purchased wIth their own
money.'
.
(;
"The Czechoslovaks have been in Siberia fqr a long
time. Their soldiers are educated men,- a good ~many of, ~
"'them graduat~s' of colleges and universities, ,~r elae inteIligent artisans and craftsmen. As" soldiers, they were allotted
a certain amount of pay. Instead of spend)ng their incomes,
they pooled their financial resources, and founded, a large
trading company, together with ~ bank, the Bank of the
- CzechosloV'ak Legio.nnaires. It is the supplies which these
institutions bought which are now being transported to the '
Republic. "The men were especially anxious to buy cotton,
so badly neede~ for our textile industry, arid their: purchases .
became so extensive that, last October" The Russifin Economist advocat~d ~ limitation of Czech purchases of cotton in
S~beri'a,.thus ineidentally proving that we are doing' legi~j
mate trade.
"What Czech soldiers do with their incomes, meager as
they are, is best illustrated by the fact that in 1918 they subscribed almost five million -francs to a loan initiated 'by The
Czechoslovak Nation~l Council, for the purpose of supporting this very army." ,
So ther.e you have 'their side. I told you in a previous
letter what they were saying in. Vladitostock. Where does
the truth ;lie? PFobably midway between. Undoubtedly,
the Czech' soldiers, as they toiled their weary way through "
.the wa'Stes and wilds of Siberia, annexed a few things here
and there. What 'soldiery jW~Uld not, under equal circum"'"
stances? I have heard American soldiers who served in
China during the Boxer troubles tell tales of their doings....
.But I do not believe that the Czechoslovaks were guilty of '
orgai'li~ed "looting, or of, any stealing on a.la:rge scale.
'
/)'
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July 30th
. , There are still "storm-clouds to jeaward, sea-walls to
seawa,rd,."'but the craft does not wallow as much as it was
doing.' 'am gradually finding my sea'legs.
We re now ·at a point just about· opposite Manila. 1
sent you wireless messa~e last ni.ght,and the governor sent
one to hi daughter, on the Empress of Asia. He received
an. answe in a few hours. The wireless operator is hopeless. We get a sheaf of news every morning, which is
a.nscribed and posted. Out of item after item, it is often
i ossible to make any sense. We read, though, where the '
Resolute, Amer!ja's cup defender, won the,. classic yacht •
race. The governo~ told me an interesting story about the
first race in which an American yacht participated. ,
,
It was the Akerica, in the years just precedhig the Civil
War~ There were a4"great number ofentri~s, and the race,
which was run in Enlrland, around the Isle of Wight, excited
,intense interest. At the time that the race was supposed-to
be over, the Queen, Victoria, telegraphed for the name 'of
the winner. "The America," came the answer. "Who wQn_
second?" she telegraphed:. nen came the historic answer,
"There is no second." The America had left all the other
boats hopelessly' behind. The cup, which the America
brought back
with her, still remains with us.
.
The rough weather has rather disarranged our _educa'tional program. I have held so far only two meetings of my
English class. . They are eight in number, aIhon"g t em sev-'
eral of their keenest and brightest minds-Dr Kudela,
_Engineer Paver, and Captain Czerny among 0 ets. At
home, Capt. Czerny is a teacher of Latin. I am ving them
a ~eries' of lessons, which I call "Everyd~.y' Acb¥ities," a
, .; practical course in conversational English. - The Italian
\. class has ceased meeting.. I heard, by the way, that the
teacher is a Mohammedan. He embraced that religion while
he was. a prisoner amt)ng the ~hirgis tribes of Turkestan,
. ~Jl- order,-~e says, to be able to carry on his archaeological
researches without any trouble. He's a strange subject,•

I

,
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tho~gh. Perhaps he did it in or~r to be able to marry more

than one wife. ' \
'
For'several evenings now, we, I mean the Americans
on board, have been getting together on deck, and, fancying
that ,we are youths again, have sent, rolling out over the
moon-drenched waves scraps and'echo~~f" songs Wh,iCh Old'
. Titpe had long ago hid away in his du@ archives. Twice
we \started the officers singing, mostly Slovak, folk-songs,
rather.sad in character. There are some fine voices among
..
them, though, and the effect is good·.
As you know, the days' on shipboard are monotonoUs.
R~rely does anything happen to relieve the tedium. These
Czecho~lovaks, howe:ver, as they' have never seen the sea
before, ,find it c»~staJJ.ay fascinating. They' never miss a
'flying-fish, or a bird, and every time a wave larger than
usu::J,1 swings up to the ship, they rush over to the rail to
,gaze at it. .Tlt.ey· are oftentimes' simple, like children, in \.
what interests them. Very likeable folks, indeed! There
are also some 'vei-y attractive children, the nicest and bel\t-)
behaved I have ever seen on· a ship. One of them, a little,
fellow of about tour, with red curls, is ador{ble'.. His mother.
ik dead, and th~ call him the "child of the regiment." iIe
. i$ attended everywhere by a rough-l~oking, bearded soldier, ,
who eviqently ado~ him, with that fierce,\ loyal love that
old-time retainers used to have for their little masters. I
~ish he ,we~e my boy! ( . " \ '.
. ..
.,.J
\
July 31st
.• -1.,
>

I

l'

'

l

l

•

'\

,.'

The call for fire drill h~f!Jjust sounded, causing a lot of
rushing. and scampering aljound. The soldiers seem to
enjoy it, for it means a break in the monotony. We are
moving along today over a'tianquil sea, under a serene sky.
That we passed through some rough weather, howev¢, may
be judged from the fact that we made' only 161 mile~, the day
before yesterday, our worst day. Our usual. daily run is
between 260 and 300 m.iles.
We .felt, from the ". frequency
,
with which the screw was thrashing the air, tlia.t we were
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not ~aking good progress, but we-nevel" thought it was as
bad as that.
.
Lfie aboard has~ again r.~umed. its routine. Smiling
fat'!e$ are once more inJevidence, and the decks are cluttered
wi~h people. The main deck, just below us, where the second class passengers hang out, looks like a Naples tenement
house) Women lying around everywhere, in chairs, on the
"
bare <leck or on pillows, in the most picturesque attitudes;
children of various ages falling over each other-I just saw
two babies of about two years of age fighting-washing
draped on Iines-everythin!f shows that \hey ~re making
the best of not overly pleasant quarters.
'
, ~.
I don't believe I told you that the low ranking officers
have been separated from their wives, the ,men, being put ·in '
second. class. There is, one couple that I feel particularly
sorry for. He i~ a le~, lanky chap,:it primary school teacher
in his native land, ,and she a swee~faced girl, almost child.
They have been married only two months, and he thinks it
rather tr~gic to be separated from her. To tell him that' it
~'= is but for a few month~ ~.oes not seem to console him a bit.
'- :o.I'll wager that he has ~ery poor opinion. of, the American
i',
overnment.
I asked the ~artermaster agent what th'is ship is 'costing the Czechoslovak government. He says the ship is
chartered, and all expenses, including the wages of the crew,
.do bythat government. He figures it at about $250 per
man, 0 cers included. They pay for. all necessarY repairs
during the voyage. For instance, the Sheridan had to go
into'drydock at Trieste, for about four weeks,' all at the
expense of the Czechosl?vNr gov~rnment. That was due, the
quartermaster says, to the burning: out of her boilers,cause~
by the use of inferior coal. The coal..b'f0ught at Karatsu is
of poor quality. Usually, this ship burns nearly seventy tons
ada:
ow, it is burning ~ighty-five,'with much more ash
than good oal makes. Fortunately, we took on only enough
to get us t Singapore.

a
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August 1st
.. Last evening, 'Lt. Pavel ,came in while' I was writing,
and invited me· to hearwsome choral ,singing. Therew,were .
some
. thirty men, all officers, singing mostly' Slovak songs. f
They were too sad and somber to appeal to me-:dependent
p~0J>les· always' have that minor, p~thetic strain in. their ·,'.l
m~ic, don't they?-but the men sang well~ The las_t'song
was very beauitful. A tall officer, with a fine tenor voice,
sang a solo to a humming accompaniment. I don't know
wha~ it was about, but it was hauntingly lovely and 'a'ffect-'
ing. Last night, I got up at about three o'clock, and strolled
around the decks. A glorious moon was flooding' the sea
with beauty, hu.t there ,wasn·t a soul around to enjoyl it,
except theJhelmsman afd ~he 10c;>kout.' It seemed· a pity. I
must admit that there is much to be sai-d in favor of late
hours, when such lovel~ness can be gained thereby.J This
morning, I spent a half hour watching the glint o~ the sunlight on the tumbled masses Qf waves, cast up by the ship
: as she plowed them aside. The effect was wonderful, but
,- I seemed to be the only ope enjoying if. D~n't people miss
a lot of beauty through their blindness or indifference 1.

..

I

......

J

' ~
~t .. +

At.anchor, Singapore ~arQor, AutUst.3rd
Although not actually at the pier, still we may say we
have arrived, eleven and a half days ~rom Shipwreck Island.
The govern~claims he has won our bet, as 'we .areinot yet
do·cked. Her~re a few of our recent bets·:
,I
•

•

~

I

i

)

The governor bets
"
,
.
'That we arrive at.Port Said before the 28th.
That Hancock was never in command of a"Union Army.
That Raftles was once governor of Java.
.
That Singapore is not thete:p.th port of 'the world.
That the' line from Locksley: Hal~ read~ithus: v·
"bid I look on Great Orion sinking slowly in the West.'"
I .said, "sloping slowly to -the West."·
go along, the story
I 'have started copyjng, 'editing as
,I.
,
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of the, C~lechoslovaks. One's admirati,on for them increases
as he reads the narrative.
.. ".
. . I have enjoyed re-reading The Little Minister,> with
its ,pathos and humor. I was interested to find a paragraph
which was evidently the germ of Barrie's What' Every
Woman Knows. Someone in the story tells about a young '"r
minister who had g~t money for his education by signing a
contract to marry the woman who was advancing the money,
'as soon as he graduated. The novel was written and pubIished a long time before the play appeared~
,
Not much has happened lately worth writing about. In
the French class the other day, a captain told a story which
was amusing, and seemed new, though later' I thought I had
heard it before. A young woman was. si ing w-ith her escort
at a cinema, and heard a couple behinder talking French~
To show that she too knew French, s
idto her companion in a loud voice, "Mon derriere par
an~ais.'"
,
~ We often have amusing session
. esterday Captain
Czernywas telling> about being in
'is once, and how
ignorant the Frenchmen ,he met were about Bohemia, and,
the foolish questions they. used to ask him about it. After a
while, I asked him if there were not some foolish things that
Americans' had been guilty, of in Siberia. After thinking a"
momen_e replied, "Nothing that I know of, unless you call
. getting, married foolish." I thougp.t that rather good, partie "
:S.he imself·has a Rus~ian wife, who has a daughter about fourteen. She is a very sweet girl, unusually well
nnered.
.
The governor has just come in with t~e information
, that we are anchored here, outside of the harbor, for the
night. So
I've lost my bet.
i ..
~

j

[To be continued]
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.By THOMAS N. PAPPAS .
EWAS playing. out in the backYard,

i~ being 'Saturday

and there was no school, when Margaret Jackson and
H
her mother came around the corner of the house. He was

A

playing with the puppies and it was in the midst of tickling
the soft furQr belly of the largest 'of the litter that he
loo¥d up and saw the girl i\Pd the woman.
"He sat there looking at them, his hand still buried in
the soft down of the puppy's stomach, the puppy gnawing
ineffec,tually at the hand with red toothless gums.' He sat
cross-legged, squatting on the 'sparse grass under- the large
elm tree, with the slanted -rays of the .late morning sun partially blocked by the small green ovalleav:~s of the elm. The
puppies; 'crawled over his knees, then fell clumsily to the
. ground, their fore-feet giving way to the tor~e of .their fall
'so that their chins and necks took the full blow of the drop.
Nearby, Shag, the mother-dog, lay crouched, her shaggy
head, ears now alert, lifted: inquiripgly toward the' two
visitors.
,
The woman spoke. '.
"Hello, Johnny," she said.
The boy low.ered'his eyes to the puppies. He ran his
hands over the backs of them, feeling the rigid li~s of their
spines, the curved hardness
of their
ribs.: He
.
.
, looked back
up at the 'Woman.
"Hello/, he said, ~mbarrassed.,
"Where 'is your mother?" the woman asked.
"She's 'gone to town," he answered. ~
,
Margaret Jackson, the itirl, walked sl$ly over to where
he sat. The puppies gam~oled about h~r feet, thenconcen'\
. ~.trated. upon-gnawing the loops in her shoe strings.
'. "Ohhhhl,., aren't they cute, Mama? Aren't they cute?" .
she cried, and sat down with the 'boy, gathering up one of
the puppies to press his. softiiess against her cheek~ She
.

.

,

~

.I

.

.

I

,J
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tucked her legs under her s6 that, her _thin knees protruded from under her short skirt. One of the puppies jutted
his head up under a ,flare of the skirt and pr.essed his cold
nose against th~ girl's 'flesh. :She uttered a shrill cry, laughed "
excitedly, and ferreted the' pupP,y out to press him to her
. ' chest and then rub him against her cheeks and neck.
, Shag was on h~r feet immediately t9 .investigate. She
touclied her nose to the girl's shoe~, to her knees, and to
. the Pl;lPPY: in the .gi'rl's lap. She wagged he~bushY tail and,
.,'-lay down beside the girl, placing her head on her ,forepaws; "
one ewe focused on the p u p p y . ·,
The
girl's .mother came ,over to them, reached down and
.,
picked up one of the puppies. She held him up close to her
.face, shook him gently, affection~tely, rubbed him against
her nose and her forehead, made sDft little soothing noise~ at
him with her throat. Sheoset him back down on the ground,
~'
whe~ Shag, excited over this new ~ttention accorded her ,
offspring, washed ~him from head to' foot with her long
red tongue.
1"
'
The boy watched the- iirl. W:..ttched her fondle the small .
fluffy bodies. Listened to hel'squeak when sharp little
tongues jutted o~t'unexpectedlyto lick .\ter cheeks and lill''When will your mother be back, Johnny?" the woman
.
asked.
He took his ,eyes away from the puppies to look up at
her tall lean' figure~. .
.
'.'This afternoon," he said.
Margaret J a~kson laughed delightedly_She had all five '
puppies in her lap now in one furIjT bundle. They crawled
over one
another, squirming, rolling; tw!sting, butting
heads,
'
a
I
.
gnawing at one another's ears. When one of "tpem scrambled out of the girl's lap'f'her slim hands retrieved him
quickly :and poured him back into the soft, whirling mass.
"Ohhhh~Mama, can I have o~? Can I? Please!"
"You'll' h~e to- ask Johnny's ,mother: Maybe she's
. pr()mised them, away already."
.
.
,Margaret Jackson turned to the boy..
,

~

-'
~
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"Has she, Johnny? Has she?"
_He shook his head negatively.
"See, Mama, see! I can have one,!" .ghe~urned back'
to the boy. "Qan't I, Johnny? Can't I?"
.
(
He nodded.
,"Would your mother mind,Johnny?" the woman asked.
."Are you sure she hasn't promised any of them away?"
"No'm, they're all mine," he said.
the girl sprep.d all five puppies on the ground, in an.
uneven row. All five of them, smal~ dark brown creatures,
furry as moles. The on~ on the far end was the largest.
That was King_ _
K~ was t~strongest of them all~ King it was who got
the choi~st teat when Shag gave them milk. King resembled
the big ~olice. dog. The others had shorter noses, shaggier'
coats, eyes not 'so bright, nor ears so aleItt.
"Which one can I have, Johnny?" the girl asked.
He looked at them. .He looked at King., He watched
.
them-rolling and tumbling over each other. He looked at the
. smaJlestJ the one with the flapping ears. They yapped and
growled' at one another, and tugged upon each otper's ears.
"Any-rone you want," he said to Margaret Jackson.
The girl looked them over again. She pointed to King.
'~'Can I have him?"
"Sure," he said.
When the ,girl and the womali were gone, the boy. left
the puppies and went upstairs to. his 'room. ·He lay down
across the white-sheeted' bed. Hfe lay there a lo~g time.' He '
was there when he heard his mother's footsteps on the front
porch.
"
:
"
He was coming do~n the stairs, crying, when his
mother opened the door.
"

>

4

.

'

1

-e:.

"
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"Knit YolirBoy a'St;z:£iWacket"
; .By THOMAS Mc6RATH.
i .

.

This is a time when men .
" .
Will mount a squads-left mind on a squads-right frame
,. And send the athlete's feet sea~ching for death.

I

, Time then to praise '
The footless, the feeble, the lake-r~g, the c~ncerous nose.
'"
Now shali necrosis be burden for song.,
We shall}ist for the mitral Itll.~.rmur as ·for first spring bird..
A

'".

..
The deformed

.

\

'

~ '" " , '
'
Shall be counted happy, and th .~appy idiot who shall not be
. harmed.
The harelip shall cut off his arm,
nle college boy break trigger finger.
Family trees shall be consulted, but evidence qf insanity
must be p~otostated.
.
The hard poys riding the blinds through the lean states
Will invite the freight yard accident, provoke the gut-shooting brakie~ "
.'
~

"

.

.

,All shall sharpen traps against the t~me
When man is wolf to man.
"".
In such a time
Call the dead happy.' Give a prize
For the unhealthy and the wealthy but not the wise..

.

"

.
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New England: India~~ummer-van Wyck Brooks-~nttonand
. Company, New York, 1940-:-$3.75.

,S

.

•

~

'.

~

No recent b~ok on America~ literature has received the
acclaim that greeted Mr. Van Wyck·Brooks' The Flow~'1Itg
of New England, 1815-1865. That book was only
. the begIn,
ning of a whole series of narratives by the author treating
. \ in detail ~rtain periods and regions in the development of
our lit~ture. New,. England: Indian SU'1fl-mer is now in the
hands of the publierand The Age of Wa8hingtonJr'lJing is i~
preparation.'
,
Mr. :Brooks h.as brought a new technique to the w:citing .
of literary -history, a technique 'peculiarly .adapted to our
.hurried yet inquisitive age. Witpout forgoing real standards or juagments based ~pon universal principles of
excellence, thi~ American critic illustrates the tendency .of
criticism to' become biography, and to utilize the realistic
approach and picturesque detail usually found in the novel.
What Maurois has done for Shelley in Ariel, Brooks has done
. for New England,tself in The Flowering of New England
. and in New England: Indian Sum'Yfl,er, eov:ering the life and·
psychology of.this region from 1815 to ~915~ Because of the popular style and the' fact that there
was no complete treatment of New .England letters before
its appearance in 1936, The. Fl9/1Jering of -New Engiand.
brought forth a corresponding efflorescence of critical au,;"
perlatives. Yet, discerning" critics of. the minority' felt that
both the selection of material and the style itself left something to be desired. There was too much ·tri~ial detail and,
too -much commonI?lJtce imagery, and Mr. Brooks had fol- .
lowed only too well Horace's precept: "Do not ignore the
mediocre I" Some of the.most enthusiastic critics puffed but
evidently had not :perused, for nume~~us readers stalj;ed the
book and la,id it aside belore they had reached ~ts most interesting parts.
[ 263] •.
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In New ,England: Indian'Summer, 1865-1915 the author's technique of selection has approached perfectij:>n: an~
his style has come to fruition. This second book ~s also'
'!scholarly story-telling," but this time without longueurs it
re-creates the atmosphere and the age. By little touches
and particulars it gives the reader the sort of familiarity
with individual writers and thinkers that usually comes only
tp.rough long personal association.. The interest is su~tained
.by the style, which without being forced abound~ in all the
imagery of' a poet and has here attained to all the .freshness
and richness of the New England landscape.
,Mr. Brooks is interested primarily in peopl~,-. and he
has studied them carefully both as they reveal themselves in
memoirs and as they appear subjectively. or 'imagi~atively
~ in novels. In 'fact, th~w England scene, the Nejw England character, and the New England mind from th~ beginning of the Indian sum~er to the killing frosts of late
November are all held together and explored and unified by
the ·life and novels of William Dean JIowells. For HoweJls
arrived in Boston in 1866, when Boston was the intellectual
and ar£istic center of America. There he flourished as leading novelist and interpreter, of New England, and there he
became a national figqre a's editor of the Atlantic Monthly.
He left for New Yor~ only when,he~saw that the life and
l~tters of the region ~re fading fast away.
,
The bo~k opens.. ~ith a colorful 'picture of Dr. Holmes'
. Boston and continues with descriptions of Cambridge and. "
Concord after the Civil War. In 1865 disillusionment and
despair clouded the ~n1lo~ions of the younger generation in
much the same manner as after our own World War: To
the sensitive and tho~ghtful, this earlier t'wai\ ef'idealism did
not appear to leave the nation any closer to Utopia. This
pessimism, the disease of the ce~tury, was epidemic inNew:
England, ~nd the embodiment -of this point of view was
'Henry A~ams, who next to 'Howells seems to be the principal
source of the narrative. The Adams family was an orna. ment to New England. And equally remarkable for achieve.

I
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New Poets from Old: A Study in Li-tera,ry Genetics-Henri W. Wells
·-Columbia University PresS', New York, 194y3.50.

In ,New Poets from Old. Dr. Henry ]Iv. Wells of Colum:- .
bia University examines a theme which he considers largely
negJected by modern Gritics: an appraisal-pf "the character,
the'quantity, and worth of our poetical heritage in-terms' of
its active use by our ,contemporaries." His richly. detailed
scholarship and cool objectivity lift this. theme~far above the
present battle of the books about modern' poetry, and the,
resulting analysis dwarfs many
of. the expressioris of taste
,
with which the current "ancients and moderns" have tended
to dominate poetic criticism.
. .
.
After a study of the qualities of bur poetiC"\radition .
contributed by the major periods 'of,literature-the AngloSa\){on~ Middle Er.tglish, Renaissance (including Elizabethan
and' Victorian), Romantic (including early. Romanticism
and Nineteenth Century), Professor Wells investigates our
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heritage under the separate headings of poetic technique,
.form, and spirit. To the ~o first periods, modern poetry
. owes much of .its technique and form;.to the Elizabethan,
Augustan, and Romantic periods, much of its s p i r i t . '
. • . The rh\lOOrical power of -t~e· Anglo-Si.J(ons, apparent in ,.Hopkins' -mreck of. the D,~utsc.hland or M3jcLeish's Conquistador, the colloquial ease of Chaucer and Langland in Auden .
and MacNeice, the ageless debt of religion and mystical
symbolism which binds Hart Crane's Bridge to th~ Divine
Comedy arQ.. sup,plemented 1 with borrowings from other
periods:_})f Augustan wit. by Belloc and of late Victorian
'. anal~icftl tradition by Robinson, forex~mple. Anglo-Saxon
, .' alliteration in MacLeish, Eliot, and Pound,' the Skeltonics of
, :John Crowe Ransom, Elizabethan~ sonnet and blank verse,
and Cavalier wit in many of the same poets attest strong
influence from these periods ~on versification. All ages contribute types for modern versifiers, from the epic, verse
tale, and allegory of the early periods to 'the epistle, satire,
and monologue of th~ later ODes.
In tracing the heritage of spirit, Professor Wells ,examines in detail the influence of Elizabethan tragedy on
Robinson Jeffers, of' Elizabethan sentimental lyricism on
~. E~ Cuwmings and W. H. Davies, and of the intellectual,
lyric of Donne on Elinor Wylie, Yeats, and Eliot.l H-e analyzes the Augusta:n indebtedness of the tqree Sitwells ("One
. :receives ~n impression th~ en~e. Sitwell family ~as
born" behInd tlfe scenes at· a; performance of Mozart's
Figaro"), and of Wallace Stevens. To,the various facets of
Romanticism he attributes the metaphysical temper of
•
A,i ken, the, romantic idealism of Lind~ay, the taracter portra:yals of Robinson, to cite:only a few example .
-j
This hook is no ,dry-as-dust probing of a logues and
f'" i~fluences.
It is a vital tracing of living fibers, set down
with the precision of a scholar, the 'sympathy9>f a humanist,
the skill of a stylist. It's critical judgments are worthy of
the author's own definition of modern poetry: "rn.nch more
•

I
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catholic and less d,octrinaire than Ii great deal ~f modern
'criticism." Of such temper is 'this book:
,

KATHERINE SIMONS

University. of New Mexico
Albuquerque
As Long
as the Gra88 ShaU Grow-Oliver Lac;>Farge-Alliance
BookI
"
.
Corporation, Ne't York, 1940-$2.60.
' C\

This is the thlrd volume in The Face of America series
edited by Edwin Rosskam, employing the '''read-and-see''
technique, and designed to acquaint Americans 'with America. The "see~' part consists of 111 photographs by Hele:n
M. Post (with a few exceptions), comprising sixty-one
per cent of the.J.40 pages! , ~ey afford an int~mate 'picture
of Indian lifekoday, with' a few glimpses into the past. The '
pictures' alone would not convey the story intended; they
need th~-written account of Mr. La Farge.
The_author discusses- briefly the treatment accorded the
Indian by the white man. It is a doleful st6ry, but ends orui
happy note with the good results now being obtained under'
the new Indian policy. In place of the early history of conquest and attempted amalgamation, the Indians are now '\
g;antedjthe status of a p~ople with a distinctive cult?re entItled to a large share In the management of theIr own
affairs.
_
Mr. La Farge wri~es' with feeling; at times almost as
though his soul had become one with that of the Indian~ It
is not a bitter accouD-r, in so fa.r as language is concerned,
'but the indictment of the past, poliey is severe and only
occasionally relieved with statements that there were some
white men who had good intentions toward their charges.
The story has often been dealt with, usually to the discredit·of the conqueror. The tragedy-lies in the wide gap
between intention and result. The 'educator of the 1880's
was just as sincere as the educator of today. And official
documents more often than not indicate an· ~nlightened a:nd ,
"

I

,

I
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Forg~tten People-George I. SanchehUniversity or New MeXico
Press, Aibuquerque, 1940-$2.00.
'

, ,

: Forgotten People is the story of· the Spanish c~lonists
'who settled'in New Mexico more thah three centuries ago.
.More specifically, it.is the story of that portion of the col- ,
onists "who settled and developed in and arou~d the now
famous village of Taos"New Mexico.. The Taosenos (people
of Taos) now constitute over ninety per cent, of Taos CountY.
Dr. Sanchez has given us an interesting and informative account of the social and economic position of the
Taoserios, facing' and feeling, but not always adjusting
to,.
•
<
the impact of an aggressive and foreign culture. Most of
.the benefits of this new culture, as Dr. Sanchez shows, :have
failed to 'ttake" on the Taosenos, partly throug1i inadequate·
pllbli~ programs of health, education and economic improve- 1
ment, but equally through a failure of, such ,programs to I
adapt t~~mselves to the peculiarities of the cult~re.
'
Dr. Sanchez is ncP mere describer of facts. Having "
.' diagnosed the causes of the problem, he sets forth a program
J

\

I
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j

Albuquerque, New Mexwo
New Mexico, American Guide Series-Compiled hi' WorkerS' of the
Writers' Program· of the Work Projects Administration, Sponsored by the Coronado Cuarto Centennial and the University of'
New M~xico--Hastings House, New York, 1940-$2.,50.

'"
~

Here is a-,pook that is unexcelled as an an-round directory to the life and interests of New Mexico. A large staff
of investigators' has peen at work for the past"five
years
.
on the wide range of ,info~ation compiled in it., Archreology, history, folklore, literatqre, art, ar~hitecture: mining,
agriculture, 'the cattle ifidustrit'music, "religion, and specific
tours of each section' of the state' are covered in Part I and
~

,
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Part III of the volume. 'Part II, entitled "A City, a Capital,
and anrArt Center," is an outline of the distinc~ve features
of Albuquerque, Santa Fe, and Taos. At first glance, this
selection of these localities for emphasis was a decided
shock, because Santa Fe's claims a~ an art center riv.al those
hf Taos, and there are a number of ;()ther loc~lities in tthe
state that, in the Western sense, rank themselves as Qitles
along with th~ state's metropolis. On second thought, -the:
wisdom of the direc.to.rs in allOW'.ing central attention t<? the ..
. . / ' tp.ree Rio brande towns is approved from the standpoint of
,
the interest they hold for visitors on main' traveled roads,
. . .such as Highway~ 66 and 85. I· do feel that other localities,
,
which ·are adequately treated- Qnce you look for them in Part
IlrJ seem a little lost unqer h~adings s~~h asT~ur 1 and~~ur
19
3a or Tour 6c.. GallupJ for Instance, IS under Tour6c and
Roswell under Tours 7, 10, and 12. loknow that the plan of
these'State guides is standard, and· that. the ew Mexico
ou
directors followed rules written for them.. , M t 0
are,bracketed with 'Out-of-state towns wre they start,
feature which should be convenient f
anyon~r in those'
localities or in the neighborhood of a I· e",of tra~el where a
specific tour begins. Then the trave r ,can use this ghide
, to discover accurate.and det;;tiled fac s about the sites,historic and contemporary, which make every by-way in New
Mexico a thrilling adventure.,
~
.. It is not easy to say which of the topics in the :beok is ,
" treated with th~ greatest adeqt,iacy. They all seem to be
well done. The reviewer knows that critical readers will
find things to approve and, inevitably, exceptions to note i~
the~eld of their special interests.
The book, of course, is done
" .
.
for1the general reader, who will find it a library for study
lont after he has used it 011 the first q,ccasion. The' scientific ~
chapters which giye the geofogy, flora, fauna, and natural
'resources are technical- but 'not too documentary. The archreplogy, employing the modern' nomen~lature of th~ scien- '
tist, still reads well. It is to the credit'of these
guides that
,
they stay on the -critical alld intellectual side rather than

-:.r; .
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' '

b~YhOO
tile purely Pi~eSqUe to draw ~unat monel Perhaps there is
sustained objectivity in the section ,on
II

bett~r

t

~

Indians, his~ory, ,transportation, industry and commerce 'of ~
the state than in the sections on religion, ~ucation, music,
',and art. The Guide speculates whether ·the Holy Rollers
would have. ~ai~ed ~ f~othold .durin~ th~ days of.' India~
attacks and apcrlbes thelre~otional rites ~s an antId~te t9
"a grim battle with: the land'and bore(Iom.~ The Penitent~. '
rites which are analyzed ~lso as an "emotii~al release" ar~
nevertheless· called "a genuine and deeply £sincere.·religious
folk-survival" The reference to "Disciples of Christian
·Lutherans" is certainly a misprint for "Disciples of-Christ"
and "Luiherans/' The chapter on literature is comprehensive, and the chapter on langUage has a very worthwhile
glossary of regional terIJl,S. It is Albert Groll, not Albert
Growl, who painted jIll Santa Fe's early 4ays a's an art
colony, and did Henri Bellows and Groll precede or follow
Parsons, Cassidy, Rollins, and Vierra? The State Fair in
Albuquerque is 'omitted from the Calendar'· :of Annual
Events" The Harwood FoundatiQn of Taos, which. for" three
y~ars has been incorporated with the University of New
Mexico, is",apparently still a private property, Cfovis is saidto be in southern" few ~exico and Hillsboro in the north.
Oh, well, it'-s easy to mix one's directions~in a land so' lluring as this.
'Congratulations are due the Writers' Project fo having cbmpleted an ambitious and a~duous undertaking:! Mrs.
Gerald Cassidy, New Mexico director for three and' half
years: should sh~re in' this praise, thQugh s~e is u~ac~, owl~_ . .
edged· in the prefatory list of supervisors. The book will
sell, and for m~ny years serve as the standard rere ence
work for New Mexicans and visitors alike.'
.
,.~
~ T. M. ,PEARCE
University of New Mexico:
'A-lbuquer-que .
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4rck~t~cture Of,N~w3MeXic

Coio;nialPe~d

. The'R.eutQUS
in. the
.and
""" S~nc the A merwan Occ¥pat1,01lr-G Qrge Kubler-ContrIbutIons
, of th Taylor Museum of lthe
,1940-$5.00.
.

do'Springs Fine Arts Cen~er.

.!

._, ./'

. The volume contains, in part one, a study of Franciscan
missIonary enterprise ~n the formative stage (1598-1680)
• and continues wit. a chapter devoted to civil and ecclesi, astical conflict and recent history. Part two, devoted to
the architectu;re, is divided· into chapters captioned: "Emplacement/' "Materials:" "Plan," "Structure," "Mass," "Optic~l Effects," "The Treatment of Light," and "Secondary
Constructions." Part three describes the pre-rebellion structures (1600-1680)., the post-rebellion' structures (1692, 1846) ,. and conclud~s with a chronq,logical table of the
.churches. Part four is confined to ~ historical summary.
and miscellaneous d~ta~ A preface refers to previous literature, purposes, exposition methods, etc. - The study terminates with an appendix and bibliography..
.The presentation is excellent, with clear, legible type
and superb drawings and photographs. The volume is care~lly documented and, indexed~ and schedules ~nd general
iirrangement of matter are admirable-. The work discloses
an enormous amount of careful research" ,and the factual
, collect~on is voluminous .and generally accurate: Treatment
of the subject is thorou:gh apa orderly. 'The book is a mine
of information, both technical and historic~I.
'After such an array Of sincere commendations, it tnight
,'seem inco~jstent to cite 1Eertain fea~ures with whicn the
teviewer is not altogether:in agreement.
.
Architecture as one of tne fine ~rts may be interpreted
in terms of pure aesthetics, or as an, external ~ession of
~ ~t~e. buiI~ers"l ~teative g~nius, cOJastrainJft- by ~actqrs of tr.a. ,dIbon, methods, materIals, tools and ,experIence. AgaIn,
architecture ~y be defined as a utiIita~ian art to serve the
pragmatic ends for. which it ~ conceived, the 'aesthetic definitions of proportion, composition a~d organ~c :embellishmentb~ing rel~gate~' to consideration's of secondary importance.
l

'~
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'" ~ll of these definitions are ofcQurse, inadequate, but wilf
suffice for present postulation.,
_
Basically, Kubler's apI1roach to his problem is predicated .BtPparently upon such philosophical norms of evahia:tion\as are evolved by the "mode~ns" who'corifine their outlook, more' or less exciusively, to abstract aesthetics and
archit'ecture divorced from tradition. He refers' to "patterns," "plastic forms," "heliotropism," '''niutations,'' "mass .
silhQ~ette," and constantly utilizest.kind.r~d terms derived
from contemporary architectural, nomenclature de~eloped
by the sa-called international s~hool-first conceived on the
Continent, but later introduced to -our country: by such 'ex- I
\ponents of the "new architecture" ~s ,Frank Lloyd Wright.
To cite ~ specific sentence found 4t random in the context:
'~More important, the Gatholic ritual reqqires a monumental
development In sp~c~ to enhance the ~ord, the gesture, and
their musjcal accom~ahiments." II'
.
.
Thei'!lreviewer :finds this "modernism" an i,rritant; '~i
marily because to grasp the substance and'meaning of New
Mexico mission buildings, it 'seems necessary' jn so ,f(r as
temperamental compatibility./would permit, to pla~e oJeself
mentally, but withal sy~pathetically, in the gray habit and
sandals of the Religious themselves-and thereafter to ana- ,;;
lyze these churches and friarIes in terms of, Franciscan' " .
occupation. . The mendicants knew' nothing of modern. aesth~tics, and~ared less. They were pragmatists-not patrons 'lll"
oft the arts. Their vocations ana training ~ere for the altar, ' .
a:rid the "cenversions"; their architecture in the Custodia
. was simple' an~ utilitarian, conceived in th~ ~irit of Our
1 Lady Poverty and the Franciscan raison d' err~ Any relaJ. tionship hetw~en these outpost structures of Prov.incia del
Ii Santo Evangelio de Mexico and the classical or renaissance
'basilicas 'of Rom~, as indicate~ by Kubler, is academically
circuitous and may be interpreted as an instance of quasiparallelism. ' Prototypes, provided they are required, may
be more readily found in the prim~tive Franciscan con~ents:'
dotting the hills and vales of Tusc~ny and Umbria, or in

}
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those of Spain. The litel'ature of the Friars Minor helps to
.substantiate this assumptioil, and cOlD-parisons offer ·even
greater. validation. Stich comparisons, though, cannot be
made with 'ayardstick;"nor by initially 'segt;egating the conventual iglesias into "s~es" of pedantic manufacture. Limited space wi1~, not permlf an elaboration of this subj ect~
... In the matt6r of the effect 'of rellgion on the building~ .
. 'forms, the author tends to deduce an esoteri<;ism that in fact
did not exist; In noting in the '1mission pl~ns variou~ d~via- ..
tions from geometric regularity, he discusses the possibility
of causes otherthan bad workmanship.. It would seem to the
reviewer that ~any such tenuities would be dissolved by ~
;better .acquaintance with Franciscan studies and lif~. The
I . --t£iars were -neither eS9terics nor conscious aesthetes.'· In
I
f~~t, if any of these irregularities were purpfj>seful, it is
moreJikely ~hat the' Indian construction laborers "slip~ed
then{ over'! on, their clerical superintendents, than that the
rrancis~aris eyer introduced them as r~fineme:tlt~ or symbolisms.
., .
The 'following adverse crit1Cisms "Were garnered at
large from the publication, and lack continuity, purposely.
Kubler elaborates on the distinction, hetween "Priests'
houses," convents and monasteries. A',more' comprehensiv.e
investigati6n of FrancIscan Observan~egulations and of
western cenobitical monasticism in iW organization and
cloisteral aspects would have enabled' him; no doubt, to
clarify his ambiguous definitions.. Again, he 'is a~biguous
:*p,en he states: "In it (a typical sacristy) figure a cup-'
board, a small altar, a rack for liturgical instrukents and
occasionally a fireplace." This sentence is of little value, for
it lists non-essentials,1but fail; to specify any of the rubrical
\paraphernalia which ar~: the characteristic fittings - of a
sacristy. Again, he speak~ of parapet crenellations in the
Custodia
and' of
"battlemented-forlress-churches" in
'
.
. six.teenth century, Mexico. North of the. Rio Grande, these
crenellations were used at times, but such serrated roof lines
. may \e ascribed to an inclination for fa~ade .embellishment
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rather than to aft -inilitary necessity~ This, Kuble; should
.have emphasized for' ,the layman's, clarific~tion. When' a
church is once erected, it is set aside for divine worship to
the exclusion of ot~r .purposes. It is true th,at among the
profane uses 'wl1ich are held by canonists to desecrate a
'cQurch,its use as a fortress i~not specified, 'and: in a j.ust
,cause a church could no doubt be defended by,;:t.rms without
committing sacrilege; nevertheles~, it is doubtful if any of
the Custodia. missions were ever really fortified. It is difficult to discover in them' any feature which cannot be ascrib~
/.
to other than martial origin.
)
.
In such wild country, the most rudimentary prudence
must have',contemplated possible attack, anp corresp~ding
. defense, if practicable. In case of resistance the mission :.'
buildings, no matter what their design, would 'obviously have .
been jressed into service for the shelter of defenders. These .
def.1fders incidentally, would have.,t""been such friendly Indians" or htilitary as would have been available, but not the
Religious, whose spiritual trade 'forhadethe use of weapons.
Excluding Kubler's modernistic pr~ciosity, th,ese ad. verse criticisms, such as they are, could not be augmented
ad infinitum, by any means. The book as a whole seems a
masterpiece of laccurately conceived schol.arship-;-monu~ -mentum aere perennius.

)
.

<

, .Ross G. MONTGOMERY
~

Los Angeles, California;

.:o~(

......

Narratives of the Coronado .Expedition 15J,.0-1542-'Edited andiTranslated by GeorgeP. Hammond and ~gapito Rey-)Coronado'Cuarto
Centelmial Publications, vol. Il)-The :Univedtty of New Mex!~co Press, Albuquerque; 1940~3.50. '
~

\

,,' The Coronado Cuarto Centennial Commission is to be
cOGgratulated on the appearance of this volume, the first to
be printed in its projected Coronado Histori~al series. It is .
_~st appro p. riate that a.II of the avaj,lable .t~xts p~.aring on
~~egreat.entrada of Francisco Vazquez de Coronado should
beL,pUblish~d
in schola~fy .English(". translations, as the first
,
. .
I

.

~

.
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•
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.
f1rf1'i~s of the effoI\.ts of those engaged in the task of producing
an historical series to commemorate the quadricentennial of
his pioneering exploits. The decision to repropuce the basic
historical texts' of 'Spanish Southwest~r,n history in' English
dress is most comrnendab~e, and means that -an enduring
mOIiument, outlasting'fetes and pageants~ will be erected in
honor of the 'explorer. :When completed, the sedes will consist of eleven yolumes.; and the high standard set in the first
book off the press augurs well for the remainder and makes'
the collection a must item for scholars,'and libraries. ,
~
The N arr.atives of the Coronado Expedition is exclusively ~oncerned with Coronado's enterprise and consists 'of
thirty original documents gathered from, the printed collections and from the archives. The editors have been diligent
in their search and have added new, iten,:ls to the list 'of '
known materials, have pre'sented others
translation for
.' the first time, and in all possible cases hav.e compared former
translations with either the origin~ls or photpcopies of
.tp.em. Full use has been made of the older collections, such
)(.as the heretofore.standard work of George P. Winship. The
and the notes
reflect an intelligent, painstaking,
.introduction
.
,
and ctiticfll use of a Ipuch wider range of supporting: archival
material, 'such as the Coronado residencia. The account of
Pedro de Castaneda de Najera; in view of the failure of all
efforts to disco~er. Coronadqzs own fina:I -report or an offidal
diary of the expedition, is..ihe most intportant single chr.onicle which has come down to us, and its' 'translation ,fills
niuety·:three pages of the volum~ un@r review. It furnIshes '.
the most de4ti'led and colorful of the narratives, ,and is surprisingly accurate considering that it was wdtten some
years ~fter the events it describes. Some of the Coro~ado
letters, a letter of the sponsor of the march, Viceroy Antonio
de Mend~za, and ,briefer 8tatements by other particip~nts,
such as Captain Juan Jaramillo, fill out the picture off the .
.. expedition proper. New and valuab,le detail is added to: the,·.,j
recently discovered Muster Roll of the men who went with
\ Jjoronado, as the editors, by meticulous search through the
2'76\
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trial documents and additional rkcords, have brought to
light the names of otner persons in the advance party and
~ the names of,~bme of those.who went up the Colorado River
with HernandpTde Alarc6n. The documents reporting the
E;;ide expeditio~~ and the preliminary reconnais~ance of Fray
Marcos de ~iz,~ add much to our understanding of the motivation and exfent of the journey. 'The textual corrections'
, of the editors ar~' exceedingly useful. For exam:ple, in .the
Report of Fray Marcos de Niza (p. 74) the reading' jornq,d.as
substituted'for leiJuas, ~s contained in the Pacheco y Cardenas text, destroys part of.q!he ~rgument ,agaln~t the goo'd
faith and accuracy'of the pi~eer Ftra~ciscan..
.
, .For the period of the later car~~r of Coronado, after his
.quest of Cibola and Quivira had' failed to' fuid new and
wealthy kingdoms, "the volume provides the first extensive
supporting m~terial in tra~lations from the pertinent docu- '
ments. The trial of'Coron do as Governor of New Galicia,
and for alleged misconduc- . on his expedition, shows him to
have been absolved by the audiencia from the sentene-e of
J upge Tejada on one set of charges lint not on the others
'I,
which-were appealed to the Council ~f the Indies. The trial .
and conviction of his chief officer Garcia L6pez de Cardenas '
is also illustrated from records of) his -trial. The scholarly
array of exhibits from the• " '
introduction
'binds
the 'whole
-t
'.
- ,
record into an organized and'clear account and-traces Goro- .
. nado's life from its beginnings in Salamanca, Spain, to .the
entry. in the register of the city council of Mexico, of November 12, 1554, which anpoupee~ his death as ,a recent ~
'occurence. "
,'
All students of Southwestern history will benefit by the
appearance of this and the subsequent volumes in this series "
in an opportunity' to go directly to the con~mpQrary eye
witness narratives of the exciting ev.ebts which signalized
European entry into the regipn. There is a zest and ffavor'·., .~
in these orIginal acco\lnts which no ,modern reconstruction
can retain.. Insight is afforded into 'frontier~methods, the
legal. system, . current politics, and )ndi~n.. ppl~cy in the
c>

o
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aS$embled material. Furthermore" the anthropologist and
etl1nologist as well as the histori~n will find "grist for his
mill" in these gpages, where first contacts witl!, Indi~n
tribes, accounts of the vast he:rdsof bison in the plains area,
and descriptiOns of the count~ contain valuable data on a·
wide range of subjects.( Even t}1ough older accounts have'
been available to the specialist;h~must welcome'morelaccurate translations when the change ,of one word will often
dete~mine the interpretation of an ~tire passage. -) The' geiieral reader ·and the tea~her will find the freshn~ss of the
original, and ~ts juxtaposition ofthe events, an adventure in
, reading which will demonstrate that schola:rship :need not
be "qry as dust."
The Narratives of 'the Coronado Expedition is handsomely printed on good paper with fine clear type. ' The_
geilefal format of the book shows' thought and discrimina-/
tidn. An index and a gloss~ry of Spanish.terms add greatly ,
to its usefulness. There are a few slips in the proofreading,
, but, in' general, for an undertaking of this magnitude, the
worK is remarkably free from errat~. The 'reviewer ventures
to
predict that it will be one of the "most .cited" books' of
'" the immediate future.
ARTHUR S. AITON'
The University of Michigan
AnnA'rbor '
,

~

'

,

~

..r~

. Cwonado's Quest-A. GTfve
Berkeley, 1940-$2.50.
•

I

-

California Press,
~

'.1,f

A. Grove'Day"s Cor
. o's Quest is a biography of the
Spanish soldier who first ventured to conquer the unknown
northland. Written- in a flowing style, the book is pleasant
reading. However~ despite the author's assertion of "keen
obli~ation ,to the ~;highest historical a,ccuracy," there- are
stat~ments'~nd spme theories that challenge ·comment. Mr.
Day refers to his~-own work'as "this first biography of Francisco Vasquez C0:t"?nadQ," ,forgetting Paul A. Jones' boo~
. (which Day lists in his bibliography, however) and entirely
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overlooking the book bY$ 'Ham:p1ond and Goad.' Probably
neither of thesl! nor the biographical materi!ls in t,he Winship v01ume and in the Dictionary of Amerihan B.iography
' ap~ear 10 the ~lltho~ to be ~iogr.Qphies ~n the,scholarly sense,.
\ . .yet they do eXIst as materIals on thehfe of Coronado~ v ,
.
,-Again, the author stat~s that his w,ork is baseq' upon
..
"all'the extant original docum~nts dealing with C~ronado
and ,his period and with the discovery of theSQuthwest."
Such an' rtnqualified declaration can be immediately challenged since maI\uscript material existing but only recently
phblished 'is used\ with most 'illuminatiIl~ results in the volume by Hammond and Rey, Narratives of. th~"Coronado Expedition, while within the past month another manuscript
has ,yielded the exact date of ,Coronado's- ,death as well'as some information concerning, his late official duties. One
can only, conclude that ,
by Hall
extant original documents,"
l
. '
. Mr. Day means all that were known to him.
Beginning with Cortes, Guzman, de'Vaca, 'and others,
the author relates some of the background of the preVious
attempts to explore the suppos~dl~'Wealthy but unknown
.northland. Then Coronado is introduced in. his early years;" .
the ll1eager information concerning' his family, and youth is
.. relatedtE,
t . is followed by., ~he expe,riences Of,.· Coronado ,in
Mexico,' der t~e favor of Anton\9 jIe Mendoza, tIle viceroy"
Again e return to mOre detailed a~counts of- the immediate
predecessors of Coron'ado iiI northern exploration and finally
trace the great expedition of 1540-1542 thr<iu$h its chlonological sequences as told in the several j'ournals, reports,
and letters that. appea:r 'in Winship's volu~e and- in recent
articles by A.' S. Aiton an~ others. The' final chapter is \
,"FareV\ell to C?nquest," which relates the- last years of
Coron~?o'S life .in Me~~~. . '
. '., .'
.
\
' ThIS j}book IS a conselenbous atteIr\pt to brIng together '.
the scattere~ ~nfor:mation and" t~·p~ese~.a ~p~d biography.
It succeed~ In part. Some maferla.lls now avaIlable that the
author did not use. Certain extravagant statements, seemingly made to adp life to the, authof's tale,' det:t;'8:ct ,consider09

I..
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ably from the book's accuracy; for: example : "Cuernavaca,
tp,e most charming valley in the world ..."(p. 1) ; "Charles
V ... was a bold, astute, and energetic r.uler who·was making
.hiDl1elf ,master of Europe and building the· greatest royal
'doqiain in all history." (p. '60).
."
..
ThJre are many oth~r errors. Coronado had five chil-dren, not three(p. 311) ; Winship spells t}1e word "Acucu,"
.not . "A~uco.": Mr. Day accepts some ~lJ.vestigations that
conclude Fray Marcos failed to reach Clbola in 1539; this_
view puts in question the Friar's motiv.es in. rendering his;
report:. and, yet Mr. J:>a~ is,.quite,~illj~gto e~~hasize ~arc~~'
l.eag~rIiess and leadershIp In tpe 154O! expedItIon. Hodge, In
his ,History of Hawik'lth, 'altliough lie recognizes the work,
of Sauer and others on the )}roblem 6f how far 'north Friar
M~~cos came, still does ndt flatly rcontr~dict the Friar's
repdrt·that he looked upon the fabled cities;
,
•There are some excellent footnotes and ~a good bibliographJ; and one must call especial attention to the several
. illustratio~s and maps, which add to' the attractiveness of
;thebook. On the whole,. it is a readable bOQk, and 'it gathers
, in.~one plac~ considerable material; but. It ~dds no new in-,'
formation, and it must be read w1.th con.siderable care if
one wishes to avoid extravagant statements and errors.
j...

.~

·l
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DOlW~HY WOODWARD

Univ.ersity af N ew Mexico
-, Albuquerque
~

. Border' Capti1Jes--Carl Coke
Norman, 194.0-$2.00..

RiB~er-University

}

~

.

of Oklahoma presTs

'~

Anothe~ addition' to the' history of the Southwest IS,
made by c. C. Rister in Border Captive8~ Dealing with the
period 1835-187-5, in the southern plains ·area, cadequately
indicated oil the map opp6site page 36, the book aims to.
furnish information toward understanding' Indian-settler
. r.elations through "a study of the captive traffic."
'Briefly 'presenting some of the basic cultural aspects of
the nomadic tribes, chie;.fly Comanches, the author shows
I

;
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concepts of land ownership a~d· habits of life that
.were fundamentally different from those held by-the AngloAmerican conquerors.. This, in turn, -perhaps explains th~
lack of agr:eement, the fear, and the atrocities of 'the times:l.
A discussion of Spanish-Indian relationship is followed by
the Anglo advance and the final conquest and control of the
area with the Indian's enforced adaptation to c~rtailiof the
~hite man:s -living condi~ions. Throughout ~re given incidents of "captives, revea~ngthe cruel treatment of, the un.:'
. fortunates. It is often a e.of horror and tragedy, yet the
. Indian was stl~luggling for h old life, which was being ~wept
away by the increasingencr achment
man.
. of the white
Some generalizations in the '4Ilume can certainly be""'
challenged, and minor errots can be noted, such as the in- ....~,
.elusion of the settlement of Santa Fe within the period up
to 1609, some typographical inaccuracies and inc~rrect
pagination of footnotes, and occasional omission of references. The volume,.however, is well documented and, contains anexcellent'bi~Uography,and·interesting illustrations.
Though one may become lost in the constant recital of captive· cases, the Anglo side of the' picture is well presented. f
~here' is, of ,course, tqe red, man's side of the sto~y\ too, although it can -never be told, since the records do not exist.
If the ..{ndian's story could be told, it would remilld us that
early in the European occupation of the' Southwest, Indian
, slaves were recognized articles of trade. Undoubtedly, many
other facts,if we knew them, would s~rve tocorinterbalance
the atrocities so well related in Rister's book.
.

J

s
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DOROTHY WOODWARD

-

"

University of New Mexico'
Albuquerque
F'l'uit out of Rock-France;

New York, 1940-$2.50.

Gi1lmor-~loane and Pearce, inc.,
~V'

.

A more skillful artist has written this bOOK than wrote
,Thumbcap. Weir~or Windsinger. ·Miss Gillmor, the author
now ~three novels, has brought the poetry of her style .
closer to the shaping of the.}igures,)n her landscape, the·

~.
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warm; sunlit borderland of desert and mountain in southern
,,' Arizona:' ,Here the Matgison' family!, Amanda, John; and
; thdr'par.ents, have their home and fruit Qrchards, the .tre~s '
planted by' Helme Margison when he first ,moved into the·
'" canyon where the stream called Aravaipa had only once run .
so low that the .cattle died of thirst alortg its banks-. The
J.\!argisons and Abel Bane, another orchardist, are, first set-·
tIers here, good neighbors };}ecause there-,is "plenty pI ground
between." , Abel Bane plants willow:s along the A:ravaipa to.
hoI? ~he ba~ks 'in' flo~d t~~eIit. He is a natural, cQnse~va
tionist and .Ii~e Helme Margisonhas made his land pay: with
, I '_ pea~hes', figs, and orang.es.
"
Davis, a newcomeJ.:;· is running goats on his pasture
ttnds above the fruit farms. His herder, Stephen Ross, '.
works on shares;
. hoping to purchase his .own flock with the'
~profits from his' part' of the sh,earing·:, The goatS eat th,e .
grazing land bare of cov.erage. Old Abel predicts the-run-off .
of water from the clipped valley will wash out the iar~s· in'
~the canyon. Wh~n Stephen Ross 'comes to call on· AmanfIa, .
this does not at first stand between them. Soon it seems an
insuperable bar, which their love beats against. The Margison boy goes to work in the mine near tdwn, but too much
~of her father. remains in Amanda to let her leave tqe canyon.
.Before Helme Margison dies, he walks '!. with· Arruinda··
f
t~rough the groves he has pianted. "You can' see time moving in the'trees," he says /to )her. .
\
In this quiet corne'r of a lovely land, where survival is •
ordered on nature's terms or not~at all, c6mes the clash of !
two forms of economic order.....;-One constructive with secure'
and ~imited returns, tH~ other with quick ,d, ruthless .profit..
_There is a personal tragedy.in the outeo
of the storY, and
the parallel is implicit everywhere in t "nation where the
security won by the toil of pio
. ild~rs has been sacri- .
ficed In speculatien or exploi ation. '
..~ss Gillmor's,book is ,well constru~ted and:beautilully.
WrItt~it.,
'. .
T. M. PEARCE
University of New Mexico
.
Albuq.uerque
J
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.Pinky Finds a H o~-Margaret W. Nelson-.,Illustrated by i,\nne
,~ Heyneman-H;oliday' H'ouse, New Y,ork, .1940-'$1.'75.; "
T
A~New. Mexican Boy-'Heien'Laughll~' Marshall-Illustrated by Olive
Rusb-,Holiday House, New York, 1,940-$2.00.

Holiday Ho~se has reieased this summer two delightful '
Southwe'stern books for children: Pinky Finds a Home, and
A Ne'Ul Mexican Boy. These are of ,especial interest to New
Mexicans because· both authors and one artist illustrator
Jiave lived in Santa Fe. Mrs,. Marshall"is th~ dati~ht~r .of the
late J adge N~B~'aughlin. ' ..
.'
I
Holiday . . ouse ,spare no pai~s or expense in making
their childr~ ',books; in which they sp.eciali~e, ~orks of
.,r
•
art in binding, paper and aI;lpropriate sizes for'the-material
.. jnclud~These two books, by Miss Nelson and Mrs.'Marshall, are particularly appealing and attractive.'
. ~ \
'Pin~ Jprdan is a plush toy rabbit, \vhose adventur~s
begin when he is dumped from a wheelbarr~w upon a dump
. heap ili'the,des~rtt;>whence he is fancifully'dug out and res..'
cued by a discarded wooden' terri~r and' ~ toy -iiound dog..
With several other dump-he'ap ani~als, who are created into .
real cbaracters,Pinky" has ~ many thrilling experfences,
alwaysmanaging·to make a home for himself and. his com- ','
panions, whether-,.in a deserted milner's ~hack, or in ~ prehistoric cave wjth
a little Indiankatchina. .
.
....
The' book'is 'an ipeal size to pe handled and-read by a
youngs~er. On the back flap of the' jacket helpful, suggestions are given to the young reader "to make a book last.'t ...J
In;'A New':, Mexican Boy, Mrs. Marshalrhas;given an
accurate gli~pse of the lif~ of· a .young" descendant" of the .
early Spanish" oo:Qquistadores, with his burrito, describing
"' many old customs and scenes of ~amily life s1:711 to be ,found
in New l\l~xico's mountatn, vill~ges.· With sympath~and,
1,lndersU+ndlng, she has w11ltten al1folk-story .of yq'!.Pg Pancho
'and his faplily, describing craf~sl and scenery wi~ a ~eeling
, for the' .pungent
smells,
rvivid coloring,
and f~r-teaching
.
.
. .,.
vistas of this expansive land~'
~ "
.
Those who take delight in Olive Rush's
frescoes at the
,
e
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New Mexico State College of Agricultural and Mechanical
'Arts, at the SantanFe 'Publfci LIbrary· and: elsewhere, and
.. who ~ow her 'char:r;nin~ paintings, depicting scenes" ~owers, "\
'and animals witp 'such delicacy .of ~ouch and delightful de'sign, will enjoy, her illustrations for this book,,'which are
typical of her kindly feeling~r simple people'and her' abilitY .
to catch the form. and gtace iiJ. animal life. Two of the' ~>U~
door ,scenes seem allegorIcal in treatment, and on~'willlove
little Pancho and his burro' at <?nce, when they. are seen as
Mi~, Rush has' depicted them when lostr
. ,.'
,
l
'
ELIZABETH, WILLiS DEHUFF
Santa Fe, New Mexico
N

"

.
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Valley Beyond Time

.' / By VINCENT H, OGBURN
.

.

.'

lme is nothing here.
.
This polished round of rock
S,ince· time'of man 'eganAnd still lies unperturbed.

.,

This cholla's gray and, dusty flesh
Has felt the cooling w;nd oftfnight,
,The stifling blaze of summer sand ".
About its feet, since the first '.
B~sket-weaver's smvke cut the sky
, With thin and painted· stream..

o

.

. '.

\.

r

Time dwells riot "here:
,:. This fixed' ~nd o.reatlHess air I .
J
, .I~ filled 'witli agelessnes's.: .
. In thi,s vast dim· bowl pf immortality , .
.We see the patient ag,es at, their work- r' (
So slow it may ~lend into eternal sleep." ) .

.1,

{

".

I '"
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'Los Paisanos

SALUDO A TODOS LOS PAISANOS:

' .. 'i

~:-".

...

. The Cor~nado Cua,to. Centennial anniversary year is
pas~ing into history, a:dd if every school chf)d and adult in
. New Mexi~o doesn't know' the significance '~f 1540 by tWis
· time, the -responsibility for such ignoranc~ s~ould be placed
upon' the individual concerned. Of course' we have been a
little late in acquainting'f the country
at large,
and particuIi
· Jarly the children
. of the Southwest, with the, knowledge.. that
1492 is not the only important date in history, or the4anding of the .Pilgrims at Plymouth, Rock the only important
event. And it is extremely regrettable that in most American,
literature courses throughotit the country The Last of the
Mohicans and "Hiawatha" ~till provide vicarious encounters
with Indians f~r high school students. B~t certainly the
book list compiled by members of., the C'entennial Commis:Siorl with a great deal of care and research, and sent throughout the country to book stores, libraries, andabook lovers"
should attract the attention of future compilers 'of antholo- .
, gies and provide an incentive for the revision of textbooks
at'least. The list, called the Coronado Southwestern Book
She~f, is' cMvided into the follow~ng sections: Archreology and
· I~dians; Spanish Bacli:ground; American I~asio.n and Occupation;' Cowboys', Bad Men and Frontiet . iographies ;,
Poetry; Country Flora and, Fallna; Juve' . e' General. Upon
the foundfl,tion of·a state7wide consciousness and appreciation of -oui cultura.l heritage 'and background, it should now
be po§sible to build a sense of values, and, a heightened "Sense -.'
, of ilPpreciation of past and ,present writers .who have co~'Il- " . "
tributedand are contributing. to the ,knowledge of anci t \
and modern life in the S'outh\\;est. H~r~fn l~s t~.siin~
cance ,of the Coronado Cuarto' CeI).tennIal annIversary yea.t:.
Several hundred 'delegates to' the tenth biennial confer. w ene~ of the, SouthwestetlI. ,Library. Association whic~ was
held in Albuquerque last month were enthusiastic about t¥
'

I
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success of the four-day meeting, as well as the-1lospitality
.' enended to them during' their visit ~er~. Among the distinguished out-of-town 'speakers present were Miss Essa
M'. Culver, president of the American:Library Association; ,
Dr~' Louis Hanke, director of the Hispapic Foundation, LiQrary of' ContI-ess ; -flnd D~. Rudolfo O. Rivera, executive.
assistant of the . :AmeHcan Library Association Committee
. '&n Library G'oopJ.ation with Latin Americ~. OutstandIng
New Mexico writers who appeared on the program were
, '. ,,' Paul Horgan, Witter Bynner~lIanielLong, Dr. T. M. Pearce,
'~ FrayA!lgefico Chavez, ~rs. Franc Newco~b,. Dr. George
P.'Ham)IlonQ., a-lid Mrs. Elizabeth DeHuff.,
.
'.'
.r 4gainst the Cold, Witter Byn.ner's newyolume of'poems,
contains, lyrics, satires, and a sonnet sequence from whieh
th~ title is deriv~d. The djstinguished poet, read ' seve~al
poems from his book at the Library Convention.... Apacfl,e
.Gold, Yaqui Silver, by J. Frank ,Dobie, one of last year's
popula~ pu1}Iications,. according 'to the! N.ew Mexico.. B~'ok
.store, ·has several stunning ilips~rations by Tom~Lea.. , r.
. Dobie; guest-speaker ~at the, Coronado Literary Confere ce
',held here' last August, was widely entertained during his
. ,visup., His forthcoming book on "lJonghorl1ls" will lSe p'ub'lished by Little, Brown a:nd Co., in the spring. ..:. . Golden
Mirages, by Philip A. Baily, is a collection of,tales arlq.
legends of the Southwet't; with the greater numberjOf them
l"evolvi.ng arqund lost m~.
.
.
The University Press has just released two important
books. My Nine Years a.s Governor, by Miguel Antonio
Otero, Published by the University _Press, is the third volume
in serIes of memoirs .by formej1" Governor Otero. This
latest volume is dedicated t(1 WiJlia.m>McKinley, and the
foreword is written by ,D~. 'Mation Dargan, well-known
hist~rian.. '.."Forgotten ,People,~y 'Dr. George I. Sanchez,
is the r~sult of an extensive survre~ of raciaJ probletns in the
state,'according to the author...: .1Forthcoming publications
'by the' Universityr~ess include The, Firsrt Expedition of
Varf(l$' ~nto New Mexico, 1692 translated ,and edited by
!',

a

t
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,
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J.,Manuel'Espinosa(The Plains'Indians and -New Mexico,
1~5J.-17!8~ by: Alfr~d~.J.rhomas ,of the University of Alabama; and Songs qf the Navajo Coun"try, by Orval Ricketts.
Dr. Epsinosa is Assistant Professor of History at St.' Louis
University, and ~ member of the Spanish Roy;al Academy of
HistorY. Mr. Ricketts is'the editor and owner of the Farmington Time~-HU8tll(r.Marty of the p~ms. in his fo,thcoII].- .
. ing book have appeared in various magazines.
Erna F~rgusson sailed fpr Honolulu ,the first we~k in
September.:Slie willsI?end s~veral monthS there, gathering
material for h~r seventh, book. Among those who met her
boat when it docked was Marion Keleher CI~y, former! Uni-,
versityof New MexIco student, now the wife of Lieutenant",
CI~y of the U .S.~. Litchfield. . In a letter home,. trUing of,;} .
first-hand impressions of the Navy circle, Erna atlds this postcript: leThe sea which has been absinthe frappe up t'Q..
now ha~ suddenly'turned turquoise with a band of deep blue
just und~r the 'clouds! My favorite surf-boarder has put
aYVflY .pis laven~er boaraand got out an 'orange ou~rigger
canoe. I will go .out in that v..ery calloe, thi~ very dai"
Dorothy B., Hughes'r.lsecond mystery novel will ,be released for publication in December, and the· manuscript of a
-third one will be in the hands of her publishers, Duell, Sloa~
and Pearce, by March., The title of the second book is The
Cross-Eyed" Bear, but the, title ~r the third hasn't been
decided upon yet.... Calla Hay, sister of Dorothy, has just
returned froni New' York, and reports that when she
dropped into the Qftice of Duell, Sloan and Pearce, they were
just in the process of trying to make a tedQy~ar look I
sinister enough for advertising copy. for The o,oss-Eyed
Bear. Mrs. Hay also 'had a visit with Lynn RiggS, who will have two plays produced on»B~oadway this year. Hang o,n
to Love will be the first one to be produced,with Martha
Sleeper, who starred in Ru.sse't Mantle, taking -the lead. Mr.
Riggs will direct his second play, Cream in the ~ell, which
will be produced prc>bably after Christmas.. .
Dr. George ~t. Clair's semi-annual stop,overs between
-
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Florida and California are always a joy for all his many
friends. Tne visit last month .was a particidarly happy one
because he. read a -recently completed 'poem, "Rembrandt
Speaks," .before a highly appreciative audience made up of
townspeople, faculty- and students. . . ~ Dr. T. M. Pearce,
ch~ir~an of the Department of English, recently spoke on
"Mary Austin: Sibyl 'of the West," at the Texas Institute
. of Letters at the Texas College for Women in Denton. '~ ...
"Los Paisanos" sends congratulations to Frances Gillmor,
former ~ember of the Englis~epartmentoifthe Vn~versJty
of ·New -Mexic~ upon the publication of her new book,
Fruit out of Rock, and alsQ to the editors ;of, the Santa Fe' .
New Me;vican for the. perfectly fine artists' and writers'
edition which they 'published'during the slnrnner.
Ha.sta la.proxima vez~
J

,

.

~.,

.

J

,
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\
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b
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JULIA KELEHER
\

Lft
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.
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Editorial Notes

(

l

.,.

'

/

_

{

.

l

~

J

1

~
The writer of "Los Paisanos" fai"led, out of ;mode~ty,
[
to relate that The Padre of Isleta, by Julia Keleher ~nd Elsie
Ruth Chant, will be issued by the Rygal Press~ of 'Santa Fe,
soon. .The book i's a recounting of IsJeta lege)1ds~
.
* * *
.
I
'; Th~.< editors and: :aqvisors of the NEW MEXICO RUAR1ERLY are pleased to ~nnounce that, by recent action 6f ~he .
. Faculty Senate of the University of·New, Mexico, the QUAR-TERLY and the New Mexico Busi:aess Review will be issued
;~ as. a .combined publication beginning with the February,
1941, number. Page size and number ofj:pages wijl be in-'
c~eased; and format \\"ill be' entirely ne~.· A new title is
yet to be decided upon~ Subscripti0h for the, new publication
l
will be one dollar a year. Volume 'numbering will continue' 7 -f~
that of the QUARTERLY, the older publication. Indexes will be
supplied, as usual, for. 1940 fer both the QUARTERLY and the;
... Business Review.
I

.'

:

!I
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MARy FRsmIAN. "housewife. mother of five-year-old twins." has been engaged for .ome
years on a study of D. H. LawrenCe which she hopes to~Ublish soon. Her article on
Lawrence is her first pnblished work except some piec which appeared in school
papers. Her I hnsband, Ellis Freeman, is the author of three books, the latest of
which is Conquering the Man in the Street. a study of met ods of propaganda.

I
I

•

I

SYL~'1'ER,

tea~es Eng~h

HOWARD E.
B.A.• M.A.: University of New Mexico. now
.
at theSpanisht,~ericanNormal, El Rito, New Mexico. Several of his poems were
published in the New :MExIco QUARTERLY when he W!1S an undergraduate.

i

!

LLOYD ~ALLA.N. Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania. has long been an enthnsiast for the poetry
of the late Loyalist patriot, Federico Garcia Lorca. Other translations by MalIan
have appeared in Fanpuru.
KIRK BRYAN, graduate of the University of New Mexico, now professor of geology
&nd geography at HaIjvard University, has contributed widely to technical journals.
For several summers he has been engaged ir. geological studies in the Rio Grande
Valley.

i

f·

STANTON A.· COBLENTZ, editor of Wings, a verse magazine. has been widely published.
The latest of. his fifteen volumes of verse and prose is Senator Goose a7ld Other
Rhymes.

JESSAMYN WEST is now a "non-professing honsewife" of Napa. California. She graduated from Whittier College, attended Oxford University but was diverted, and has
dope newspaper work. Stories by her have appeared in Prairie Schocmer, American
Pft'ejaces, and Heywood Broun's
N'f/,tmeg•
• ';,1
.
.1;

ALICE MOSER, of New Orleans, Louisiana, stays put. Her "family has lived on the very
. same street for more than ,one hundred years," she says. Westminster, PoetT1/ Caravan,· and other iournals have printer her recent poetry.
EDITH BLESSING, graduate of Vassar College. now teaches English at the University
of N'ew Mexico. "Cuarto Oentennial" is her first published poem.
Work by GEORGE ST: CLAIR, verse and prose, has appeared frequently in the NEW
MExico QUARTERLY. Dr. St. Clair is Dean Emeritus of the College of Fine Arts, and
Professor Emeritns of English, University of New Mexico. He will soon publish
another book of verse.
THOMAS N. PAPPAS, who lives in Memphis, Tennessee, is, according to his own
account, a romanticist at heart, who writes realistic stories in self-defense. "The
Gift," his first publish,ed story, catches him, he says, in one of his wea~er moods.
f

TROKAS McGRATH attended the University of North Dakota. The war deprived him of
the advantages of a Rhodes ScholarShip which he won more than a year ago. Poet.,.",'
. Voices, the New Amn1, .Compass, and other magazines have published .poems by him.
VINCENT H. OGBURN who teaches English at Eastern New Mexico College, Portales,
has contrib"uted artie
to scholarly magazines, and "some )lalf hundred iuvenile
short stories and serials'
the popular magazines. Recently, he lays, he has begun
to take his verse-writing more en
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D. H. Lawrence in,Valhalla
;

By MARY
R.

FREEMAN

s. H. NULLE, being very fond of both D. H. Lawrenee

M and fascism, has tried to get his two good friends to:-

~

gether. 1 In'doing this, he has approached fascism-through
inadvertence or design-not as it' exi~ts but as its propagandists would have us believe from their window-dressing."
Also he pas 'lifted, with tendentious -discretion, isolate
phrases and paragraphe from ~,awrence, and he h~sshown a
most s~ngular reluctan~e to consider material whi~ll could
dem:Olish his thesis. Moreover, that which he haa drawn
fr$ Lawt~:Q.ce, when placed alongside the operational realities of fascism, makes Mr. Nulle's case a farrago of
tortions and no~ sequiturs.
.
"\
r must waive a discussion of tpe romantic and toplofty
definition of fascism which Mr. Nulle succumbs to. Here-it
.need only be remarked that he resonates to tawren~s "emphasis on the need of reconciling 'the supposedly divergent
forCeB in nian-the ,rati-onal and the irrational-an emphasis
which he presumably"nnds echoed in the fascist a1\P.eal to the
irrational, to muscle~thinking. This purely nomhial coincidence in terms is,assumed by Mr. Nulle to place Lawrence ~
-the same patrie psyckique with fascism, although ,to the
Nazi the irrational boils down to nothing more than Bluden
-an etymol~gica.l
'from"which
. and intellectual monstrosity
.
Lawrence 'Would have re<;biled with passionate aversion,
however much he may have expressed something apparently
similar when removed from its context.
Assuming for the moment that r.he intellect-emotion,
rational-irrational dualism, inadvertently accepted by Lawrence"s very a~mpt to rejeCt it, is sound '(althougll it is
not) , it might be suggested that the yearning for integration
. of personality does not necessarilY lead one to the fascist

dis..

~

,

"

,

(

,

/

1.

s." H. Nulle, UD. H. Lawrence

QUARTERLY,

an~he Fascist- Mov~ent,.. THE 'NEW MExIoo
~

February, 1940.
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lair. Waldo Frank may be ~entioned. as a man seeking inte,gration, and yet 'by very different·means politically and
J 'econom.ically. Moreover, it is noteworthy tpat Aryan GerJ ~an GeSta'ltPSYChOIOgists, who,have for years been empha, sizing a; m ehmore tho~ough and, soul}dly-based conception
of Lawrenc 's clamor for an integrated view of man, have
found the "organic" te~dencies 'of fascism incompatible ,and
,
'have become voluntary exiles. 2
'
Nor does the desire to take man as a whole necessitate ;
the exclusive establishment of the cult of irrationality, evi- ;
denced in the burning of bQoks and in Hitler's term of crushing contempt, Intelligenzler, which has taken the fascists off
the other end of the boat. One need only compare ~the following quotations from Lawrence and Hitler to recognize the
cosmic difference between Lawrence's "blood-knowledge"
and Hitler's muscle-thinking. Lawrence writes:

.

"

'

2. It is also desirable to understand:- as evidently Dr. Nulle does not and as
LaWl'ence himsE!lf did not. exactly what it is that LaWl'ence objected to in science as
viewed by most llterary intellectpaIs. To LaWl'ence science was merely the mechanistic
science of'the nineteenth century. a science from which nothing more could emerge
than was represented by the properties of the inmvidual elementary components. B
science which offered nothing but the dreary. uncreative recombinationi of particles,
without anything essentially novel to hope for. But this is not what science has been
for the last twenty years. It is not the science of Gestalt psychology or of atomic
physicS Qr of astrophysics of today. These contemporary conceptions reveal a cosmos
of the most exciting and undreamed-of possibilities. because they recognize in the
infinitude of combinations of even a finite number of elements an infinitude of relationships. of which everyone is a genuinely creative novelty that is a priori wholly unpredictable from the components. Even such a humd~ compound as '~ater is now seen
as entirely ~fferent from the mere addition of the properties of hydrogen and oxygen,
• its essential properties being emergents from the relationships set ~p by the two'
elements rather than a mere additi5>n of the properties of hydrogen an~ oxygen considered singly. When Lawrence spoke of science, he' was thinking of Newton, Locke,
and Bume, not of Einstein, Millikan. and Kohler.
To object to mechanism for i~ inadequacy and prosaic restriction of possibilities'
is one thing, but to denounce all science. as LaWl'ence pas done, because he knows of
no other, and to denounce intellectualism because he thinks it capable of nothing but
the sterility of mechanism is quite another. I4Lwrence would probably have been
the last man in the world to remain guilty' of ~is had he) taken the trouble to go
beyond the science of his school days. For in co~mporary science are found precisely
the relational wholes, the unpredictable creative possibilities with each step in advance
which Lawrence demanded of life itself. It would seem that. had Lawrence realized
this truth, he would have called for more rather than less science and intellect for
the_enrichment of life, and certainly not· for the sterile formuIaof: fascism which
denies opportunity to the intellect.

-j

",.

;

"

\"
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".•. the thought adventure starts in the blood,
not in the mind. If an Arab or a Negro or even a
Jew sits down neXt, to me in the train, I cannot
proceed so glibly with my knowing ;, ... I can just _.
plank down the word Nigger, and Having labelled
. him, finish with him!' Or I ~an tryt to track him
down in terms of my o\vn knowledge. That is, unnerstand him as I unders~andJ any other individual
.... Or I can do a third thing. I can admit that
my blood is disturbed, that something comes from
him that interferes with my normal vibrations. Admitting so much, I can either put up a resistance to, '
continue, because, after all, there is 'some peculiar
alien sympathy between us ...'. This slight'change
in my blood develops, in dreams and unconscious,
till, if I allow it, it struggles forward into light as
a new realization, a netN term of consciousness ...."
And again he says thdt to be a man is "all the time
·to risk your own known self, and become once more
a self you could never. have known -or ~xp,ected."8
Let us observe Hitler stalking knowledge:
.,~
Once when I was' walking through the inner'
city, I suddenly came.across a b.eing in a lon,g caftan
w~th bbiek side lockS. My fiist thought was : Is
thf:tt a Jew? In L,enz they did not look like that~ I
-watched- him stealthily and cautiously, but the
long.er I stared at the strange countenance and
studied it feature by 'feature, the more the question
in a different form turned in my brain: Is that a
!
German?
As' always on such occasions, I' proeeeded to
try to remove my doubts by means of b~. For
the first time .in my· life I bought some anti-semitic
pamphlets for a few heller.4
May it not ~e -ventured that Hitler's choice of "impartial" anti-semitic authority is revealing? This leads us to another contrast between our two figures. sConsUieration of
motive is never beside the point.
\'! .
Mr. Nulle heavily emphasizes Lawre:pce'~ uncompromising disgUst with ~ur contemporary ci~lization as leading
-

0>

8. 0", Being ez Mem. 190, 194, 195: 199.
4. MJI Fight, 19. Italics by II. F.
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him directly toward the fascist bivouac!. As an arrant partisan Mr. Nulle apparently feels that the only new stirring in
. the present world is fascism. Ergo~ Lawrence was a prD-~
phetic voice paving the way for Hitler. He notes with triumph that "the enemies of La-wrence and fascism are one."
Within certain limits this is true. But it could be said with
equal vigor-if one selected material as carefully as does Mr,.
Nulle-that the enemies of Lawrence and socialism are one,
or that the enemies of Lawrence and democracy are one, or
even the enemies of Lawrence and' of living men are one~
The significant point is not that Lawrence and fascism had
enemies in common, but why they had enemies in common.
qt is here· that Lawrence and fascism most symptomatically
part company.
,
More precisely, Mr. Nulle reminds us that Lawrence
disliked democracy. But what, specifically, did Lawrence
'dislike in democracy? Of America he writes:.
§\

.

1

This is the land of the free ! Why if I say
anything that displeases them, the free mob will .
lynch me, and that is my freedom. 5
Would Mr. Nulle, suggest that Lawrence would be freer to
displease authority under fascism? Secondly, Lawrence
was disgusted, as Mr. Null~ has pointed out, by the preOccupation with obtaining the' "wdrld's gear" ~hich he saw as"'"
an inseparable part of what he termed "democracy." But
has the avidity for the world's ge.ar of Nazi leaders ~scaped
Mr:Nulle? Or does it, cease to be avidity when the grea~ can
become fabulously rich and the humble must submit to
forced·labor for a bare existence? Is it delusory to believe
that the gea~ing of Ge~many's entire economy 'to armaments
has raised the sheer problem of securing food to an obsession for the ordinary man? This war economy-and let us
note that according to Hitler and Mussolini war is the ordinary and proper conpition of a nation-Can scarcely meet
Lawrence's demandlllfhat "money and wor~'be ·as casual in
human life as they are in a bird's life, pamn it all/' and \
G. Studies in ClMaical Amtnta.n LiterGtare, 4.

.

.

~.
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: ''What we want is life and trust, men trusting men, and
, maKing living a free thing; ilot a thing to be earned."s
)
,
And third, Lawrence feared the dependence of the .
. "democratic" on courting tlie votes of the masses.' He feared
,the attendant demagogy, the oversimplification of Issues, the
, Opportunity for the inferior but unscrupulous to push to the
. fore by a manipulation of prejudice and ignorance. He
.denied the absolute equality of man a,nd confused that equalwty with the ,political equality of people. Hitler came into
power, by his own boast, through the violationo~~ve~rin
ciple which Lawrence here desired, by' appeal to' sheer ignorance, confusion, and prejudice ;'and retains it by the stimulationcaf atavistic and low~brow impulses which" Lawrence
abhorred and f~ared in democracy where they are far more
rudim~ntary. Lawrence's leader was to Zead and
, not to
depend upon a demagogic acceptance and exploitation of
every foible that could serv~ ~portunism. Mr. Nulle has I
blandly quoted Lawrence's ideas of a '~proper ruling"':
I think the artisan is fit to elect for his immediate surroundings, but not for 'the ultimate government. The electors for the highest pla~es Sh0Uld
be governors of the bigger districts-the whole
thing should work upwards, every man voting for
that which he more or less understands through
contact--no canvassing of mass votes. :
Aside from Lawrence's error in taking what he found
in America as the quintessence of "democracy, it is notable"
that hi~ electoral scheme is precisely the reverse of, fascism..
However much Lawrence may have desired to modify the
suffrage, he stilLwished to retain it, the Jchange being only
such as to give the authority of the 'Voter more, not less,
effect. But in fascism the voter has no ~uthority ;i~ fact, he
. is entirely eliminated. He has only ~esponsibility toward
those- above to do as o.rdered from above.· But authority. is'
all d6wnward, quite as one-sided as the responsibilit1\ for
'performance is all upward. Ironically enough; Lawrence's

..

.\

..

6. Letter to Charles Wilson from BandoI, Dec., 1928, Letters of D. H. LawretlCe,
'edited by Aldous HuxIe7.
~
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above account resembles more nearl~ at least the paper- organization of Soviet Russia than of any fascist country.
What is one to think of Mr~ Nulle's ~tate of infonhation if
he is ignorant of this elementary fact?, And if he is aware of
it, then what is one to thi~ of his candor? .
; It is, moreover, apparent when one takes into consideration the whole tenor .of Lawrence's writings that his. insiste~e on having artisans govern only that with which they
c~me indirect contact,arose from his conviction -that abstrac'tions are a poor source of kno ledge, as well as from his distrust o~eintelligenceof th working class.. To use Lawrence ~Mr. Nulle has done ·n this connection is to make
him an advocate for the fascis policy of playing providence
with the people and treatin~ them as barhyard' animals-an
indignity against humanity which Lawrence abhorred more
stronglY.' than anything else. Says JIitler: the qerman "shall
learn to be silent not OnlY~When he is jU'stly blamed, but to
bear injustice in silence, if necessary."i Says Lawren~e, on
the contrary, to the miners:
)

,

i-

\

.

Stand on yoUr own feet or you'll be put in compounds "like they keep Niggers in South Africa. .
j"
And everyone of you'll have a little' brass 'collar
\ - round his neck, with a number o~ it. You won't
have names any more. And you'll go from compound to 1>it, and from pit back to compound .. '..
. But you won't be men. You won't even be animals
.... a lot of numbered slaves... a new sort of
slaves."s
.
!

If Lawrence ~ai~ed the com¥1on man for his simplicity;

it was not for this brand of simplicity which would leave him
a voiceless, faceless automaton at the bottom while hisf~cist
masters, .exercising incredible power, pushed..". him around
from the top.
,1
~
.In contrast to Lawrence's rebellion against inertia and
submissiveness, we find Hitler gratified with it and demand;

I

7. Mv FiDlft. 169. .
8. Touch aM Go, 92.
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ing it as the basic condition
for his social slot-machine.
)
.
Hitler writes:
. . i
,

.

,

By its very nature" an organization cannot
stand unless leaders of high intellect [sic!] are
- served by a large mass' of men inspired by sentiment. It would be harder to maintain discipline in
a company of two hundred. men, all equally gifted
intellecb.~al1y, than in one containing one hundred
and ninety less gifted ;;lnd. 'b:!n with higher intellects~9
. '.
'~
Thus Lawrence feared in democracy. precisely th ~ualities which fascism deliber~tely nourish~s\": the humili and
sycophancy.toward authority, the destitution of imagination, and the ignorant cocksureness with its potentiality for
destroying the non-conforming ppir~t.· Even the literary
apologists of fascism such as the Italian Futurists have'
scorned the individual man in their orgiastic identification
with the machine. Mr. Nulle suggests'that Hitler is Lawrence's Saint Paul. But it is strange tllat the disciple should
so far have misread the master's gospel of Noli me tangere
into meaning Du bist nichts; dein V olk isflJ'alles.
Anyone 'familiar wit~ Hitler's book, or Mussolini's for
that matter, cannot fail to see it as a monument to successful
evasion, trickery, and shuflllng opp - ism, as a text for.
'manipulating the crowd by crownin their shortcomings and institutionalizing their b
t fears, pr~judices, and superstitions. Is tliis,. then, e h hes 'orm of, "truth," which,
according to Lawrence, a; nation shall pursue? Is this conaucive. to the truth bet een men which Lawrence urges?
Writer after writ who has observed first-hand testifies to
the effect of Hitle's regime on the German people. No one
trusts anyone els paren s not even their children, and
leaders not other I d '. 0
Mr. Nulle quotes Lawrence's demand to "restore the
world of natural men .. ,. emancipated from ancient fears
•

C

9. Mv Fight 191.
.
10. Cf. Martha Dodd, ThrO'Ugh EmbaB81/ Eves; Nora WaIn, ReGching for th."e
Stars; and Erika Mann, School for Ba.rbaria'llB.
.
~
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vand frustrations,': ':the rena..issance ~f the P?~~ or insist~nce "
on spontaneous lIVIng" as most characterIstic of. fascIsm. .
Were this kind of coupling of Lawrence with fas'cis_m a little
travesty of Mr. Nulle's, it would be grim but thinkable,
though rather extreme. But it is offered in deadly ear~est, as .
is t~e view that for Jascism the sin against'the Holy Ghost
is "violence to life." It is one of the singularities of admirers
of fascism that statements db not mean what they say' and
acts are something other than themselves.. If Hitler says'
anything, he says 'that death in battle, in"obedience to the
leader, is man's highest consummation. However noble this
killing and being killed may be, it is not an abhorrence o~
'''violence to life." Lawrence stressed fighting· for what'thEt
individual really believed, not {or what somebody else believed who gave the orders from above.
The following is a section from a letter written by Lawrence in 1916 to La , squith. From this Mr. Nulle ~ade a .
quotation, but at the sa time he saw fit to neglect thissig~ .
nificant anti-fascist senti nt: "I can. never see how my
fellow ~an should make me 'll another man. Which then is
~my Fellowman? How shall I distinguish him? And you are
quite right, I doe~teem the individual [Italics' by M. F.]
above everything else."
~
.
Again Mr. Nulle makes much of Lawrence's interest in
the heroic leader, without, however, indicating that .the o1,l~
come was for Lawrence a repudiation of the fascist Filhrerprinzip. What is equally significant is"thatMr. Nulle brushes
aside, as obvious maladjustment, Lawrence's inability td
portray that leadership clearly or to assume it himself. The
essential point, Mr. Nulle, is not that "he could not, but why
he could not.W~ have read Kangaroo in very different ways.
It is most extraordinaiy that Mr. Nulle should take the leaderof this case-history of.faseism to be Lawrence himself. For
if the Kangaroo is supposed to voice Lawrence, then he is
a singularly different Lawrence from the cqaracter who
always bears the author's attitude in his 6therwritings. Of·
c!,Urse, it is a favorite trick of Lawrenr to send his
"

,~6"

va;-
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ous ideas battling in the guise of his characters and often to '
.. make each of several characters resemble Lawrence some, ."
p~rticular respect. But it is not difficult to tell which character says the writer',g last words, and in Kangaroo this
character, is Somers and certainly not the Kangaroo. The
whole book was .the "story of why Somers 'could 'not join'
fascist inovement.u Is it. not strange that in Somers' ina~
bility'to accept the movement Mr. Nulle dfd, not'recognize a ,
demurrer ,on the part of Lawrence? Isn't it significant that .
Lawrenc6 makes the nasty- brawl between the Kangaroos .
~nd their victims, the 'critical turning poitft inl Somers',' at-,'·
titude? Here Lawrence reaiizes clearlythe,oItiinousness of
fascism, to men of his individualistic stamp abdve all others~
and he rejects it, despite'the existence of a few Paper points
. of compatibilitY, points held initially before he saw fascism
.1
a~tion. Jt ,is significant too that his' next book about'
leaders'is laid in Mexico, where 'mysticism is 'not' so incon- '
gruous. FQr his own European ,folk he has rejected fascism.:
Then in The Plumed Serpent: he 'tries to determine if these ~
ideas will work iIi the 1ll0re.primitive
s9ciety of Mexico.Th;is
' .
time it. goes better, without Kangaroo's top-hat.and pince- .
~~z; and Jac~'s unmystical cracking of :skulI~J 'but' a~ain ',.
Lawrence rejects itas'an answer to his problem. 'It is a trait
of Lawrence's th~t' he
never 'lets his ideas distort 'his char,
acters or situations. :ais novels are like fingers to the blind.
.He feels -and tests authenticity by means pf them. and does
not ~esitate to.reject'the fAlse. , . , : .
. ", .', '
, Mr. ~ulle also falls to place in its proper significance
the circumstance that after The Plumed ,Serpent Lawrenee '
ceased to em1>hasize the military leader~ that he began to
express 'doubts about leaders and what he had. formedy regarded a13 their qualifications. Bact Mr. Nulle 'seen 'fit to
, quote along with the praise of leaders in letters to Gardiner,
Lawrence's equally important rejection of his own former

in

a:

<

in
,

,'~.

~

'

.

~

'1

~.

j:

\

11. Note the esemblance of Lawrence's core problem, exempUfied in Kangaroo, to
Thomas Mann's,
eutpUfied by "Ton~o Kroger," fand, for that matter, in most' of
his other work. A d Thomas Mann is COJiSpicuous~ascist.
/ "
'j>
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conception of leadership, Lawrence's ~upposed advocacy of
the Fukrerpri,nzip would have app~ared far less unequivocal
than ;Mr. Nulle allows us to belieye. In tp,e same year 'in a
l~tter to the same Gardiner, Lawrence' writes from Italy:

·~·.r,

,

Yes, one can ignore fascism for a time. But
after a while the sense of false power forced
against life is very depressing, and you can't escape
~xcept by the trick of abstraction' which is no
good.12
And why, it is permissible to.( ask, did Mr. ·Nulle overlook Lawrence's letter to Witter BYnner in the same year?
I sniffed the red herring in your last letter a
long time: then at last decided it:s a live sprat. I
mean about the Plumed Serpent and ,,'the hero."
On the whole, I think you're right. The hero is obsolete, and the leader of meh is a back number.
After all, at the back" of the hero is the militant
ideal: and the militant ideal,. or the ideal militant
seems to ~e also 3: cold egg. We're sort of sick of
all forms of. militarism and militantism, and Miles
-is a name no more, for a man. On the whole I agree
with yo~ the leader-cum-follower relationship is a
, bore. And the new relationship will be some sort oftenderness, sensitive, between .men and men and
men and, women, and not the one up one down, lead
on I follow, ick die~of business. IS
It is not necessary to qharrel with Mr. NuDe's use of
Lawrence's contempt for socialism, communism, and the
Soviet Union, as Lawrence understood them. But that this
contempt should n~cessarily make a fascist of him do~s
not follow. What, precisely, did he object to in socialism?
First, he feared man in the mass. But thatrwas also his fear
of democracy, where he perceived ,the menace of group
standards to the individ~I. What individual (variability is
allowed under fascism, with its consummate regimentation
of .every possible act, emotion, and thought? He despised
the materialism which he \>elieved an emphasis on economic
12. Letters. .
18. Letters, 719.
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welfare would produce. ~u~ the butterless and l£rsatz
economy ~of ,fascism. yield' omething tra~scendental that
Lawrence yearned for, or .' l(lld it produce a more intense
preoccupation with what Lawrence contemptuously spoke of
, as being 'abl~ "to eat more sausage," and )Vould there be ·a
\ stimulation of "tenderness between men and, men and men
and women" or of mean grasping cunning when a loaf of
bread has become the most convincing of arguments? In
fact, there is good reason to hold that Lawrence-who dwelt
ecstatically on venison pasty until the anemic soul of Middle.
ton Murry winced and the Doctor who ~ooks· at literature
with a jaundiced eye shouted' "perverted"-'would have
much preferred the sausage to the shoddy transcendentalism
of fascism.
Lawrence's third objection to socialism is that it' ac. oepted the-machine and succumped to the tempo of -industrialism. Does Mr. Nulle find any Jesser 'Worship of the
machine in .Italy and Germany? And if. German peasants·
. are encouraged to consider themselves titled aristocrats of
the soil~ it is only because the millions tending the machines'
must eat.· Furthermore, Mr. Nulle could gflin much from
getting around a bit more among his fascist confreres~ From
Marinetti and other Italian Futurists~ who'have remained in
Italy to apologize for the fascist regi~e, he would learn
the heights, the obsessive madness,' to which the machine ~
can be raised, particularly the machines of destruction .which
;
have become totemic 'deities.
Si~ce Mr.' Nulle quotes from the Fantasia 0/' the Un,..
conscious, perhaps he has read, although he does not -choQse
to recall; this devastating Swiftian contempt; starting with
..,
a diatribe against~ngland, Lawrence writes:
I

Onward Christian Soldier toward the great
terminus where bottles of sterilized milk for the
babies are delivered at the beoroom windows by
noiseless aeroplanes eachII;lorn, where the science
of dentistry is so perfect'that teeth are planted in
a mali'S mouth without his kriowing it, where twilight
sleep is so delicious that every woman longs
.
'

"

I·
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·forher next confinement, and where nobody ever
has to do anything except turn a handle now .and
\
,then in the spirit of universal love.
This is the forward direction of the 'English-speaking people.
(Have these lines given Aldous Huxley the idea for his
Brave New World?)' Now .Lawrence proceeds to the Ger.
.' ,
mans, whose city of lilht '
, lies direct behind us .... Reverse engines, and
away, away to our city, where sterilJzed, milk is
delivered by noiseless aeroplanes~ AT THE VERY
PRECISE MINUTE WHEN OUR GRE,AT DOCTOR OF OUR FATHERLAND HAD DIAGNOSED THAT IT IS GOOD FOR YOU; wh~re the
teeth are not only so painlessly planted that they
grow like living rock, but where the composition is
s1,lch that the friction of eating stimulates the cells
of the -jaw-bone and developes the SUPERMAN
STnENGTH OF WILL WHICH MAKES US
. GODS; and where not only is twilight sleep serene,
, ,,' but into the sleeper are inculcated the most use" 'ful and instructive dreams, calculated to perfect
the character of the young citizen at this crucial
period, and ,to enlighten permanently the mind of
the happy mother, with regard to her new duties
toward her child and· toward our g.reat Fatherland. [po 95. All capitillizations Lawrence's.]
,

"

Mr. Nulle has lamented Lawrence's vagiIeness on "that
other-great,'fascist
principle," "the nation as a spiritual or.
ganism." Do not these lines from Fantasia strike twelve
.
most ~learly 'on that very point?
Again'in a diatribe against Soviet Russia, Lawrence
.says things which. could be .Ievel~ed against fascism:
,~

Lenin says: "You are saved, but you are saved
wholesale.
You are no longer men, that is bourgeois,
you are items in the Soviet State,
and each item will get its ration,
but it is the Soviet State that counts;
the items are of small importance,
the State having saved them all ...."
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Then Lawrence asks, "•.. when wilt thou teach them'to .
save themselves ?"14 WQuId theshme question dealing with
the coolies andjanissaries of Hitler and Mussolblibeout

'

moro~?

If 'any categorical conclusion is justified, it is not Mr.
Nulle's to the effect th1't 'fascism could satisfy more of
Lawrence's demands than could any other social form, but
-that fascism would have outraged his sensitivity on more
, points than any other system could have done. The common
ground between Lawrence and fascism is extremely tenuous
and, altogether on the negative' side~ cOnlprised only of an
acute awareness_W. and, aversion to the obvious defects of , our rudimentary ~mocracy. Two men may alike'detest fish, .
but 'does it ,follow that they will both prefer fried eggs?
Lawrence's ideas do not run, as Mr. Nulle would have us
believe, through open doors right into fascism. Even, if
Lawrence desired, as he once did and again later did nOt, a
leader g~orious and omnipotent; ~either Hitler nor Mussolini
could~fill the 'bill., Even if Lawrence did call for a fuystic
"organic" unification of the social order, it must not be forgotten, as Mr. Nulle has forgotten,. th~ Lawrence also de'manded the greatest liberty possible 'for divergent, individ~als. That he never clearly envisioned a society that could
achieve this, grew4lfrom his acceptance of the hoary fallacy that the psychology of the group is fundamentally differ, ~nt from the 'psy~hology of the individuals composing it.15
thus he finds himself writing recipes to satisfy two divergent views of man. In combating the widely held 'Pew that
the indiv~dual ~nd society were necessarily set ag4inst ofie~
another, he gave a false credence to the very fallacy he
fought, just as he paid inadvertent homage'to the supposed
intellect-emotion dualism. This real disbelief' in nian's
wholeness led him to vacillate between an over-emphasis on
the "organic" aspect of. society and an insistence on the
ultimate, supremacy of man as an individ~al. As a .result,
..

,;

;;r...,..

,-

I
I'

14. Panaies, 29.
15. Cf. Ellis Freeman, Social Pff1/chology, and Conquering the Man in the Street,

on the Group-Mind Fallacy.
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.

Lawren~ 'as been dismembered by,persons like Dr. NulIe,
.who drag a limb into the fascist camp and call it Lawrence,
and by the "artists" who hold the individual so sacrosanct as .
to be above it all. Aware perhaps of a discord in the beautiful fraternal amity which he had constructed between
Lawrence and'fascism, Mr. Nullesuggests that if Lawrence
possibly didn't care for fascism and if her did make some
, skeptical remarks ~bout the oppressive feel of Mussolini's.
Italy, then that arose only from the law of nature that pro::.
phets are greater than their achieved visions. A :pr~ttY
tribute, especially when Mr. Nulle coyly adds that very probably Jesu~ wouldn't have liked "Christianity"! Isn't it more
likely 'thai' Jesus did not advocate '~Christianity"?
.0,

. .-

Disquiet
By

HOWARD

E.

SYLVESTER '

·11'r

I'd, nGt rest in such an earth as this is:
Murder and starvation and the mark
Of madness, on 'Us all-vast, b.lank,abysses
Of utter dark.
;. Before I'd rot beneath such tragic air,
Where crumbling hope betrayed infects our worth,
I'd summon strength to burst my grave and dare
To flee from e a r t h '
To beat upon the silent gate of heaven,
Sounding and resounding till the din ,Disturb the sleeping saints, the Lord God even,
And He take me in.
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of t},le
peasant' girls. .v
,17
"':~.

.~

~

•~

,

(

1

f~'.i·.)(
~}
i

.'i'

,~

Yellow
in the tower,
, th' bell stops. '
.

.-

1/

J

~
,

.;,;

Dust in.the wind
is sdattering silve.r.
The Road

.

,~

Hundr~d mourning cavaliers:
".'

where are they going,
.hunched against the sky
of the orange grove?
They cannot reach Cordoba,
nor Seville,
nor Granada sighing by the sea.
f [ 225] ~ .
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Their drowsy horses
will carry them ~.
to the labyrinth of cr<lsses
where a song trembles.

. .. .

With jeven precise laments,
wherefjare they going;
the hundred Andalusian cavaliers
from the orange grove1/ .

(

..,'..

.

,....

~

,

(

The Six Strings
The guitar
weeps to the
dreams.
A little sob
of lost souls
escapes
through its round
mouth.

Like a tarantula
it weaves a great star
to quarry the sighs'
that :float on its black
cistern of wood.

v

\

.

. !
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Erosion in the Valleys of the Southwest ' .
By

.
\

'.j

'.

KmK BRYAN

'

e

l!

\-~

~

of Southwestern United States have been
oi late much in the public eye. The depression began in
this area with the fall in price of livestock in 1920-21 and
was gradually accentuated with the collapse of the banks in
1926 and the ge;neral crisis .of 1929. Dry years added their.
toll, since in general high prtces for ~oc~ and gooq;, that
is, rainy~ years seldom occur together.
,i .
The continually chan~ng fortunes of the stock bu'$iness,
its' booms and depressions~ its good years and droughts, hav~
led to much governmental :activity reflected as far as ]3oston,
the great marketing center for wool. This major $outhwestern industry is also charged with the onus of soil ero,sion, and in the name_of soil conservation, vast sums out of
the public treasury have· be~n and are being spent in the
Southwest. The collapse of the war-t\me wheat prices and
the long-continued drought which culIninated in 1934 also
contributed to distress ~n this area. Pie general depres~ion,'
still c(m~inuing, affected also thetrans-portation business,
and man¥ a countY government is supported largely by railroad taxes. The Southwest is thus oIie of the problem children of our fatherly Uncl~ Sam whose apparently bottomless·
purse has been generously opened at the request of his highly
vocal drr-land citizens.
Research 'on the physical geography and geology of the
area has been carried on for ~~y. years. The pioneers in
the work gave such attention as they could spare to the problem of the -valley .floodplains, and we owe much to the
studies of Gregory and others. In the past fifteen years, a
. more or less systematic campaign has been in progress which.
is just beginning to show 'general results."
.
J: .
Most of the minor streams of the Southwest are mere
wet weath~r water colirses. Muddy floods accompany and
follow rain, but throughout the remainder
of the year, the '.
.
{227 ]
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stream beds' are dry. These ephemeral streams flow in valleys floored with alluvium from twenty to one hundred feet
thick.' The alluvium has been accumulated by the building up
of the grade; of the streams which, liefore the year 1880, ran _
in discqntinuous shallow channels and during floods spread
widely\lbver ~he valley floors. .After 1880 and con~inuing to _
the present, 'stream after stream has cut a deep channel, or
.arroyo, twenty to fifty feet deep into its valley floor or floedplain. The mud excavated from these channels or arroyos is
carried into the main rivers, and as .th~ arroyos are widened
by each successive flood, more mud is carried down. Because
on the main streams, the Colorado, the Gila, and the Rio
Grande, great reservoirs have been built, the! increased load
'of mud will, within a few generations of men, fill the reser~
voirs-and render them valueless for storage. This is the
great "arroyo problem.," How and at whose expense are
these reservoirs to be protected?
,
The western migration of cattle and cattle men began
in the late seventies, and~ at the" same~time bands of sheep
.. migrated from New Mexico. ~oth the cattle and sheep businesses were well developed \by 1880. As the cutting of ..
arroyos was begun at this time, some hold' that the stock"
business is the malefactor. The claim is made that the
redtlction of the native vegetation, by the use or misuse 9f
the grazing, has increased the flood run-off, and thus causedthe cutting of arroyos. There is no question.. th~t our hesi~
tant land' policy, or lack of policy" has encouraged the misuse of grazing land and that overgrazing has resul~ed iIi
many localities. Nor can one question -the general 'coinci- '"
dance" in time between the cutting of arroyos and the develof the stock
business. However, geologic studies
opment
,
. !
.
the valleys of the Southwest have demons~rated that&\the
present arroyo~ had ~r~decessois c~t a~d·.fil~d ,.,up agai~
before-the conung of whIte men and the ;Jntroduction 'bf hIS
domestic animals. Inv~tigations of ~any .strf}J.m valleys
have been made, and the results are brought together in the
;.
accompanying table.
I

-'c

or
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. EROSION AND SEDIMENTATION IN THE FLOODPLAINS
OF SOUTHWESTERN VALLEYS .
Alternate
processes

Evidence on
the ground

Erosion

The existing arroyo Cut from 'floodplains since 1880
A.D. and still being eroded.
,

.

Sedimentatio; Late channel fill

Erosion

Ancient arroyo

,\,.

Comment

.Contains.. in places I?otsherds and
other human relics; j'began to be
deposited about 1300 to 1400 A.D•.
Similar in size to existing arroyo;
in places known to have been cut·
in period 1100-1400.

Sedimentation Intermediate fill

Of Puebloan or earlier date; may·
be two-fold.

Erosion

Much larger than later arroyos;
associated with strong wind ae,tion.·

Earliest arroyo

,.

Sedimentation Early fill
(Neville, Jeddito,
and other forma'~
tions)

Cemented and/or weathered; contains in some localities extinct
allimals; absen~ in ,some valleys.

There ,have been at lea'sfthre~ period~ of deposition 9f
alluvium, and three periods of arroyo cutting of which the
present arroyo is one. The dates at which these events took
place have been determined mostly by interpretation of the
relics of man found in the alluviugl through the generous
cooperation, of maD:Y archaeologists. In this field the two
sciences_merge and the broken pieces of Pueblo, pottery and
other relics of man become fossils recording geologic events.
~ The ~hronology of Southwestern Pueblo cultures is now in'
a highly developed state, so that types' of pottew are correlated· with' the tree ring chronology invented by Douglass,
and dates· on the'ab~olute time scale are possIble. The,third
period of deposition which was brought; t6 a close-by the preSent arroyo cutting is quite well established as to date in these'
· widely scattered areas anp apparently' occurred betyeen
120P and 1400 A. D. 'rhe period of arroyo cutting nex1;:lPrel
'.'
.
I

'

I :', ' '
J'
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vi9uS is also fairly well established and occurred between
1100 ahd 1300 A. D. The next earlier period of deposition is
not so well known, and it may easily be that two or -more
periods of deppsition are represented, and that mere lack
of data enables the placing of these deposits in the s~~e
eategory. Similarly, the earliest fills recorded, such as the
Neville of Te~as, are made equivalent'to each other, either
because of a common contep.t of extinct animals or because
there is no information as to date. As elephants and horses
undoubtedly lived over a long period, the presence of tneir
bones merely implies antiquity without defining it, and these
several bodies of alluvium inay have been deposited at more
than one ancient date.
.The erosion period which followed the deposition of the
Neville formation of Texas and the Jeddito of the Hopi country was accompanied by extensive wind action. This simil~r
ity, although not established for other areas, tends
to show
-,
. that this erosion interval was coincident in' these two
localities.
' .
.
So far as the callse of the arroyo cutting which be~n
after the year 1880 is concerned, the dates set forth in the
table are conclusive that arroyos SImilar to and even larger
than the recent arroyos were cut in past time. As these
ancient episodes of erosion antedate the introduction· of
grazin~ animals, they must be independent of- that cause.
Each interval of erosion apparently occurred .synchronously
over the Southwest. Nor can successive episodes of arroyo
cutting be attributed to local uplift or to local change in_
stream regi~s. They must be due to a general cause, 'such
as successiv~fluctuations in climate by which the streams cut
down and formed arroyos in dry periods and built up their
channels and filled their valleys in wet on~~. Such an interpretation is supported by the evidence of wind action coincident with the great arroyo that followed in time'the Neville
formation in Trans-Pecos, Texas, and also the Jedditoin the
Hopi country of Arizona. Furthermore, as recently emphasized by Colton, there is in the Rio de Flag near Flagstaff an
230 ]
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.older alluvium, deposited under Jconditions moister than t~e
,present, as proved by .great stuniPs of pine trees that had
broad growth rings, "complacent r~ngs," which indicate that .
the trees grew under conditions moister than the present.
Also Douglass has shown by tree ring studies that a great
drought occurred from 1276, to 1299 A. D., or about the time
that the- second episode of arroyo cutti~g occurred over the
whole Southwest.
If, therefore, previouB to 1880 A.D., alluvium 'was de-.
\ posited under moister climates than the present and arroyos
were cut under drier conditibns, it seems reasonable to be- lieve that the present arroyo Js essentially cli~tic in origin.
Th~ntroduction of grazing an~ls handled by optimistic·
owners may have reduced the already impoverished vegeta~· i
tion, and precipitated the event. Overgrazing thus becomes
arroyo.
cutting
in the
merely the trigger pull which timed the.
.
thirty years following 1880.
From the standpoint 'of land use and governmental policy, such a theory of arroyos checks optimism as to a complete cure of arroyos by control of ~azjng, or even by supplemental works, the. so-called '''u,pstream engineering." At
best such measures are palliatives. It becomes, therefore,
necessary to consider with discriminative care, free from the
present hysteria, just what da:rp.age has been don~e, and how
much it amounts to in the common denominator of the dollar. Such a viewl;>oint may not be easily reached by the poor
man whose corn field, has been gutted by an ever-increasing
channel or .by the r.ancher' whose hay meadow now stands
high above a cleep'" arroyo which carries away the flood
waters that once irrigated the grass, but the: governmental.
administrator can be more coolheaded. Ob~ouslY the average annual value of grazing can be approximated and the
destructive effects of arroyo cutting can be estimated. The
present polici~ are inspired by enthusiasm and bolstered.by
,sentiment, but the spending of ten dollars an acre en land
that the government has purchased at from fifty-eight cents
to two dollars and fifty ceilts an acre cannot
long be justified,
, !
'
j

i

.
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even if these lands are resto;red to their ',pristIne and native
loveliness, unless in that state they will n?-~e a return on t~e
whole capital invested. If a reservoir is filling with mud a~d
thus deteriorating, a decision must be reached as to hOF
much of this deterioration is due' to accelet1ated and cOIlttollable erosion. The control of erosion, however commendable on aesthetic or sentimental grounds, should not
cost mote than the value of· the stored water that would
otherwise be lost. Furthermore, in equity the users of stored
water should pay for its protection rather than the general
taJq)ayer, who has already ~houlder~d rather more of the
cost of these
reservoirs than fappears to
.
. be his share.
In the formation of these policies; the fundamental data
.brought forward by these investigations lead to general con-J
elusions. The Southwest has in the past and will presumably
in the future pass through alternating periods of slightly
moister and slightly drier .climate. The present appears to
. be one of the periods of drYness with concomitant evils of
erosion. The future, which would look dark indeed, if present 'conditions are to continue, may, however,' see a return
to the relatively moist conditions of the ·past. Th~ predictions of the gloomy .that the sins o~ our civilization and particularly the evils induced by our land policy, will rob future
generations of a livelihood, may be overcome by a generous
Nature, returning good for evil.
~

Intrusion
By STANTON A.

COBLENTZ

There are some dark dead suns that bolt through space
And pull green orbs from their established course,
Marking, as tribute to their mindless force, \
,Sform-pits and dese~s on a planet's f2~ce.
I.
v

SO ,alien lives that come without an aim
'May scorch where love and harmony had shone,
~:~~ding bat-like in the night alone, .
not one. heart they lashed at quite the same.

L1·
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The Child's .Day
By

JESSAMYN WEST

,'I dying
MiNTA," the child said, "in the October day, in the .
October day:" She walked ever- to the firepta<:e
,

'

and stood so that the ~lanting sunlight fell onto her bare
shoulder witp. a red wine stain. The ashes, so light and ary,
smelled raw, rain wet. Or perhaps it~s the water on the' .
chrysanthemums, she
thought,
or perhaps the bitter,
autumn.
',',
I
'
flavored chrysanthemums themselves.
"
She listen~d for her second heart.;;beat, the three-day tap
of the loosened shingle. But it was dead, it beat no more.
For three days the Santa Ana had.'buffeted the house, but
now at eve~ing it ,had died down, had blown itself out. It·
was blown out, but it le±:t its signs: the piled ~and by the
east door sills, the tumble weeQs caught in the angle of the
corral, the sign board by the, electric tracks, face doWn; the
eucalyptus upright, .but with torn limb· dangling.
"The Sabbath ~vening/, said the girl, "t~ autu:rnn Sabbath evening." And bright and wa~ against ~ day's sober
death, the year's sad end, burned .her own bright living.
She walked to h<er own room; across her fallen nightgown, past her unmade bed, and opened the casement win- )
dow, and leanew out toward the west. T4ere the sun was
near to setting, red in the dust, and the lights in the distant
well riggings alteady blazed. -She watched the sun drop
until the black trac~ry of a derric~ crossed' its face.
"
"The day dies," ~'urmured the girl; "its. burnished
. 1
'
wrack burns in yon western sky."
Then she was qutet so that no single word shouW fall to ~
ripple the clear surface of her joy. The pepper treeJrustled;
there was a little stir in the leaves of the bougainvill~.
From the ocean, twenty miles away, the sea, air ,was beginning to move back across the land~ "It is as good against the'
dry face as water." She phshed her crackling hair away
[233 ]
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from her c~~ won't have a wind break as thin even
as one hairfagainst my face."
She arched ber bony che§Jt under tne tightly wrapped
lace scarf, so that she could project as. much of herself as
. possible into the evening's beauty. "Now the sun is down
and the day's long dream ended. Now rmust make the air
whistle about my ears."
She came out of the long black lace scarf like an ivory
cruciJix-,with a body no wider than her arms. Bloomers,
slip, green rep dress on, and 'there she was-thirteen again,
-and the supper to get, and the house to clean. She had the
supper in mi;nd: a fitting meal for Sunday evening. Oyster
soup. Oysters that ~ctresses ate" flo~ting in a golden sea of
milk, and marble cup-cakes veined like old temples.
She had supper ready when the Duro turned into. the
driveway bringing her family home from their drive-the
C[keS out of the oven,' the milk just on for the soup.
"Well," said her father when he entered the room, "this
i pretty nice." He walked over and held his hands to the~
. fire. "Wood box full, too."
Her mother ran her finger over the top of the hookcase
while she unwound her veil. "Minta,:you'H burn us out dusting with kerosene."
I
~
Clenmie said, sniffing the air, "Did you bake me little
cake, Mintie?"
Minta watched the scarlet accordion pleating in the
opening of her mother's; slit skirt fan out as she held her
foot to~rd
t he fire.
E
took off Clenmie's coat. "You should have gone
with us, Min a. The irind's done a lot of d~mage over' in
Riverside County. Lost count of the roofs off and trees
down."
,
"Is supper ready?" Mother asked.
"Soon as the milk heats, and I put t~e oysters in."
.
"Oyster soup!" exclaimed Father. "The perfect dish for
a Sunday October even'ing. Did you get your studying done?"
be asked curiously.

a

I,

"

.~.....

.

T
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Minta nodded. Studying. Well, it was "studying. Therewere her books and pap-e;rs.

, Father had sai¢ that morning before they left,
"You're a bright girl,
. Minta. No nee'd your; spending a whole day studying. Do you more good to go
for a ride with us." .
"No, Father,' I'm way b~hind.". She could
hardly wait until they left.
F~nally at ten they' got ~ntQ the car, Mother on
the front seat close to F~ther, Clenmie' behind.
Father backed out of the driveway Cftnd, a dusty
swir' of wind caught Mother':s scarlet veil.' They
'
waved ~her a sad goodbye.
"

0

,

t

She had watched the red" Duro out of sight, then turned
and claimed the, empty house for herself. She ,was as happy
as a snail that expels the la'st grafu of sand which has separated its sensitive fluid from its shell.- Now she flowed,
back a!fainst the walls of her' house in pure contentment.
She stood stock still and shut he~ eyes and listened to' the
house sounds: first the::dry, gusty breathing of the wind and
the shingle's tap, then the lessening hiss of the tea kettle as
the breakfast fire died~ 'and the soft, animal pad of the rug
as a slackening air current let it fail.
.
Shel,openeQ ~er eyes. In the dining room the curtains
lifted and fell with a summer
movement in the autumn wind.
......
She felt this to be perfe:c1{happiness: to stand in one room
and' watch in another the'rise and fall of ,curtains•.The eggrimed dishes still stood on the uncleared breakfast tab~e.
She r.egarded the disorder hap'pily. "Ob," she whispered, '
"it'~ like bei~g the o~IY su:rvi~or on an aban~oned ship." , .1
StealthIly she ~a~ to lower all the blInds so that the
room was left in yellow, dus twilight. Then she made herself a fire of the petroleum- 'oaked refuse from the oil fieins
en the oil'began to bubble and
,that they used for wood
'seethe, 'and the flames
. ed up, black' and' red, she started,
~
her w o r k . !
.

"

r

"
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She cleared the fUnred-oak library table anlI ringed. her
books and papers precisely before her. Now ber day began.
Now she inhabited two worlds at once, and slid amphibian- '
and had in each
the' best. She
like from one to the other,
,
'
Jj.
moved in Shelley's world of luminous mist, and emerged to
hold her hand to the fite and to listeiJ. to the'bone-dry sound
" of the wind in the palm trees.
She laid her hand across her open book feeling"that the
words there were so strong and beautiful that they would
.enter her veins through her palms and so flow to her heart.
She listened to the wind and saw ail th~ obj~cts that b~nt
before it: she saw the sta.tely movement of dark tree tops,
the long ripple of bleached, hair-like grass, the sprayed sea'·.
twater, the blown manes of horses in open pasture, the lonely
sway of electric signs along dusty main streets. "Far across
the steppes," she said, "and the prairie lands, the high mesas
.and the grass-<;overed pampas." She watch~d the oil bubble •
, stickily out of the wood and wondered how it seemed to feel'
, again after these thousands of years the touch of the wind.
But this ~s qreaming, not doing her' work. -She opened
.
'her notebook t ,a Half-filled p~ge h~aded, "Beautiful, LiIt~ng
Phrases from' ,elley." The lIst slId across her'tongue lIke
~ney: "Rain' w locks, bright shadows, riven waves,
..,,; spangled sky, aery rocks, sanguine ;unrise, upward sky,
:: .viewless gale." She felt the tenure- of the, words on ,her
, fingers as she copied them.':The shingle tapped, the wind
blew grittily across the pane, the fire seethed.
She finished Shelley and started on her own word list.
She was t:Qrough with the o's, ready to begin on the p's. She
opened her old red dictionary. What words. w~uld 'she 'find'
here? Beautiful, strange ones? She,looked ahead: pamero: .
a cold wind that sweeps over the pampas; parsalene: a mock' "
a
moon'; panada: bread crumbs boiled i~ , milk; picaroon:
. ..
rogue; pilgarlic: a baldheaded man; plangent: resounding
like.awave. Her eyes narrowed and her cheek bones ached
regarding this :rich store.
She rolled her black, ribbed,·gartered sfocking back and
I
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forth across'; her lolee ;and copied words and definitions.When s4e finish:ed the q's she put her w'5rd notebook away
andttlok out one called "The Poems of Aminta Eilertsen,
Volume III." ,Each Sunday 'she copied one ppem from·her
week's,<?utpufinto her~poem Qook. Her ,poems were nothing
, like S1i'elley's. Shelley wasbea\ltiful~but he was not a
~, modern~ .Minta wSs a modern, and when she wrote poetry
sh~ scorn~d the pretty and 'euphonious. 'This week's poe,!Il
was called "You Do. Not Have to Wipe the Noses of Your
Dreams," and Minta thought it as stark and brutal as any..;
thing she ~ad ever d~ne. Slowl;V she copied it:
41

"

"I was lithe and had dreams;
Now I am fat· and have children.
Dreams are efflorescent,
Dr~ams fade.
, Children do not~
, But then you do not h.!1ve to
Wipe the noses of your oreams."

"Yes," she said to her father having remem.bered the poems, hers and SheUey's, the long list of
WOTd8, "[ finished my studying aU right."
"Did :any one co~ wh'l,1ewe were goneF"
'
: i
Mother asked:'
"Mrs. Beal knocked, but ~he left beftn"e 1 got)t6
the door." ,
'~

She had s~arcely moved from her table all 'morning. '
Now her back ~as stiff; she was ebld and hungry. She put
another petroleum-soaked timber on the fire and sat on the
hassock warming her knees. and- eating her IUJJ,ch
~ a 'in·ixture
.
"
of cocoa, sugar and condensed milk as, thick and brown as .
mud. ,She spooned it from' gravy bowfto mouth and watched
the'murky 41ames and listened to the block-of wood which was,
burning as noisily as a martyr. ,The oil seethed and bubbled'
like blood. She crouched on the hearth and heard behind
the drawn curtains the hiss of sand against the windows.
A current of air like a cold finger touched her·cheek.
. , ' , .r{
.
.,
1

~.

,1:- '

!p

-

'

"

,
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"What do I here," she wondered, "alone, abandoned,
hiding?"
U
She pressed herself closely against the b~icks and listened intently. She took a bite and let the sweet, brown
paste slide down her throat so that no sound of swallowing
should mask the approaching f.ootfall, the heavy, guarded
breathing. The room was filled with a noiseless activity.
W~ll, she had known this would be 'lier end. Soon or late
they would come, search her oJt. In some such sordid, di~,
ill-lit hole as this she had b.een destined to make her end.
"It:i solitude and from this broken crockery,' then, this .
.
last meal," she mused, and looked scornfully at the cracked
- bowl. "And those for whom the deed was done eat from
crystal, on linen nappery, and talk with light voices."
, The wind had died down. But the curtains moved
stealthily and the door into the hallway trembled a little 'in
its frame. From somewhere in the house came the light
click, clicK of metal on metal~ Light, but continuous. She
had not heard it before. She shifted her weight cautiously
on the hassock so that she faced the room.
The wind came up again with a long, low; sick whistle;
the shingle beat feverishly. -She put d01Jn'her bowl and
started the search she knew must be made. She stepped out
of her shoes and noiselessly opened the door into the hall.
Cold, dark, and windowless it stretched the length of the
.house. Three bedroom doors op~ned off it, two to the west,
one to the east. She sear~hed tl1e bedrooms carefully,
though her heart beat jarred her cheeks. She lunged against
the long, hanging garments ~hat might have concealed-a
hidden figure. She threw back the covers of the unmade
beds. She watched the mirrors to see if from their silver
depths a burning, r d-rimmed eye might look into hers.
." In Clenmie's r om she finished her search. The loose
shingle tapped like he heart of' a ghost. Then she heard it;
the sound 'she had ~en born to hear, the footstep her ~ars
"had been made to e~ho" Furtive footsteps: now fast, now
. slow, now pausing Tltotether, She le~ agaiJ1st the side
r'
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of Clenmie's crib and waited for the ~teps to turn toward
f.
the house.
"But how coqld they knoW' this 'Y~ the house. What
sign did eave? ,What clew not destroy?"
,
The f Dste' s came on inexorably, turned out of the road
.onto the gra ed walk, then proceeded quickly and resolutelY
to the front door. First t~re was a light, insistent knock, ;
then.! the latched screen doo~ was heavily shaken.
.
"He must have a force with him,''. Minta tho~ght, ''he
is so bold," and waited for the crash of splintering boards,
and braced her body for the thrust of cold steel that would
follow. She thought fle.etingly of Clenmie, and of her father
~nd mother~ 'and wondered if any. sudden coldness aoout
their hearts warned them of' her plight. _ }
The' screen door shook again, and a wontan's voice,'old
and quiet, called out, "Is there
. anyone there? I say, is there'
. anyone home?" and ceased.
Slowly, cautiously Minta crept to the living'room, lifted
the side of the green blind. Old Mrs. Beal, her Sunday black'
billowiI).g in the wind" was homeward bound from dinner,
with her daughter.
.
"I saw it WC1i8 old Mrs. Beal on her way home
from her daughter's," she told her father, giving
him as much truth as she thought he could handle.
"Minta, you can get to the door fast enough"'
when so1{1te pf your friends arecaZZi'ng."
.
"IwasbUSY," replied Minta witn/ dignity. Her
father'rf,ooked at her doubtjuUy, but said no more.
1J~r mother combed, out CZenm,ie's 'soft, white'
hair with her rhinestone back comb.. "Did you forget to feed -Bro~onie?" she asked., _
"Of course I' fed Browni'e. .J'll never forget
her. "'if'She's my dearest friend."
"~'"
r
,

~

.,

f~'

",(
Against the warm reali~"o;£;~~~:.,B:~arls...broad, homeward.bound back, the world. tHat had be~n col~<and full of
danger. dissolved. The dear room;, her books~ her papers;
Clenmie's}oys; ~other's'tissue crea~' on'.top of the piano;
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. the fir,e sending itsJla~ red, tongue up the'chimnry's black
~hroat.
~ \
,
She stood wa ing herself, happy and bemused, like a
priso:qer unexpectedly pardoned. Then sJte heard' again
the clfck,click she had ,not recognized. BroWnie
at the back
"
,
door!!
:
"0 poor Brownie, I forgot you.' ~oor kitty, are you
hungry 1" There was Brownie
sitting on the back step, with
fur blown and dusty, patiently waiting to be let in and fed.
She wa's a young cat, who had never had fi kit of her own,
but she looked like a grandmother.: She looked as if she
should have a gingham apron tied at:0und her waist, and
,spectacles on her nose, and now out of her grandmother's
eyes she gave Minta a look of tolerance. Minta snatched the
cat up and held her close to her face, and rubbed her nose
in the soft, cool fur. When she got out the can of condensed
milk she put Brownie by the fire and poured the milk into.,
the bowl from which she
h oWn lunch. Brownie
- had ea,ten
.
lapped the yellow arc as it"fell fro can bowl~
\
. Minta crouchid,Dn",the he'arth~ith her esalmost·
on
!
a le:vel wit9 Br.owniEf's. lt was blis~ful,a~most mesmeric to
watch the, quicK';': deft 'dart of the red tongue into the-yellow
milk~ Her o~n~'body seemed to"participatel in that darting,
rhythmic"~vementand was lulled and happy. "It is almost ,~.,. as ifllhe rocked me, back and forth, bar.k and forth, with her ~
t'Ongue," mused Minta.
. ..;,When Br.()whi~ finished eating, M.inta took. her in her
arms, felt the soft little body beneath the 'shaggy envelope of
cinnamon fur. ~'She hiy on the floor close to the fire and',
cradled B~o~e drowsily. Suddenly she kissed her. "My
darling, my darling,", She said and caressed the cat the
';\-'length of its long, soft body. Her hand tingled a little as it
passed over the little pin-pDint nipples.'
Some day her mother would tell her the· secret phrase,
, the magic sen!fl~e-something the oth~r girls already knew.
~ 'Then the boyS would notice her. Then he w~)Uld come. Ellen
,and Margaret and Phyllis ab~eady had no~ from boys, and
~'

~

,
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candy h~ on Valentine's ~ay, and a piece of Dristl~toe at
Christmas time. .The boys rode
them
on' their handle bars
.
.
and showed them wr~stling h9lds, and treat~~ them to sodas.
"But no one;" she mourned, ';ever looks at me.'~ She pressed
~her apricot-colored"haIr close tdthe cat's'cinnamon fu~. "It's
because'mother hasn't told me yet. Something the other
girls know. Sometime she'll tell m~ome beautiful. word
I've b~e.n waiting a long time to ,hear. Then I'll b~ like a
lamp lighted, a flower bloomed. Maybe she'll tell metomorrow-'and when I walk into school everyon~ will'see the
change, know' I know-. How will. they know? My lips" my
eyes, a walk, a gesture" the movement of my, arms. But
t
e's not a boy· here I'd have, but someone far away, no
boy,- He will come and we will walk out along' the streets
hand n hand and everyone will see :us and say, 'They were
ma for each other.' His hair will be like fur, soft and
sooty black, and on his thin brown cheek will be along, cruel
scar. He will say, 'Kiss it, . ta, and I will bless the man
who did it.' Ah, we shall w lk tor-ether like sword and
flower. All eyes will follow us ndethe people will say, 'This
is Minta. Why did we never see er before?' "
Fire and wind were dying. Brownie slept on her arm.
"!Ie will come, he will come.'~ M,inta lifted.llBrownie high r
overhead, then brought her down sharply and closely to lie!
breast.
- ""
. "
t
,
~ "He will come, he will come." She kissed 'Brownie
fiercely and put her on the floor, and ran to her mother's
room, undressing as she w~t. She stepped out of heJ; serge
skirt and threw he:rqJlorf~lk,jacketacross the room arid'sent
her bloomers in a flying arc. She knew what she wanted.
She had used it befor,e-mother's long, black lace fascinator.
. She wound it tightly about herself from armpits to thig~~
She unbraided her hair and let it hang across her shoulders.
Then she turned to the mirror. "I have a beautiful body,"
,she breathed, ,\'a beautiful, beautiful bOOY." ...
"
And because she regarded herself, thinking of him,
him who was yet to come, it was as' if he too, saw her. . She

.'

~

~,

,

&.
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.
l~ed Jnn ~er ~yes so ~t h~ mig~t see h~. and to her flesh

~

"

,

.

she gave thIS gIft of hIS seeIng. She raIsed her arms and
slowly turned and her flesh' was warm with his seeing.
Somberly and quietly she turned and swayed and gravely
touched now thigh, now breast, now cheek, and looked and
looked' with the eyes she had given him. '
She moyed. through the grey dust-filled ,room weaving
'an ivory pattern. Not, any of the dust or disorder of~ her
mother's~ooni fazed her, not its ugliness or funny smell.
Hair bubbled out of the hair receiver f the stopper was out
of the Hoyt's cologne bottle, the mirror was spattered with
liquid powder. She made, ilP her mind, a heap of all that
w~ ugly and disordered. She ma~unghill of them and,
from its top she crowed. '
'
"The curtains, green as vomit, ,and hanging crooked,
the grey neckband on the white flannel nightgown, the dust '
on the patent leather shoes", I~ hate them and dance them
down. Nothing can touch me. I am Minta. Or I can dance
with them,". and she clasped the sour-smelling nightgown to
her and leaped and bent. "This is evil, to be naked, to like
the feel of gritty dust under my feet, the bad smell, the dim
lightt>"
,
1;
. She regarded her face more closely in the spattered t
mirror.. "There' is something wanton and 'evil there," -she
thought, "something not good. Perhaps I shall be faithless,"
and she trembled with pity· for that dark one who loved her .
so dearly. She shook back her hair and pressed her cool
, hands to 'her burning cheeks and danced so that the dust
motes in the slanting shaft of light shot meteo:r-like, up and
down.
\
~'I can'dance the word," she whispered, "but I cannot
~say it." So she danced it, ~rapped in the black fascin~tor, ,
. with the dust motes dancing a,bout her. She danced it until
she trembled and leaning on Qent elbows looked deep into
the mirror and said, "There is nothing I will not touch. I
am Minta. I will know everything."
,
All at once she was tired. '~he turned and walked slowly
1
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to the liVIng room. Brownie lay by the dead fire. "I, Minta,"
sHe-had said, "inthe October'day, fnthe dYing October day,"
ana turned to do the. evening work.
ult'the milk boils YlJ'Ur soup wilZ be spoiled,"
Mother said. uWe've been here long enough for it
to heat."
."
,
uYes, Sister, Zet's eat," said Father, "it's
. been Q,
long day."
.~.,
.:
"Yes, zetts eat," cried Minta~ lilt's been Q, long, .
beautifuZdqJ," and she rD;n to the k'itcJ!,en to'fYUt
th,f3 oysterfin the milk~
~ .

.
,

'

.

How to Be Popular in C~rtain Society
to

By ALICE :MOSER

Speak of Nietzsche. All at once
Your friends will see that you're no dunce..
Talk of Lawreri~e, Pound, and Wylie, . '
Mention Aldous- Huxley sUly.
Go in for the hi~her art.
.._
Your hostess will not let you part,
For she will welcome in with glee,
A dabbler in philosophy
And clever modern poetry.
If you're 'ignored while others chatter,
Cultivate some Shavian patter;
And as for humor,Hoft'enstein .
"r .
Is always ready with a line.
~
Then. even though you're "nouveau riche"·.;1 .
You~ll ~av~ carved your special niche.
",
If, at l~st, before yo.u g o .
'
Ii
You talk of ;M:ichael Angelo!
l.

f.
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The friars' ~rail they paced
(Blood of the Lamb)
The murdered· Estevan
(His, jaundiced lust).

'I

The streets and walls of distant' Quivira
Were priceless gold and jewels.
" The streets and walls of Quivira passed by
Were dust and stone and sand.
,

"Have we passed the mines of Fray Marcos 1"
(What does a friar know of gold in the ground ?)
"Where are the cities and the treasure of de Vaca?"
(Quite secure in his crumbling mind) ~
~

t.---

'Turco has deceived us ... strange b()omer~ng .

00

•

Weare coming from the east now,
Wisely from the east now.
Yellow is the fal}ing gold ~f the poplars.'
~.

Wise men carried gold and incense,
Myrrh (with wine to dull the pai~ 1) .
'Red is the blo.pd of the ebbing leader: '
Yellow is defeat. Yellow is fear.
[244 ]
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:from Manila to Madrid
An Epiatolary Record of T'faiJel, 1920-1921*

By GEoRtm ST. CLAIR

II.

..

FROM VLAl?~OSTO,K TO SINGAPORE

.

, On
the high seas, July 23rd
,
Yesterday afternoon, upon waking up from a siesta, I .
looked out and saw. ~that we had .changed our position.. Investigating, I found t1}at we were off our. sandbar. You
rememb,er, I,t,.old you th,at~',h.'g,overpor, will b"et at the drop
of a hat, on anything. "Here' a chance to put. one ·over. on
him now," I thought. So" lng to hi~ cabln: where he was
lying down~ i said: "Governor, I'll bet you a"fr~nc that we
get off by night." "I'll t~ke that," quick as a flash. We liad
a. good laugh, when he saw what had happened, and he ad.mitted thai' J had one on him, that ,time. We heard that the
ship had slid off the bank; ~lmostas easily as she had slipped
on, thereby confounding the. pessimists and ealamity

hOWl;::di.d notget away at -once, howeverJfbr it was necessary to get the 'cargo back into the hatches,-and also to take
on water. As this had to be brought from VIady in lighters,
operated, .of course, by Russians" a great deal o( t~m,e was
lost, for anything in which the·Russians take a hand seems
destined to move very slowly and inefficieptly. One wonders,
perforce, what is to become of these peqple! They seem to '
have lost all ambition, all energy, and te/have become thoroughly. den;lOraIized. I must note an exception to this statement, th~uh, and that was the speed with which that Rus-'
sian pilot who had run. uS" agj:ound,came down off the
bridge, ' th the threatening fQot of the captafnonly missing him by inches. He seemed energetic enough then for a .
dQzen Russians. .
,.
At 8 :30 the water was. all .pumped on, the hatche~ bat,

7

_

.,

-

_

I

<>

*This is the second installment of a travel diary kept by Dr. George St. Clair. The
first installment._was published in the May, 1'940, \numb~r of the NEW MPIXICO QUARTERLY.
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tened down, and we got slowly under w.ay, to the stirring
. strains of' an American marc:;h, played :by the Regimental
Band, very good musicians, too. Morning and evening we
are to have band concerts. All sorts of activities are planned r
to keep the soldiers' minds:off the monotony of the long voy-"1
age, among theql,_ a daily paper, classes ,of various kinds, :
choral singing, and so oP.' ,
As is to be expected, there ~re many interesting people
among them. Last; evening, the French lady intrpduc~d me
of them: a Major Kudela; a Doctor of Literature, and
to
, Lt. Pavel, of the :Erigineers. They are both of them in the
.: publications d,ivi~ion, Dr. Kudela being the chief. He gave
me a number of "CQpies of "The Czechoslovak War News,"
published in SibeHa. It is full of intetesting war pictures
and portraits of their leading generals and ~tatesmen. He
also showed me a long tYPewritten article, which, he' said,
was a full account of the Czechoslovak Army, beginning, with
the organization of the" Legion, their heroic march across.Russia and Siberii' and on up to~the present time. He prom- .
ised me a copy of it, which I shall be glad to get,. for it wilt
be bofu interesting and unique. When he does so, I 'shall
enclose it. TRey talked French to me for nearly two hoursJ
very interesting, for they are both keen thinkers and
shr~wd observefs~ and have been through many exciting ex'"
periences, but rather fatiguing, since-it bas been so many
years thatlnave not talked French..
I let considerable entertainment out of watching the
private .soldiers. I admire them greatly already~. bir:cau. of
their 4er6ic exploits, and I b.elieve I shall come to like .em.
One wonders, though, how such C?idinary-Iooki~g en can
be the heroes that they undoubtedly are. Most of them are·
lean and bronzed, many with rather vacuous expressions,
with_the fair, blond type' predominating. They Iseem to be
trained down fine. I noticed, when they were coming on
board~ that the majority carried loaves of black bread under
th~ir arms. It was amusing'to see how quickly that bread
found' a watery grave. No 'doubt, it is years since they ate
d
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'

wJ,.ite bread. They are to receive the same ration as the
American soldier draws, and while one 'never hears that
pampered individual say a'kind'word for his grub, to these
poor fellows it will seem a feast. Th~y -appear to be happy,
cheerful, and good-natured, qualitie$ which they have acquired in a hard school. You ~dw the majority were
lrisoners of. war, and are n~w voluntee~s. They call ~ch
other, officers and men, "Comrade."
"
.
.
There Bre about seventeen'hundred men, one hundred
. and seventy-fi.ve officers, and about a hundred women, wives'
of officers and enlisted men. You can imagine, that the accommodation~of the t~ansport are,'over-taxed, with three to
each cabin. ~e governor, and 1, however, still keep our
single cabins.
'
Most of the women are Russians. You ;know the type,heavy faces, broad shapeless figures, and thick ankles-fine"
healthy animals. A number of them are nursing babies, and
to judge by the looks' of others, the passenger list is bound
to have some acce~sions during the voyage. ,Very few of
them seem to be affected by the sea, though it is their first
. voyag:e. True, the .sea "is smoo~, a fine bree~e is blowing,'
and the' sun seems Itrying to peek into every corner, so that
there is Ii;t.1Je'excu,Je for being seasick, but they have never
been on the sea b~fore, and you must ha.ve vivid recollections of what happens on one's first voyage. .
.
We have plenty of time for reading, and naturally, ·one
does not feel like tackling anything very heavy. I was just
finishing Tht) Duke of Oblivion, a mushy, slushy -book,
with a most appropriate title, for oblivion is undoub1jedly its
destination, when the governor came along.,
"Why do you read such trash?" he sai4; "Why not
improve your,mind with good'literature, like this I am reading?" showing me Blasco ~anez' The Enem~e8 of Women,
in Spanish.
"Do you really think that is'good literature,governor?"
"No," he replied,. "I do not. To my mind, Ybanez is very ,
much over-rated. This is what I really think of hiin. He has
~
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tn"eat talent, but he is prostituting it for gain. At nis best,
he has a genius for description, and he possesses the faculty
for making his people live. At his worst, and that worst
. seems increasingly frequent in his latest books, he is scarcely
there are a number
more
. than a passable journalist. I think
.
.'i of British and American novelists who outrank him, and
, they are ~none of them in the front rank of great world
writers, either. Take his Four. HfWsemen of the Apocalypse,
far exampla. I. never cease wondering at the astonishing,
I popularity of that book in the States.. The only really noti, able features are the A}gentine episodes and, a few vivid
war pictures. Of course, it appeared at a psycholog;caJ
moment, but I believe the true reason for its success is the
frankness with which it deals with the relations between
the sexes, a quality which r~rely appears in an ~merica:ri
novel. Our writers' would be afraid to tear the mask o~'
tabooed subjects, as he does."
,
At any rate, he is on the to~ crest of the wave of popularity now, and is certainly t;;tking advantage of his position
to make money. .Meanwhiie, J1e ~ives the governor good
an opportunity
practice in reading Spanish, and affords
him
.
.. of exercising his critical faculty. I must get out and soak
in the brilliant sunshine, for it will soon be too hot for
enjoyment.
\
July 25th
Night is just drawing her gray veil closely around us. Is
there anything more beautiful than a still evening on a calm .
, sea?, There is something tenderly sweet and indescribably
soothing about it. .I have been tryIng to recall a lovely passage in Dante, I think in the "pu.rgatory/' 'where the poet
speaks of the approach of the hour when the thought~ 9f
those at sea turn to home and love. One f&els, as he drinl\:s
in the sweet loveliness of this evening, that this is the hour
he meant. ,Browning, t-oo, in his "Love Among the Ruins,','
calls it "~he quieircolored' end of eveIlJng.'.' It is at such an
hour that, feeling most the absence of loved ones, we think
most tenderly of them.'
.
,
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. This is our third day out from Vlady and, we are just
leaving Japanese waters behind. All day we pad Korea on
oUr sta1!ooard side. The captain tells us tha(we have been'
in luck, that we just missed a typhoon, which barely roughened Qur seas. These Czechs are remarkahly, good saHors.
The dining-room steward was telling me" th\s e"ening that
he has never seen a finer body of men; that they are tract~ble and yery intell~gent; that it is never ;necessary.to tell
tl[em more than once to do anything, and that they do instantly whatever they are ordered to do.. 'They are very,
quiet, especially as compared with American soldiers, and,
\
\ even seem rather inactive and listless, but it is probably the
inaction of repose. "They are entitled to rest, after the six
year~ of hardships that they have been through.
They'are settling down now to the routine of life aboardship. They sit around o:rt the 'hatches, and on the bare deck,
many of them naked to the waist, and play cards, dominoes "
or chess, or else they talk and laugh, all very' quietly. The
officers, too, 'are beginning to make themselves comfortable
and are learning (hOW to promenade the d~cks with their
ladies on their ~rms. My Italian teacher,a Czechoslovak
officer, is calling me for class. He has a, history, having
spent several years as a prisoner in Turkestan, ana is him, - self a learned archaeoiogi,st. ,
A no less lovely night has followed the beautiful eve..,. ning. Moonlight on the waves! Do.:you remember your first
romantic sea voyage1. The. Italian'teacher could not find a'
quorum for his class:and'so I talked French wJth Engineer
Pavel. He told me how he had obtained a .furlough in 1916,
for ten days, in order to go home and get married; how, aft~r
spending only two days with his wife, he was recalled, as
BrusHoff was just then beginning to make that great drive
of his; apd'of how he was captured~almost immediately, and .
has, _of ~ourse, never laid eyes on his wife since. He isn't
~ven sure that she has not married'some. other fellow. .The
official interpreter, an 'Austrian, was married by wire. ~e
has ne..ver spent a moment with hjs wife since his marriage.

..

I
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How many tragedies of this·sort the terrible war was reJ,
sponsible for!
I spent' the last half-hour leaning over the rail and·,
watching the moonlight .on the waters. 'It was lovely but it
made me a little homesic~ fo~ Manila. '
Among the activities foi--->the soldiers are classes in
English, French, and Italian. I am teaching. the advanced
English class, and am attending the French and Italian
classes 'as a student. You see, I shall n.ot have time to get
bored. I spent a good part of this' morning copying an
article which the governor has written for their 'daily paper,
"The Rearguard," so called' because this is the last full
regiment to leave Siberia. The governor's ,article gives a
very good: itlea of ¢he,.PhiIippines--their situation, climat~,
resources, people, igovernm nt, etc. He has been waiting
for the decks to cle and is now calling me to come for a
walk. He walks religiously for an hour each morning and
evening. The deck is a sight when all these, officers and
"wpmen pro~enade.~ It looks like an old~fashioned church
procession. Not all the women promen~de with their hus,:".
bands, either.
1
July 26th
.The sea has' been acting up a bit today, with the result.
that.our ranks have thinned out somewhat.· One of tl1e first
victims was our French lady, who is also our teacher. She
is groaning now in her bunk, not carIng at all whether class
keeps or not, in fact, not at all keen on living right no~. The
long, heavy ground swells of the Pacific hE;We been swinging
the ship up and down, up and down, es.pecially playing havoc
with the soldiers, who ~re quartered fore and aft. The
'report is that over one-half of them are ill. A lot of them
are sprawled out on the deck, utterly obliviou~ to the flight
of tinie. I felt a little 'squeamish myself this Imorning but
stayed out on deck till I overcame it:
j
I had a long talk :with Dr. Kud.ela about ,conditions in
Central Europe, especially Czechoslovakia. He is a keen
student of European politics, and, like all of these Czechs,
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very patriotic, and anxious that foreigners shall see his
c9untry with her best foot foremost. I questioned-1llm
about the ability of hi~ people to maintain a democratic!
orm f govermnent. Although he believesthat they possess
su len~ education for that pUJ;pose, still, he is of the
nion that the best form of government 'for all those countries would be a dictatorship. He has been a soldier for so· ,
long that he naturally takes that view, but I believe myself
that democratic principles are as well understood in the ,
Philippines as in any of those new countries of,Europe, if
not much better, and that the Filipinos are just as well '
suited to run their own affairs. 1 also asked him about the
accusation made against. them, that they were getting away
from ,Siberia "with a great deal of loot. He indignantly
..denied it. This report, he said, had appeared in a Japanese'
paper, and the Gzech9slovak minister to. Japa;n had written
a long article to· that paper, explaining just how the Czechs
had..acquired this so-called "loot." It is rather 'warm in here
otra! '
and I am feeling the motion of the ~hip. Hasta
.
,
July 29th
Under a lowering ,sky, and over a rough sea, we plow
ouislow way. I have,not been able to do any writing for
sever~l days, because of the motion. We" 'have had nasty
weather all the time, except when passing Formosa, which
serves as a breakwater, and we are now rocking and pitch- "
ing considerably.. Like the fool in King Lear, I went to bed
at noon .today, not that'I was- sick,you understand, but I
did· not feel any craving for food, and felt that discretion
was my best play. L~te in the afternoon, though the movement was greater, I felt strong~r and braver, and have been
all right ever since.' Both the gov~rnor and I remark often
on the way these Czechs bear up, most of them scarcely ever
missing a meal, though the China ~ is .fully living up to its
reputation as one of the roughest bodIes of water on the
globe. .
.
My exp4tnation is that they cannot' contemplate with.
any equanimity the idea of missing anything, partly because

~

,

t

.
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it is a long time sinc'e they have had such good "eats,': and
partly because they feel they <have paid a stiff price for what
they're getting. The interpreter tells me that the figure
the cost to the Czechoslovak government at about $3 for
each first-class passenger, 'and about $235 for each priva
That would make the charter pric~ figure put at some $500,000 for the entire voyage, which ought to bring a fair profit
to the United States government. It would seem that the
Czechs are paying more than cost, but one hat,es to believe
that the American government is making any large profits
at the expense of sluch a poo~ country as ·Gz~hoslova:kia. Itfs
true that they carry a he'itvy.
cargo,
~or whfuh they pay
no
,
.
freight, but even so,. the charge seems excessive.
I had a long talk with the interpreter.... He is a Doctor
of Philosophy from the University of Vienna, and a Doctor
of Laws, front Prague. H~s quite a philo~pher. Said that
he had written· and pUbl~ed some novels'"'and stories in
Germany, before~the war, and that, during his- captivity in
Siberia, he had written a philosophical romance, in which he
. sets forth some new ideas concerning women. That is, he
thought they were new, though they did not seem espeeially
so to me. It is amusing to hear him, in his stiff, formal Eng- .
Iish, with1::n atrocious accent, spinning his philosophical
theories. ~ -1J;iis attitude towards' women is that of thecynic~l European, whose belief, however much he may djsguise
It --under an assumption of gallantry, is that women are
fitted to be only· the toys and playthings of
men. I should
.
like him to meet a few Arrferican women. I think he would
be given "furiously to think." He says that women have no
character, except such ~s they acquire from men, that is,
that they ar, mere pale reflections of men; that there are
three type&!of women-the Madonna, the wife or sweetheart, and the mistress!. The Madonna, he says,~ represents '.
j: man's ider.tl, and is unattainabl'e, I does not exist, except in
fancy. As a Doctor of Philosophy, his opinions. are worth
, .
recording, however ignorant and delude~ the poor fellow
may be, through never having known a real American, girl.
.

.

\

J

~
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FROM MANILA TO MADRID'»
.

I'

,

Dr. Kudela gave me 'a copy of the article I referred to
the other day, wHerein the' Czechoslovak ministeri refutesthe charge that the Czechs were carrying away "loot" from
Sibe~ia. I am giving you part of tliis reply, for it ,:is interesting, a~dgi'ves. clearly the Czech side of the affai~:
"Whatever the Czechoslovaks are carrying a~ay fro~
Siberia is their own property, purchased wIth their own
money.'
.
(;
"The Czechoslovaks have been in Siberia fqr a long
time. Their soldiers are educated men,- a good ~many of, ~
"'them graduat~s' of colleges and universities, ,~r elae inteIligent artisans and craftsmen. As" soldiers, they were allotted
a certain amount of pay. Instead of spend)ng their incomes,
they pooled their financial resources, and founded, a large
trading company, together with ~ bank, the Bank of the
- CzechosloV'ak Legio.nnaires. It is the supplies which these
institutions bought which are now being transported to the '
Republic. "The men were especially anxious to buy cotton,
so badly neede~ for our textile industry, arid their: purchases .
became so extensive that, last October" The Russifin Economist advocat~d ~ limitation of Czech purchases of cotton in
S~beri'a,.thus ineidentally proving that we are doing' legi~j
mate trade.
"What Czech soldiers do with their incomes, meager as
they are, is best illustrated by the fact that in 1918 they subscribed almost five million -francs to a loan initiated 'by The
Czechoslovak Nation~l Council, for the purpose of supporting this very army." ,
So ther.e you have 'their side. I told you in a previous
letter what they were saying in. Vladitostock. Where does
the truth ;lie? PFobably midway between. Undoubtedly,
the Czech' soldiers, as they toiled their weary way through "
.the wa'Stes and wilds of Siberia, annexed a few things here
and there. What 'soldiery jW~Uld not, under equal circum"'"
stances? I have heard American soldiers who served in
China during the Boxer troubles tell tales of their doings....
.But I do not believe that the Czechoslovaks were guilty of '
orgai'li~ed "looting, or of, any stealing on a.la:rge scale.
'
/)'

c

~

;

'.

r

'
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July 30th
. , There are still "storm-clouds to jeaward, sea-walls to
seawa,rd,."'but the craft does not wallow as much as it was
doing.' 'am gradually finding my sea'legs.
We re now ·at a point just about· opposite Manila. 1
sent you wireless messa~e last ni.ght,and the governor sent
one to hi daughter, on the Empress of Asia. He received
an. answe in a few hours. The wireless operator is hopeless. We get a sheaf of news every morning, which is
a.nscribed and posted. Out of item after item, it is often
i ossible to make any sense. We read, though, where the '
Resolute, Amer!ja's cup defender, won the,. classic yacht •
race. The governo~ told me an interesting story about the
first race in which an American yacht participated. ,
,
It was the Akerica, in the years just precedhig the Civil
War~ There were a4"great number ofentri~s, and the race,
which was run in Enlrland, around the Isle of Wight, excited
,intense interest. At the time that the race was supposed-to
be over, the Queen, Victoria, telegraphed for the name 'of
the winner. "The America," came the answer. "Who wQn_
second?" she telegraphed:. nen came the historic answer,
"There is no second." The America had left all the other
boats hopelessly' behind. The cup, which the America
brought back
with her, still remains with us.
.
The rough weather has rather disarranged our _educa'tional program. I have held so far only two meetings of my
English class. . They are eight in number, aIhon"g t em sev-'
eral of their keenest and brightest minds-Dr Kudela,
_Engineer Paver, and Captain Czerny among 0 ets. At
home, Capt. Czerny is a teacher of Latin. I am ving them
a ~eries' of lessons, which I call "Everyd~.y' Acb¥ities," a
, .; practical course in conversational English. - The Italian
\. class has ceased meeting.. I heard, by the way, that the
teacher is a Mohammedan. He embraced that religion while
he was. a prisoner amt)ng the ~hirgis tribes of Turkestan,
. ~Jl- order,-~e says, to be able to carry on his archaeological
researches without any trouble. He's a strange subject,•

I

,
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tho~gh. Perhaps he did it in or~r to be able to marry more

than one wife. ' \
'
For'several evenings now, we, I mean the Americans
on board, have been getting together on deck, and, fancying
that ,we are youths again, have sent, rolling out over the
moon-drenched waves scraps and'echo~~f" songs Wh,iCh Old'
. Titpe had long ago hid away in his du@ archives. Twice
we \started the officers singing, mostly Slovak, folk-songs,
rather.sad in character. There are some fine voices among
..
them, though, and the effect is good·.
As you know, the days' on shipboard are monotonoUs.
R~rely does anything happen to relieve the tedium. These
Czecho~lovaks, howe:ver, as they' have never seen the sea
before, ,find it c»~staJJ.ay fascinating. They' never miss a
'flying-fish, or a bird, and every time a wave larger than
usu::J,1 swings up to the ship, they rush over to the rail to
,gaze at it. .Tlt.ey· are oftentimes' simple, like children, in \.
what interests them. Very likeable folks, indeed! There
are also some 'vei-y attractive children, the nicest and bel\t-)
behaved I have ever seen on· a ship. One of them, a little,
fellow of about tour, with red curls, is ador{ble'.. His mother.
ik dead, and th~ call him the "child of the regiment." iIe
. i$ attended everywhere by a rough-l~oking, bearded soldier, ,
who eviqently ado~ him, with that fierce,\ loyal love that
old-time retainers used to have for their little masters. I
~ish he ,we~e my boy! ( . " \ '.
. ..
.,.J
\
July 31st
.• -1.,
>

I

l'

'

l

l

•

'\

,.'

The call for fire drill h~f!Jjust sounded, causing a lot of
rushing. and scampering aljound. The soldiers seem to
enjoy it, for it means a break in the monotony. We are
moving along today over a'tianquil sea, under a serene sky.
That we passed through some rough weather, howev¢, may
be judged from the fact that we made' only 161 mile~, the day
before yesterday, our worst day. Our usual. daily run is
between 260 and 300 m.iles.
We .felt, from the ". frequency
,
with which the screw was thrashing the air, tlia.t we were
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not ~aking good progress, but we-nevel" thought it was as
bad as that.
.
Lfie aboard has~ again r.~umed. its routine. Smiling
fat'!e$ are once more iwevidence, and the decks are cluttered
wi~h people. The main deck, just below us, where the second class passengers hang out, looks like a Naples tenement
house) Women lying around everywhere, in chairs, on the
"
bare <leck or on pillows, in the most picturesque attitudes;
children of various ages falling over each other-I just saw
two babies of about two years of age fighting-washing
draped on Iines-everythin!f shows that \hey ~re making
the best of not overly pleasant quarters.
'
, ~.
I don't believe I told you that the low ranking officers
have been separated from their wives, the ,men, being put ·in '
second. class. There is, one couple that I feel particularly
sorry for. He i~ a le~, lanky chap,:it primary school teacher
in his native land, ,and she a swee~faced girl, almost child.
They have been married only two months, and he thinks it
rather tr~gic to be separated from her. To tell him that' it
~'= is but for a few month~ ~.oes not seem to console him a bit.
'- :o.I'll wager that he has ~ery poor opinion. of, the American
i',
overnment.
I asked the ~artermaster agent what th'is ship is 'costing the Czechoslovak government. He says the ship is
chartered, and all expenses, including the wages of the crew,
.do bythat government. He figures it at about $250 per
man, 0 cers included. They pay for. all necessarY repairs
during the voyage. For instance, the Sheridan had to go
into'drydock at Trieste, for about four weeks,' all at the
expense of the Czechosl?vNr gov~rnment. That was due, the
quartermaster says, to the burning: out of her boilers,cause~
by the use of inferior coal. The coal..b'f0ught at Karatsu is
of poor quality. Usually, this ship burns nearly seventy tons
ada:
ow, it is burning ~ighty-five,'with much more ash
than good oal makes. Fortunately, we took on only enough
to get us t Singapore.

a

"

.....-.
I

..!.'
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August 1st
.. Last evening, 'Lt. Pavel ,came in while' I was writing,
and invited me· to hearwsome choral ,singing. Therew,were .
some
. thirty men, all officers, singing mostly' Slovak songs. f
They were too sad and somber to appeal to me-:dependent
p~0J>les· always' have that minor, p~thetic strain in. their ·,'.l
m~ic, don't they?-but the men sang well~ The las_t'song
was very beauitful. A tall officer, with a fine tenQr voice,
sang a solo to a humming accompaniment. I don't know
wha~ it was about, but it was hauntingly lovely and 'a'ffect-'
ing. Last night, I got up at about three o'clock, and strolled
around the decks. A glorious moon was flooding' the sea
with beauty, hu.t there ,wasn·t a soul around to enjoyl it,
except theJhelmsman afd ~he 10c;>kout.' It seemed· a pity. I
must admit that there is much to be sai-d in favor of late
hours, when such lovel~ness can be gained thereby.J This
morning, I spent a half hour watching the glint o~ the sunlight on the tumbled masses Qf waves, cast up by the ship
: as she plowed them aside. The effect was wonderful, but
,- I seemed to be the only ope enjoying if. D~n't people miss
a lot of beauty through their blindness or indifference 1.

..

I

......

J

' ~
~t .. +

At.anchor, Singapore ~arQor, AutUst.3rd
Although not actually at the pier, still we may say we
have arrived, eleven and a half days ~rom Shipwreck Island.
The govern~claims he has won our bet, as 'we .areinot yet
do·cked. Her~re a few of our recent bets·:
,I
•

•

~

I

i

)

The governor bets
"
,
.
'That we arrive at.Port Said before the 28th.
That Hancock was never in command of a"Union Army.
That Raftles was once governor of Java.
.
That Singapore is not thete:p.th port of 'the world.
That the' line from Locksley: Hal~ read~ithus: v·
"bid I look on Great Orion sinking slowly in the West.'"
I .said, "sloping slowly to -the West."·
go along, the story
I 'have started copyjng, 'editing as
,I.
,
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of the, C~lechoslovaks. One's admirati,on for them increases
as he reads the narrative.
.. ".
. . I have enjoyed re-reading The Little Minister,> with
its ,pathos and humor. I was interested to find a paragraph
which was evidently the germ of Barrie's What' Every
Woman Knows. Someone in the story tells about a young '"r
minister who had g~t money for his education by signing a
contract to marry the woman who was advancing the money,
'as soon as he graduated. The novel was written and pubIished a long time before the play appeared~
,
Not much has happened lately worth writing about. In
the French class the other day, a captain told a story which
was amusing, and seemed new, though later' I thought I had
heard it before. A young woman was. si ing w-ith her escort
at a cinema, and heard a couple behinder talking French~
To show that she too knew French, s
idto her companion in a loud voice, "Mon derriere par
an~ais.'"
,
~ We often have amusing session
. esterday Captain
Czernywas telling> about being in
'is once, and how
ignorant the Frenchmen ,he met were about Bohemia, and,
the foolish questions they. used to ask him about it. After a
while, I asked him if there were not some foolish things that
Americans' had been guilty, of in Siberia. After thinking a"
momen_e replied, "Nothing that I know of, unless you call
. getting, married foolish." I thougp.t that rather good, partie "
:S.he imself·has a Rus~ian wife, who has a daughter about fourteen. She is a very sweet girl, unusually well
nnered.
.
The governor has just come in with t~e information
, that we are anchored here, outside of the harbor, for the
night. So
I've lost my bet.
i ..
~

j

[To be continued]
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.By THOMAS N. PAPPAS .
EWAS playing. out in the backYard,

i~ being 'Saturday

and there was no school, when Margaret Jackson and
H
her mother came around the corner of the house. He was

A

playing with the puppies and it was in the midst of tickling
the soft furQr belly of the largest 'of the litter that he
loo¥d up and saw the girl i\Pd the woman.
"He sat there looking at them, his hand still buried in
the soft down of the puppy's stomach, the puppy gnawing
ineffec,tually at the hand with red toothless gums.' He sat
cross-legged, squatting on the 'sparse grass under- the large
elm tree, with the slanted -rays of the .late morning sun partially blocked by the small green ovalleav:~s of the elm. The
puppies; 'crawled over his knees, then fell clumsily to the
. ground, their fore-feet giving way to the tor~e of .their fall
'so that their chins and necks took the full blow of the drop.
Nearby, Shag, the mother-dog, lay crouched, her shaggy
head, ears now alert, lifted: inquiripgly toward the' two
visitors.
,
The woman spoke. '.
"Hello, Johnny," she said.
The boy low.ered'his eyes to the puppies. He ran his
hands over the backs of them, feeling the rigid li~s of their
spines, the curved hardness
of their
ribs.: He
.
.
, looked back
up at the 'Woman.
"Hello/, he said, ~mbarrassed.,
"Where 'is your mother?" the woman asked.
"She's 'gone to town," he answered. ~
,
Margaret Jackson, the itirl, walked sl$ly over to where
he sat. The puppies gam~oled about h~r feet, thenconcen'\
. ~.trated. upon-gnawing the loops in her shoe strings.
'. "Ohhhhl,., aren't they cute, Mama? Aren't they cute?" .
she cried, and sat down with the 'boy, gathering up one of
the puppies to press his. softiiess against her cheek~ She
.

.

,

~

.I

.

.

I

,J
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tucked her legs under her s6 that, her _thin knees protruded from under her short skirt. One of the puppies jutted
his head up under a ,flare of the skirt and pr.essed his cold
nose against th~ girl's 'flesh. :She uttered a shrill cry, laughed "
excitedly, and ferreted the' pupP,y out to press him to her
. ' chest and then rub him against her cheeks and neck.
, Shag was on h~r feet immediately t9 .investigate. She
touclied her nose to the girl's shoe~, to her knees, and to
. the Pl;lPPY: in the .gi'rl's lap. She wagged he~bushY tail and,
.,'-lay down beside the girl, placing her head on her ,forepaws; "
one ewe focused on the p u p p y . ·,
The
girl's .mother came ,over to them, reached down and
.,
picked up one of the puppies. She held him up close to her
.face, shook him gently, affection~tely, rubbed him against
her nose and her forehead, made sDft little soothing noise~ at
him with her throat. Sheoset him back down on the ground,
~'
whe~ Shag, excited over this new ~ttention accorded her ,
offspring, washed ~him from head to' foot with her long
red tongue.
1"
'
The boy watched the- iirl. W:..ttched her fondle the small .
fluffy bodies. Listened to hel'squeak when sharp little
tongues jutted o~t'unexpectedlyto lick .\ter cheeks and lill''When will your mother be back, Johnny?" the woman
.
asked.
He took his ,eyes away from the puppies to look up at
her tall lean' figure~. .
.
'.'This afternoon," he said.
Margaret J a~kson laughed delightedly_She had all five '
puppies in her lap now in one furIjT bundle. They crawled
over one
another, squirming, rolling; tw!sting, butting
heads,
'
a
I
.
gnawing at one another's ears. When one of "tpem scrambled out of the girl's lap'f'her slim hands retrieved him
quickly :and poured him back into the soft, whirling mass.
"Ohhhh~Mama, can I have o~? Can I? Please!"
"You'll' h~e to- ask Johnny's ,mother: Maybe she's
. pr()mised them, away already."
.
.
,Margaret Jackson turned to the boy..
,

~

-'
~

,

"
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"Has she, Johnny? Has she?"
_He shook his head negatively.
"See, Mama, see! I can have one,!" .ghe~urned back'
to the boy. "Qan't I, Johnny? Can't I?"
.
(
He nodded.
,"Would your mother mind,Johnny?" the woman asked.
."Are you sure she hasn't promised any of them away?"
"No'm, they're all mine," he said.
the girl sprep.d all five puppies on the ground, in an.
uneven row. All five of them, smal~ dark brown creatures,
furry as moles. The on~ on the far end was the largest.
That was King_ _
K~ was t~strongest of them all~ King it was who got
the choi~st teat when Shag gave them milk. King resembled
the big ~olice. dog. The others had shorter noses, shaggier'
coats, eyes not 'so bright, nor ears so aleItt.
"Which one can I have, Johnny?" the girl asked.
He looked at them. .He looked at King., He watched
.
them-rolling and tumbling over each other. He looked at the
. smaJlestJ the one with the flapping ears. They yapped and
growled' at one another, and tugged upon each otper's ears.
"Any-rone you want," he said to Margaret Jackson.
The girl looked them over again. She pointed to King.
'~'Can I have him?"
"Sure," he said.
When the ,girl and the womali were gone, the boy. left
the puppies and went upstairs to. his 'room. ·He lay down
across the white-sheeted' bed. Hfe lay there a lo~g time.' He '
was there when he heard his mother's footsteps on the front
porch.
"
:
"
He was coming do~n the stairs, crying, when his
mother opened the door.
"

>

4

.

'

1
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"
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"Knit YolirBoy a'St;z:£iWacket"
; .By THOMAS Mc6RATH.
i .

.

This is a time when men .
" .
Will mount a squads-left mind on a squads-right frame
,. And send the athlete's feet sea~ching for death.

I

, Time then to praise '
The footless, the feeble, the lake-r~g, the c~ncerous nose.
'"
Now shali necrosis be burden for song.,
We shall}ist for the mitral Itll.~.rmur as ·for first spring bird..
A

'".

..
The deformed

.

\

'

~ '" " , '
'
Shall be counted happy, and th .~appy idiot who shall not be
. harmed.
The harelip shall cut off his arm,
nle college boy break trigger finger.
Family trees shall be consulted, but evidence qf insanity
must be p~otostated.
.
The hard poys riding the blinds through the lean states
Will invite the freight yard accident, provoke the gut-shooting brakie~ "
.'
~

"

.

.

,All shall sharpen traps against the t~me
When man is wolf to man.
"".
In such a time
Call the dead happy.' Give a prize
For the unhealthy and the wealthy but not the wise..

.

"

.
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New England: India~~ummer-van Wyck Brooks-~nttonand
. Company, New York, 1940-:-$3.75.
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.
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~
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~

No recent b~ok on America~ literature has received the
acclaim that greeted Mr. Van Wyck·Brooks' The Flow~'1Itg
of New England, 1815-1865. That book was only
. the begIn,
ning of a whole series of narratives by the author treating
. \ in detail ~rtain periods and regions in the development of
our lit~ture. New,. England: Indian SU'1fl-mer is now in the
hands of the publierand The Age of Wa8hingtonJr'lJing is i~
preparation.'
,
Mr. :Brooks h.as brought a new technique to the w:citing .
of literary -history, a technique 'peculiarly .adapted to our
.hurried yet inquisitive age. Witpout forgoing real standards or juagments based ~pon universal principles of
excellence, thi~ American critic illustrates the tendency .of
criticism to' become biography, and to utilize the realistic
approach and picturesque detail usually found in the novel.
What Maurois has done for Shelley in Ariel, Brooks has done
. for New England,tself in The Flowering of New England
. and in New England: Indian Sum'Yfl,er, eov:ering the life and·
psychology of.this region from 1815 to ~915~ Because of the popular style and the' fact that there
was no complete treatment of New .England letters before
its appearance in 1936, The. Fl9/1Jering of -New Engiand.
brought forth a corresponding efflorescence of critical au,;"
perlatives. Yet, discerning" critics of. the minority' felt that
both the selection of material and the style itself left something to be desired. There was too much ·tri~ial detail and,
too -much commonI?lJtce imagery, and Mr. Brooks had fol- .
lowed only too well Horace's precept: "Do not ignore the
mediocre I" Some of the.most enthusiastic critics puffed but
evidently had not :perused, for nume~~us readers stalj;ed the
book and la,id it aside belore they had reached ~ts most interesting parts.
[ 263] •.
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In New ,England: Indian'Summer, 1865-1915 the author's technique of selection has approached perfectij:>n: an~
his style has come to fruition. This second book ~s also'
'!scholarly story-telling," but this time without longueurs it
re-creates the atmosphere and the age. By little touches
and particulars it gives the reader the sort of familiarity
with individual writers and thinkers that usually comes only
tp.rough long personal association.. The interest is su~tained
.by the style, which without being forced abound~ in all the
imagery of' a poet and has here attained to all the .freshness
and richness of the New England landscape.
,Mr. Brooks is interested primarily in peopl~,-. and he
has studied them carefully both as they reveal themselves in
memoirs and as they appear subjectively. or 'imagi~atively
~ in novels. In 'fact, th~w England scene, the Nejw England character, and the New England mind from th~ beginning of the Indian sum~er to the killing frosts of late
November are all held together and explored and unified by
the ·life and novels of William Dean JIowells. For HoweJls
arrived in Boston in 1866, when Boston was the intellectual
and ar£istic center of America. There he flourished as leading novelist and interpreter, of New England, and there he
became a national figqre a's editor of the Atlantic Monthly.
He left for New Yor~ only when,he~saw that the life and
l~tters of the region ~re fading fast away.
,
The bo~k opens.. ~ith a colorful 'picture of Dr. Holmes'
. Boston and continues with descriptions of Cambridge and. "
Concord after the Civil War. In 1865 disillusionment and
despair clouded the ~n1lo~ions of the younger generation in
much the same manner as after our own World War: To
the sensitive and tho~ghtful, this earlier t'wal\ ef'idealism did
not appear to leave the nation any closer to Utopia. This
pessimism, the disease of the ce~tury, was epidemic inNew:
England, ~nd the embodiment -of this point of view was
'Henry A~ams, who next to 'Howells seems to be the principal
source of the narrative. The Adams family was an orna. ment to New England. And equally remarkable for achieve.

I
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New Poets from Old: A Study in Li-tera,ry Genetics-Henri W. Wells
·-Coluinbia University PresS', New York, 194y3.50.

In ,New Poets from Old. Dr. Henry ]Iv. Wells of Colum:- .
bia University examines a theme which he considers largely
negJected by modern Gritics: an appraisal-pf "the character,
the'quantity, and worth of our poetical heritage in-terms' of
its active use by our ,contemporaries." His richly. detailed
scholarship and cool objectivity lift this. theme~far above the
present battle of the books about modern' poetry, and the,
resulting analysis dwarfs many
of. the expressions of taste
,
with which the current "ancients and moderns" have tended
to dominate poetic criticism.
. .
.
After a study of the qualities of bur poetiC"\radition .
contributed by the major periods 'of,literature-the AngloSa\){on~ Middle Er.tglish, Renaissance (including Elizabethan
and' Victorian), Romantic (including early. Romanticism
and Nineteenth Century), Professor Wells investigates our
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heritage under the separate headings of poetic technique,
.form, and spirit. To the ~o first periods, modern poetry
. owes much of .its technique and form;.to the Elizabethan,
Augustan, and Romantic periods, much of its s p i r i t . '
. • . The rh\lOOrical power of -t~e· Anglo-Si.J(ons, apparent in ,.Hopkins' -mreck of. the D,~utsc.hland or M3jcLeish's Conquistador, the colloquial ease of Chaucer and Langland in Auden .
and MacNeice, the ageless debt of religion and mystical
symbolism which binds Hart Crane's Bridge to th~ Divine
Comedy arQ.. sup,plemented 1 with borrowings from other
periods:_}>f Augustan wit. by Belloc and of late Victorian
'. anal~icftl tradition by Robinson, forex~mple. Anglo-Saxon
, .' alliteration in MacLeish, Eliot, and Pound,' the Skeltonics of
, :John Crowe Ransom, Elizabethan~ sonnet and blank verse,
and Cavalier wit in many of the same poets attest strong
influence from these periods ~on versification. All ages contribute types for modern versifiers, from the epic, verse
tale, and allegory of the early periods to 'the epistle, satire,
and monologue of th~ later ODes.
In tracing the heritage of spirit, Professor Wells ,examines in detail the influence of Elizabethan tragedy on
Robinson Jeffers, of' Elizabethan sentimental lyricism on
~. E~ Cuwmings and W. H. Davies, and of the intellectual,
lyric of Donne on Elinor Wylie, Yeats, and Eliot.l H-e analyzes the Augusta:n indebtedness of the tqree Sitwells ("One
. :receives ~n impression th~ en~e. Sitwell family ~as
born" behInd tlfe scenes at· a; performance of Mozart's
Figaro"), and of Wallace Stevens. To,the various facets of
Romanticism he attributes the metaphysical temper of
•
A,i ken, the, romantic idealism of Lind~ay, the taracter portra:yals of Robinson, to cite:only a few example .
-j
This hook is no ,dry-as-dust probing of a logues and
f'" i~fluences.
It is a vital tracing of living fibers, set down
with the precision of a scholar, the 'sympathy9>f a humanist,
the skill of a stylist. It's critical judgments are worthy of
the author's own definition of modern poetry: "rn.nch more
•
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catholic and less d,octrinaire than Ii great deal ~f modern
'criticism." Of such temper is 'this book:
,

KATHERINE SIMONS

University. of New Mexico
Albuquerque
As Long
as the Gra88 ShaU Grow-Oliver Lac;>Farge-Alliance
BookI
"
.
Corporation, Ne't York, 1940-$2.60.
' C\

This is the tlUrd volume in The Face of America series
edited by Edwin Rosskam, employing the '''read-and-see''
technique, and designed to acquaint Americans 'with America. The "see~' part consists of 111 photographs by Hele:n
M. Post (with a few exceptions), comprising sixty-one
per cent of the.J.40 pages! , ~ey afford an int~mate 'picture
of Indian lifekoday, with' a few glimpses into the past. The '
pictures' alone would not convey the story intended; they
need th~-written account of Mr. La Farge.
The_author discusses- briefly the treatment accorded the
Indian by the white man. It is a doleful st6ry, but ends orui
happy note with the good results now being obtained under'
the new Indian policy. In place of the early history of conquest and attempted amalgamation, the Indians are now '\
g;antedjthe status of a p~ople with a distinctive cult?re entItled to a large share In the management of theIr own
affairs.
_
Mr. La Farge wri~es' with feeling; at times almost as
though his soul had become one with that of the Indian~ It
is not a bitter accouD-r, in so fa.r as language is concerned,
'but the indictment of the past, poliey is severe and only
occasionally relieved with statements that there were some
white men who had good intentions toward their charges.
The story has often been dealt with, usually to the discredit·of the conqueror. The tragedy-lies in the wide gap
between intention and result. The 'educator of the 1880's
was just as sincere as the educator of today. And official
documents more often than not indicate an· ~nlightened a:nd ,
"

I
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Forg~tten People-George I. SanchehUniversity or New MeXico
Press, Aibuquerque, 1940-$2.00.
'

, ,

: Forgotten People is the story of· the Spanish c~lonists
'who settled'in New Mexico more thah three centuries ago.
.More specifically, it.is the story of that portion of the col- ,
onists "who settled and developed in and arou~d the now
famous village of Taos"New Mexico.. The Taosenos (people
of Taos) now constitute over ninety per cent, of Taos CountY.
Dr. Sanchez has given us an interesting and informative account of the social and economic position of the
Taoserios, facing' and feeling, but not always adjusting
to,.
•
<
the impact of an aggressive and foreign culture. Most of
.the benefits of this new culture, as Dr. Sanchez shows, :have
failed to 'ttake" on the Taosenos, partly throug1i inadequate·
pllbli~ programs of health, education and economic improve- 1
ment, but equally through a failure of, such ,programs to I
adapt t~~mselves to the peculiarities of the cult~re.
'
Dr. Sanchez is ncP mere describer of facts. Having "
.' diagnosed the causes of the problem, he sets forth a program
J

\
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j

Albuquerque, New Mexwo
New Mexico, American Guide Series-Compiled hi' WorkerS' of the
Writers' Program· of the Work Projects Administration, Sponsored by the Coronado Cuarto Centennial and the University of'
New M~xico--Hastings House, New York, 1940-$2.,50.

'"
~

Here is a-,pook that is unexcelled as an an-round directory to the life and interests of New Mexico. A large staff
of investigators' has peen at work for the past"five
years
.
on the wide range of ,info~ation compiled in it., Archreology, history, folklore, literatqre, art, ar~hitecture: mining,
agriculture, 'the cattle ifidustrit'music, "religion, and specific
tours of each section' of the state' are covered in Part I and
~

,
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Part III of the volume. 'Part II, entitled "A City, a Capital,
and anrArt Center," is an outline of the distinc~ve features
of Albuquerque, Santa Fe, and Taos. At first glance, this
selection of these localities for emphasis was a decided
shock, because Santa Fe's claims a~ an art center riv.al those
hf Taos, and there are a number of ;()ther loc~lities in tthe
state that, in the Western sense, rank themselves as Qitles
along with th~ state's metropolis. On second thought, -the:
wisdom of the direc.to.rs in allOW'.ing central attention t<? the ..
. . / ' tp.ree Rio brande towns is approved from the standpoint of
,
the interest they hold for visitors on main' traveled roads,
. . .such as Highway~ 66 and 85. I· do feel that other localities,
,
which ·are adequately treated- Qnce you look for them in Part
IlrJ seem a little lost unqer h~adings s~~h asT~ur 1 and~~ur
19
3a or Tour 6c.. GallupJ for Instance, IS under Tour6c and
Roswell under Tours 7, 10, and 12. loknow that the plan of
these'State guides is standard, and· that. the ew Mexico
ou
directors followed rules written for them.. , M t 0
are,bracketed with 'Out-of-state towns wre they start,
feature which should be convenient f
anyon~r in those'
localities or in the neighborhood of a I· e",of tra~el where a
specific tour begins. Then the trave r ,can use this ghide
, to discover accurate.and det;;tiled fac s about the sites,historic and contemporary, which make every by-way in New
Mexico a thrilling adventure.,
~
.. It is not easy to say which of the topics in the :beok is ,
" treated with th~ greatest adeqt,iacy. They all seem to be
well done. The reviewer knows that critical readers will
find things to approve and, inevitably, exceptions to note i~
the~eld of their special interests.
The book, of course, is done
" .
.
for1the general reader, who will find it a library for study
lont after he has used it 011 the first q,ccasion. The' scientific ~
chapters which giye the geofogy, flora, fauna, and natural
'resources are technical- but 'not too documentary. The archreplogy, employing the modern' nomen~lature of th~ scien- '
tist, still reads well. It is to the credit'of these
guides that
,
they stay on the -critical alld intellectual side rather than

-:.r; .
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b~YhOO
tile purely Pi~eSqUe to draw ~unat monel Perhaps there is
sustained objectivity in the section ,on
II

bett~r

t

~

Indians, his~ory, ,transportation, industry and commerce 'of ~
the state than in the sections on religion, ~ucation, music,
',and art. The Guide speculates whether ·the Holy Rollers
would have. ~ai~ed ~ f~othold .durin~ th~ days of.' India~
attacks and apcrlbes thelre~otional rites ~s an antId~te t9
"a grim battle with: the land'and bore(Iom.~ The Penitent~. '
rites which are analyzed ~lso as an "emotii~al release" ar~
nevertheless· called "a genuine and deeply £sincere.·religious
folk-survival" The reference to "Disciples of Christian
·Lutherans" is certainly a misprint for "Disciples of-Christ"
and "Luiherans/' The chapter on literature is comprehensive, and the chapter on langUage has a very worthwhile
glossary of regional terIJl,S. It is Albert Groll, not Albert
Growl, who painted jIll Santa Fe's early 4ays a's an art
colony, and did Henri Bellows and Groll precede or follow
Parsons, Cassidy, Rollins, and Vierra? The State Fair in
Albuquerque is 'omitted from the Calendar'· :of Annual
Events" The Harwood FoundatiQn of Taos, which. for" three
y~ars has been incorporated with the University of New
Mexico, is",apparently still a private property, Cfovis is saidto be in southern" few ~exico and Hillsboro in the north.
Oh, well, it'-s easy to mix one's directions~in a land so' lluring as this.
'Congratulations are due the Writers' Project fo having cbmpleted an ambitious and a~duous undertaking:! Mrs.
Gerald Cassidy, New Mexico director for three and' half
years: should sh~re in' this praise, thQugh s~e is u~ac~, owl~_ . .
edged· in the prefatory list of supervisors. The book will
sell, and for m~ny years serve as the standard rere ence
work for New Mexicans and visitors alike.'
.
,.~
~ T. M. ,PEARCE
University of New Mexico:
'A-lbuquer-que .
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4rck~t~cture Of,N~w3MeXic

Coio;nialPe~d

. The'R.eutQUS
in. the
.and
""" S~nc the A merwan Occ¥pat1,01lr-G Qrge Kubler-ContrIbutIons
, of th Taylor Museum of lthe
,1940-$5.00.
.

do'Springs Fine Arts Cen~er.

.!

._, ./'

. The volume contains, in part one, a study of Franciscan
missIonary enterprise ~n the formative stage (1598-1680)
• and continues wit. a chapter devoted to civil and ecclesi, astical conflict and recent history. Part two, devoted to
the architectu;re, is divided· into chapters captioned: "Emplacement/' "Materials:" "Plan," "Structure," "Mass," "Optic~l Effects," "The Treatment of Light," and "Secondary
Constructions." Part three describes the pre-rebellion structures (1600-1680)., the post-rebellion' structures (1692, 1846) ,. and conclud~s with a chronq,logical table of the
.churches. Part four is confined to ~ historical summary.
and miscellaneous d~ta~ A preface refers to previous literature, purposes, exposition methods, etc. - The study terminates with an appendix and bibliography..
.The presentation is excellent, with clear, legible type
and superb drawings and photographs. The volume is care~lly documented and, indexed~ and schedules ~nd general
iirrangement of matter are admirable-. The work discloses
an enormous amount of careful research" ,and the factual
, collect~on is voluminous .and generally accurate: Treatment
of the subject is thorou:gh apa orderly. 'The book is a mine
of information, both technical and historic~I.
'After such an array Of sincere commendations, it tnight
,'seem inco~jstent to cite 1Eertain fea~ures with whicn the
teviewer is not altogether:in agreement.
.
Architecture as one of tne fine ~rts may be interpreted
in terms of pure aesthetics, or as an, external ~ession of
~ ~t~e. buiI~ers"l ~teative g~nius, cOJastrainJft- by ~actqrs of tr.a. ,dIbon, methods, materIals, tools and ,experIence. AgaIn,
architecture ~y be defined as a utiIita~ian art to serve the
pragmatic ends for. which it ~ conceived, the 'aesthetic definitions of proportion, composition a~d organ~c :embellishmentb~ing rel~gate~' to consideration's of secondary importance.
l

'~
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'" ~ll of these definitions are ofcQurse, inadequate, but wilf
suffice for present postulation.,
_
Basically, Kubler's apI1roach to his problem is predicated .BtPparently upon such philosophical norms of evahia:tion\as are evolved by the "mode~ns" who'corifine their outlook, more' or less exciusively, to abstract aesthetics and
archit'ecture divorced from tradition. He refers' to "patterns," "plastic forms," "heliotropism," '''niutations,'' "mass .
silhQ~ette," and constantly utilizest.kind.r~d terms derived
from contemporary architectural, nomenclature de~eloped
by the sa-called international s~hool-first conceived on the
Continent, but later introduced to -our country: by such 'ex- I
\ponents of the "new architecture" ~s ,Frank Lloyd Wright.
To cite ~ specific sentence found 4t random in the context:
'~More important, the Gatholic ritual reqqires a monumental
development In sp~c~ to enhance the ~ord, the gesture, and
their musjcal accom~ahiments." II'
.
.
Thei'!lreviewer :finds this "modernism" an i,rritant; '~i
marily because to grasp the substance and'meaning of New
Mexico mission buildings, it 'seems necessary' jn so ,f(r as
temperamental compatibility./would permit, to pla~e oJeself
mentally, but withal sy~pathetically, in the gray habit and
sandals of the Religious themselves-and thereafter to ana- ,;;
lyze these churches and friarIes in terms of, Franciscan' " .
occupation. . The mendicants knew' nothing of modern. aesth~tics, and~ared less. They were pragmatists-not patrons 'lll"
oft the arts. Their vocations ana training ~ere for the altar, ' .
a:rid the "cenversions"; their architecture in the Custodia
. was simple' an~ utilitarian, conceived in th~ ~irit of Our
1 Lady Poverty and the Franciscan raison d' err~ Any relaJ. tionship hetw~en these outpost structures of Prov.incia del
Ii Santo Evangelio de Mexico and the classical or renaissance
'basilicas 'of Rom~, as indicate~ by Kubler, is academically
circuitous and may be interpreted as an instance of quasiparallelism. ' Prototypes, provided they are required, may
be more readily found in the prim~tive Franciscan con~ents:'
dotting the hills and vales of Tusc~ny and Umbria, or in

}
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those of Spain. The litel'ature of the Friars Minor helps to
.substantiate this assumptioil, and cOlD-parisons offer ·even
greater. validation. Stich comparisons, though, cannot be
made with 'ayardstick;"nor by initially 'segt;egating the conventual iglesias into "s~es" of pedantic manufacture. Limited space wi1~, not permlf an elaboration of this subj ect~
... In the matt6r of the effect 'of rellgion on the building~ .
. 'forms, the author tends to deduce an esoteri<;ism that in fact
did not exist; In noting in the '1mission pl~ns variou~ d~via- ..
tions from geometric regularity, he discusses the possibility
of causes otherthan bad workmanship.. It would seem to the
reviewer that ~any such tenuities would be dissolved by ~
;better .acquaintance with Franciscan studies and lif~. The
I . --t£iars were -neither eS9terics nor conscious aesthetes.'· In
I
f~~t, if any of these irregularities were purpfj>seful, it is
moreJikely ~hat the' Indian construction laborers "slip~ed
then{ over'! on, their clerical superintendents, than that the
rrancis~aris eyer introduced them as r~fineme:tlt~ or symbolisms.
., .
The 'following adverse crit1Cisms "Were garnered at
large from the publication, and lack continuity, purposely.
Kubler elaborates on the distinction, hetween "Priests'
houses," convents and monasteries. A',more' comprehensiv.e
investigati6n of FrancIscan Observan~egulations and of
western cenobitical monasticism in iW organization and
cloisteral aspects would have enabled' him; no doubt, to
clarify his ambiguous definitions.. Again, he 'is a~biguous
:*p,en he states: "In it (a typical sacristy) figure a cup-'
board, a small altar, a rack for liturgical instrukents and
occasionally a fireplace." This sentence is of little value, for
it lists non-essentials,1but fail; to specify any of the rubrical
\paraphernalia which ar~: the characteristic fittings - of a
sacristy. Again, he speak~ of parapet crenellations in the
Custodia
and' of
"battlemented-fortress-churches" in
'
.
. six.teenth century, Mexico. North of the. Rio Grande, these
crenellations were used at times, but such serrated roof lines
. may \e ascribed to an inclination for fa~ade .embellishment
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rather than to aft -inilitary necessity~ This, Kuble; should
.have emphasized for' ,the layman's, clarific~tion. When' a
church is once erected, it is set aside for divine worship to
the exclusion of ot~r .purposes. It is true th,at among the
profane uses 'wl1ich are held by canonists to desecrate a
'cQurch,its use as a fortress i~not specified, 'and: in a j.ust
,cause a church could no doubt be defended by,;:t.rms without
committing sacrilege; nevertheles~, it is doubtful if any of
the Custodia. missions were ever really fortified. It is difficult to discover in them' any feature which cannot be ascrib~
/.
to other than martial origin.
)
.
In such wild country, the most rudimentary prudence
must have',contemplated possible attack, anp corresp~ding
. defense, if practicable. In case of resistance the mission :.'
buildings, no matter what their design, would 'obviously have .
been jressed into service for the shelter of defenders. These .
def.1fders incidentally, would have.,t""been such friendly Indians" or htilitary as would have been available, but not the
Religious, whose spiritual trade 'forhadethe use of weapons.
Excluding Kubler's modernistic pr~ciosity, th,ese ad. verse criticisms, such as they are, could not be augmented
ad infinitum, by any means. The book as a whole seems a
masterpiece of laccurately conceived schol.arship-;-monu~ -mentum aere perennius.

)
.

<

, .Ross G. MONTGOMERY
~

Los Angeles, California;

.:o~(

......

Narratives of the Coronado .Expedition 15J,.0-1542-'Edited andiTranslated by GeorgeP. Hammond and ~gapito Rey-)Coronado'Cuarto
Centelmial Publications, vol. Il)-The :Univedtty of New Mex!~co Press, Albuquerque; 1940~3.50. '
~

\

,,' The Coronado Cuarto Centennial Commission is to be
cOGgratulated on the appearance of this volume, the first to
be printed in its projected Coronado Histori~al series. It is .
_~st appro p. riate that a.II of the avaj,lable .t~xts p~.aring on
~~egreat.entrada of Francisco Vazquez de Coronado should
beL,pUblish~d
in schola~fy .English(". translations, as the first
,
. .
I
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f1rf1'i~s of the effoI\.ts of those engaged in the task of producing
an historical series to commemorate the quadricentennial of
his pioneering exploits. The decision to repropuce the basic
historical texts'of 'Spanish Southwest~r,n history in' English
dress is most comrnendab~e, and means that -an enduring
mOIiument, outlasting'fetes and pageants~ will be erected in
honor of the 'explorer. :When completed, the sedes will consist of eleven volumes ,; and the high standard set in the first
book off the press augurs well for the remainder and makes'
the collection a must item for scholars,'and libraries. ,
~
The N arr.atives of the Coronado Expedition is exclusively ~oncerned with Coronado's enterprise and consists 'of
thirty original documents gathered from, the printed collections and from the archives. The editors have been diligent
in their search and have added new, iten,:ls to the list 'of '
known materials, have pre'sented others
translation for
.' the first time, and in all possible cases hav.e compared former
translations with either the origin~ls or photpcopies of
.tp.em. Full use has been made of the older collections, such
)(.as the heretofore.standard work of George P. Winship. The
reflect an intelligent, painstaking,
.introduction and the notes
,
and ctiticfll use of a Ipuch wider range of supporting: archival
material, 'such as the Coronado residencia. The account of
Pedro de Castaneda de Najera; in view of the failure of all
efforts to disco~er, Coronadqzs own fina:I -report or an offidal
diary of the expedition, is..ihe most intportant single chr.onicle which has come down to us, and its' 'translation ,fills
niuety·:three pages of the volum~ un@r review. It furnIshes '.
the most de4ti'led and colorful of the narratives, ,and is surprisingly accurate considering that it was wdtten some
years ~fter the events it describes. Some of the Coro~ado
letters, a letter of the sponsor of the march, Viceroy Antonio
de Mend~za, and ,briefer 8tatements by other particip~nts,
such as Captain Juan Jaramillo, fill out the picture off the .
, . expedition proper. New and valuab,le detail is added to: the,·.,j
recently discovered Muster Roll of the men who went with
\ Jjoronado, as the editors, by meticulous search through the
2'76\
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trial documents and additional rkcords, have brought to
light the names of otner persons in the advance party and
~ the names of,~bme of those.who went up the Colorado River
with HernandpTde Alarc6n. The documents reporting the
E;;ide expeditio~~ and the preliminary reconnais~ance of Fray
Marcos de ~iz,~ add much to our understanding of the motivation and exfent of the journey. 'The textual corrections'
, of the editors ar~' exceedingly useful. For exam:ple, in .the
Report of Fray Marcos de Niza (p. 74) the reading' jornq,d.as
substituted'for leiJuas, ~s contained in the Pacheco y Cardenas text, destroys part of.q!he ~rgument ,agaln~t the goo'd
faith and accuracy'of the pi~eer Ftra~ciscan..
.
, .For the period of the later car~~r of Coronado, after his
.quest of Cibola and Quivira had' failed to' fuid new and
wealthy kingdoms, "the volume provides the first extensive
supporting m~terial in tra~lations from the pertinent docu- '
ments. The trial of 'Coron do as Governor of New Galicia,
and for alleged misconduc- . on his expedition, shows him to
have been absolved by the audiencia from the sentene-e of
J upge Tejada on one set of charges lint not on the others
'I,
which-were appealed to the Council ~f the Indies. The trial .
and conviction of his chief officer Garcia L6pez de Cardenas '
is also illustrated from records of) his -trial. The scholarly
array of exhibits from the• " '
introduction
'binds
the 'whole
-t
'.
- ,
record into an organized and'clear account and-traces Goro- .
. nado's life from its beginnings in Salamanca, Spain, to .the
entry. in the register of the city council of Mexico, of November 12, 1554, which anpoupee~ his death as ,a recent ~
'occurence. "
,'
All students of Southwestern history will benefit by the
appearance of this and the subsequent volumes in this series "
in an opportunity· to go directly to the con~mpQrary eye
witness narratives of the exciting ev.ebts which signalized
European entry into the regipn. There is a zest and ffavor'·., .~
in these orIginal acco\lnts which no ,modern reconstruction
can retain.. Insight is afforded into 'frontier~methods, the
legal. system, . current politics, and )ndi~n.. ppl~cy in the
c>

o
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aS$embled material. Furthermore" the anthropologist and
etl1nologist as well as the histori~n will find "grist for his
mill" in these gpages, where first contacts witl!, Indi~n
tribes, accounts of the vast he:rdsof bison in the plains area,
and descriptiOns of the count~ contain valuable data on a·
wide range of subjects.( Even t}1ough older accounts have'
been available to the specialist;h~must welcome'morelaccurate translations when the change ,of one word will often
dete~mine the interpretation of an ~tire passage. -) The' geiieral reader ·and the tea~her will find the freshn~ss of the
original, and ~ts juxtaposition ofthe events, an adventure in
, reading which will demonstrate that schola:rship :need not
be "qry as dust."
The Narratives of 'the Coronado Expedition is handsomely printed on good paper with fine clear type. ' The_
geilefal format of the book shows' thought and discrimina-/
tidn. An index and a gloss~ry of Spanish.terms add greatly ,
to its usefulness. There are a few slips in the proofreading,
, but, in' general, for an undertaking of this magnitude, the
worK is remarkably free from errat~. The 'reviewer ventures
to
predict that it will be one of the "most .cited" books' of
'" the immediate future.
ARTHUR S. AITON'
The University of Michigan
AnnA'rbor '
,

~

'

,

~
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. Cwonado's Quest-A. GTfve
Berkeley, 1940-$2.50.
•

I

-

California Press,
~

'.1,f

A. Grove'Day"s Cor
. o's Quest is a biography of the
Spanish soldier who first ventured to conquer the unknown
northland. Written- in a flowing style, the book is pleasant
reading. However~ despite the author's assertion of "keen
obli~ation ,to the ~;highest historical a,ccuracy," there- are
stat~ments'~nd spme theories that challenge ·comment. Mr.
Day refers to his~-own work'as "this first biography of Francisco Vasquez C0:t"?nadQ," ,forgetting Paul A. Jones' boo~
. (which Day lists in his bibliography, however) and entirely
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overlooking the book bY$ 'Ham:p1ond and Goad.' Probably
neither of thesl! nor the biographical matel'i!ls in t,he Winship v01ume and in the Dictionary of Amerihan B.iography
' ap~ear 10 the ~lltho~ to be ~iogr.Qphies ~n the,scholarly sense,.
\ . .yet they do eXIst as materIals on thehfe of Coronado~ v ,
.
,-Again, the author stat~s that his w,ork is baseq' upon
..
"all'the extant original docum~nts dealing with C~ronado
and ,his period and with the discovery of theSQuthwest."
Such an' rtnqualified declaration can be immediately challenged since maI\uscript material existing but only recently
phblished 'is used\ with most 'illuminatiIl~ results in the volume by Hammond and Rey, Narratives of. th~"Coronado Expedition, while within the past month another manuscript
has ,yielded the exact date of ,Coronado's- ,death as well'as some information concerning, his late official duties. One
can only, conclude that ,
by Hall
extant original documents,"
l
. '
. Mr. Day means all that were known to him.
Beginning with Cortes, Guzman, de'Vaca, 'and others,
the author relates some of the background of the preVious
attempts to explore the suppos~dl~'Wealthy but unknown
.northland. Then Coronado is introduced in. his early years;" .
the ll1eager information concerning' his family, and youth is
.. relatedtE,
t . is followed by., ~he expe,riences Of,.· Coronado ,in
Mexico,' der t~e favor of Anton\9 jIe Mendoza, tIle viceroy"
Again e return to mOre detailed a~counts of- the immediate
predecessors of Coron'ado iiI northern exploration and finally
trace the great expedition of 1540-1542 thr<iu$h its chlonological sequences as told in the several j'ournals, reports,
and letters that. appea:r 'in Winship's volu~e and- in recent
articles by A.' S. Aiton an~ others. The' final chapter is \
,"FareV\ell to C?nquest," which relates the- last years of
Coron~?o'S life .in Me~~~. . '
. '., .'
.
\
' ThIS j}book IS a conselenbous atteIr\pt to brIng together '.
the scattere~ ~nfor:mation and" t~·p~ese~.a ~p~d biography.
It succeed~ In part. Some maferla.lls now avaIlable that the
author did not use. Certain extravagant statements, seemingly made to adp life to the, authof's tale,' det:t;'8:ct ,consider09

I..
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ably from the book's accuracy; for: example : "Cuernavaca,
tp,e most charming valley in the world ..."(p. 1) ; "Charles
V ... was a bold, astute, and energetic r.uler who·was making
.hiDl1elf ,master of Europe and building the· greatest royal
'doqiain in all history." (p. '60).
."
..
ThJre are many oth~r errors. Coronado had five chil-dren, not three(p. 311) ; Winship spells t}1e word "Acucu,"
.not . "A~uco.": Mr. Day accepts some ~lJ.vestigations that
conclude Fray Marcos failed to reach Clbola in 1539; this_
view puts in question the Friar's motiv.es in. rendering his;
report:. and, yet Mr. J:>a~ is,.quite,~illj~gto e~~hasize ~arc~~'
l.eag~rIiess and leadershIp In tpe 154O! expedItIon. Hodge, In
his ,History of Hawik'lth, 'altliough lie recognizes the work,
of Sauer and others on the )}roblem 6f how far 'north Friar
M~~cos came, still does ndt flatly rcontr~dict the Friar's
repdrt·that he looked upon the fabled cities;
,
•There are some excellent footnotes and ~a good bibliographJ; and one must call especial attention to the several
. illustratio~s and maps, which add to' the attractiveness of
;thebook. On the whole,. it is a readable bOQk, and 'it gathers
, in.~one plac~ considerable material; but. It ~dds no new in-,'
formation, and it must be read w1.th con.siderable care if
one wishes to avoid extravagant statements and errors.
j...

.~

·l
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DOlW~HY WOODWARD

Univ.ersity af N ew Mexico
-, Albuquerque
~

. Border' Capti1Jes--Carl Coke
Norman, 194.0-$2.00..

RiB~er-University

}

~

.

of Oklahoma presTs

'~

Anothe~ addition' to the' history of the Southwest IS,
made by c. C. Rister in Border Captive8~ Dealing with the
period 1835-187-5, in the southern plains ·area, cadequately
indicated oil the map opp6site page 36, the book aims to.
furnish information toward understanding' Indian-settler
. r.elations through "a study of the captive traffic."
'Briefly 'presenting some of the basic cultural aspects of
the nomadic tribes, chie;.fly Comanches, the author shows
I

;

J
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cle~rly

concepts of land ownership a~d· habits of life that
.were fundamentally different from those held by-the AngloAmerican conquerors.. This, in turn, -perhaps explains th~
lack of agr:eement, the fear, and the atrocities of 'the times:l.
A discussion of Spanish-Indian relationship is follOwed by
the Anglo advance and the final conquest and control of the
area with the Indian's enforced adaptation to c~rtailiof the
~hite man:s -living condi~ions. Throughout ~re given incidents of "captives, revea~ngthe cruel treatment of, the un.:'
. fortunates. It is often a e.of horror and tragedy, yet the
. Indian was stl~luggling for h old life, which was being ~wept
away by the increasingencr achment
man.
. of the white
Some generalizations in the '4Ilume can certainly be""'
challenged, and minor errots can be noted, such as the in- ....~,
.elusion of the settlement of Santa Fe within the period up
to 1609, some typographical inaccuracies and inc~rrect
pagination of footnotes, and occasional omission of references. The volume,.however, is well documented and, contains anexcellent'bi~Uography,and·interesting illustrations.
Though one may become lost in the constant recital of captive· cases, the Anglo side of the' picture is well presented. f
~here' is, of ,course, tqe red, man's side of the sto~y\ too, although it can -never be told, since the records do not exist.
If the ..{ndian's story could be told, it would remilld us that
early in the European occupation of the' Southwest, Indian
, slaves were recognized articles of trade. Undoubtedly, many
other facts,if we knew them, would s~rve tocorinterbalance
the atrocities so well related in Rister's book.
.

J

s

)

DOROTHY WOODWARD

-

"

University of New Mexico'
Albuquerque
F'l'uit out of Rock-France;

New York, 1940-$2.50.

Gi1lmor-~loane and Pearce, inc.,
~V'

.

A more skillful artist has written this bOOK than wrote
,Thumbcap. Weir~or Windsinger. ·Miss Gillmor, the author
now ~three novels, has brought the poetry of her style .
closer to the shaping of the.}igures,)n her landscape, the·
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warm; sunlit borderland of desert and mountain in southern
,,' Arizona:' ,Here the Matgison' family!, Amanda, John; and
; thdr'par.ents, have their home and fruit Qrchards, the .tre~s '
planted by' Helme Margison when he first ,moved into the·
'" canyon where the stream called Aravaipa had only once run .
so low that the .cattle died of thirst alortg its banks-. The
J.\!argisons and Abel Bane, another orchardist, are, first set-·
tIers here, good neighbors };}ecause there-,is "plenty pI ground
between." , Abel Bane plants willow:s along the A:ravaipa to.
hoI? ~he ba~ks 'in' flo~d t~~eIit. He is a natural, cQnse~va
tionist and .Ii~e Helme Margisonhas made his land pay: with
, I '_ pea~hes', figs, and orang.es.
"
Davis, a newcomeJ.:;· is running goats on his pasture
ttnds above the fruit farms. His herder, Stephen Ross, '.
works on shares;
. hoping to purchase his .own flock with the'
~profits from his' part' of the sh,earing·:, The goatS eat th,e .
grazing land bare of cov.erage. Old Abel predicts the-run-off .
of water from the clipped valley will wash out the iar~s· in'
~the canyon. Wh~n Stephen Ross 'comes to call on· AmanfIa, .
this does not at first stand between them. Soon it seems an
insuperable bar, which their love beats against. The Margison boy goes to work in the mine near tdwn, but too much
~of her father. remains in Amanda to let her leave tqe canyon.
.Before Helme Margison dies, he walks '!. with· Arruinda··
f
t~rough the groves he has pianted. "You can' see time moving in the'trees," he says /to )her. .
\
In this quiet corne'r of a lovely land, where survival is •
ordered on nature's terms or not~at all, c6mes the clash of !
two forms of economic order.....;-One constructive with secure'
and ~imited returns, tH~ other with quick ,d, ruthless .profit..
_There is a personal tragedy.in the outeo
of the storY, and
the parallel is implicit everywhere in t "nation where the
security won by the toil of pio
. ild~rs has been sacri- .
ficed In speculatien or exploi ation. '
..~ss Gillmor's,book is ,well constru~ted and:beautilully.
WrItt~it.,
'. .
T. M. PEARCE
University of New Mexico
.
Albuq.uerque
J
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.Pinky Finds a H o~-Margaret W. Nelson-.,Illustrated by i,\nne
,~ Heyneman-H;oliday' H'ouse, New Y,ork, .1940-'$1.'75.; "
T
A~New. Mexican Boy-'Heien'Laughll~' Marshall-Illustrated by Olive
Rusb-,Holiday House, New York, 1,940-$2.00.

Holiday Ho~se has reieased this summer two delightful '
Southwe'stern books for children: Pinky Finds a Home, and
A Ne'Ul Mexican Boy. These are of ,especial interest to New
Mexicans because· both authors and one artist illustrator
Jiave lived in Santa Fe. Mrs,. Marshall"is th~ dati~ht~r .of the
late Judge N~B~'aughlin. ' ..
.'
I
Holiday . . ouse ,spare no pai~s or expense in making
their childr~ ',books; in which they sp.eciali~e, ~orks of
.,r
•
art in binding, paper and aI;lpropriate sizes for'the-material
.. jnclud~These two books, by Miss Nelson and Mrs.'Marshall, are particularly appealing and attractive.'
. ~ \
'Pin~ Jprdan is a plush toy rabbit, \vhose adventur~s
begin when he is dumped from a wheelbarr~w upon a dump
. heap ili'the,des~rtt;>whence he is fancifully'dug out and res..'
cued by a discarded wooden' terri~r and' ~ toy -i'lound dog..
With several other dump-he'ap ani~als, who are created into .
real cbaracters,Pinky" has ~ many thrilling experfences,
alwaysmanaging·to make a home for himself and. his com- ','
panions, whether-,.in a deserted milner's ~hack, or in ~ prehistoric cave wjth
a little Indiankatchina. .
.
....
The' book'is 'an ipeal size to pe handled and-read by a
youngs~er. On the back flap of the' jacket helpful, suggestions are given to the young reader "to make a book last.'t ...J
In;'A New':, Mexican Boy, Mrs. Marshalrhas;given an
accurate gli~pse of the lif~ of· a .young" descendant" of the .
early Spanish" oo:Qquistadores, with his burrito, describing
"' many old customs and scenes of ~amily life s1:711 to be ,found
in New l\l~xico's mountatn, vill~ges.· With sympath~and,
1,lndersU+ndlng, she has w11ltten al1folk-story .of yq'!.Pg Pancho
'and his faplily, describing craf~sl and scenery wi~ a ~eeling
, for the' .pungent
smells,
rvivid coloring,
and f~r-teaching
.
.
. .,.
vistas of this expansive land~'
~ "
.
Those who take delight in Olive Rush's
frescoes at the
,
e
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New Mexico State College of Agricultural and Mechanical
'Arts, at the SantanFe 'Publfci LIbrary· and: elsewhere, and
.. who ~ow her 'char:r;nin~ paintings, depicting scenes" ~owers, "\
'and animals witp 'such delicacy .of ~ouch and delightful de'sign, will enjoy, her illustrations for this book,,'which are
typical of her kindly feeling~r simple people'and her' abilitY .
to catch the form. and gtace itJ. animal life. Two of the' ~>U~
door ,scenes seem allegorIcal in treatment, and on~'willlove
little Pancho and his burro' at <?nce, when they. are seen as
Mi~, Rush has' depicted them when lostr
. ,.'
,
l
'
ELIZABETH, WILLiS DEHUFF
Santa Fe, New Mexico
N

"

,
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Valley Beyond Time

.' / By VINCENT H, OGBURN
.

.

.'

lme is nothing here.
.
This polished round of rock
S,ince· time'of man 'eganAnd still lies unperturbed.

.,

This cholla's gray and, dusty flesh
Has felt the cooling w;nd oftfnight,
,The stifling blaze of summer sand ".
About its feet, since the first '.
B~sket-weaver's smvke cut the sky
, With thin and painted· stream..

o

.

. '.

\.

r

Time dwells riot "here:
,:. This fixed' ~nd o.reatlHess air I .
J
, .I~ filled 'witli agelessnes's.: .
. In thi,s vast dim· bowl pf immortality , .
.We see the patient ag,es at, their work- r' (
So slow it may ~lend into eternal sleep." ) .

.1,

{

".
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SALUDO A TODOS LOS PAISANOS:
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. The Cor~nado Cua,to. Centennial anniversary year is
pas~ing into history, a:dd if every school chf)d and adult in
. New Mexi~o doesn't know' the significance '~f 1540 by tWis
· time, the -responsibility for such ignoranc~ s~ould be placed
upon' the individual concerned. Of course' we have been a
little late in acquainting'f the country
at large,
and particuIi
· Jarly the children
. of the Southwest, with the, knowledge.. that
1492 is not the only important date in history, or the4anding of the .Pilgrims at Plymouth, Rock the only important
event. And it is extremely regrettable that in most American,
literature courses throughotit the country The Last of the
Mohicans and "Hiawatha" ~till provide vicarious encounters
with Indians f~r high school students. B~t certainly the
book list compiled by members of., the C'entennial Commis:Siorl with a great deal of care and research, and sent throughout the country to book stores, libraries, andabook lovers"
should attract the attention of future compilers 'of antholo- .
, gies and provide an incentive for the revision of textbooks
at'least. The list, called the Coronado Southwestern Book
She~f, is' cMvided into the follow~ng sections: Archreology and
· I~dians; Spanish Bacli:ground; American I~asio.n and Occupation;' Cowboys', Bad Men and Frontief . iographies ;,
Poetry; Country Flora and, Fallna; Juve' . e' General. Upon
the foundfl,tion of·a state7wide consciousness and appreciation of -oui cultura.l heritage 'and background, it should now
be po§sible to build a sense of values, and, a heightened "Sense -.'
, of ilPpreciation of past and ,present writers .who have co~'Il- " . "
tributedand are contributing. to the ,knowledge of anci t \
and modern life in the S'outh\\;est. H~r~fn l~s t~.siin~
cance ,of the Coronado Cuarto' CeI).tennIal annIversary yea.t:.
Several hundred 'delegates to' the tenth biennial confer. w ene~ of the, SouthwestetlI. ,Library. Association whic~ was
held in Albuquerque last month were enthusiastic about t¥
'
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success of the four-day meeting, as well as the-1lospitality
.' enended to them during' their visit ~er~. Among the distinguished out-of-town 'speakers present were Miss Essa
M'. Culver, president of the American:Library Association; ,
Dr~' Louis Hanke, director of the Hispapic Foundation, LiQrary of' ContI-ess ; -flnd D~. Rudolfo O. Rivera, executive.
assistant of the . :AmeHcan Library Association Committee
. '&n Library G'oopef.ation with Latin Americ~. OutstandIng
New Mexico writers who appeared on the program were
, '. ,,' Paul Horgan, Witter Bynner~lIanielLong, Dr. T. M. Pearce,
'~ FrayA!lgefico Chavez, ~rs. Franc Newco~b,. Dr. George
.
'.'
)', P.'Ham)IlonQ., a-lid Mrs. Elizabeth DeHuff.,
.r 4gainst the Cold, Witter Byn.ner's newyolume of'poems,
contains, lyrics, satires, and a sonnet sequence from whieh
th~ title is deriv~d. The djstinguished poet, read ' seve~al
poems from his book at the Library Convention.... Apacfl,e
.Gold, Yaqui Silver, by J. Frank ,Dobie, one of last year's
popula~ pu1}Iications,. according 'to the! N.ew Mexico.. B~'ok
.store, ·has several stunning ilips~rations by Tom~Lea.. , r.
. Dobie; guest-speaker ~at the, Coronado Literary Confere ce
',held here' last August, was widely entertained during his
. ,visup., His forthcoming book on "lJonghorl1ls" will lSe p'ub'lished by Little, Brown a:nd Co., in the spring. ..:. . Golden
Mirages, by Philip A. Baily, is a collection of,tales arlq.
legends of the Southwet't; with the greater numberjOf them
l"evolvi.ng arqund lost m~.
.
.
The University Press has just released two important
books. My Nine Years a.s Governor, by Miguel Antonio
Otero, Published by the University _Press, is the third volume
in serIes of memoirs .by formej1" Governor Otero. This
latest volume is dedicated t(1 WiJlia.m>McKinley, and the
foreword is written by ,D~. 'Mation Dargan, well-known
hist~rian.. '.."Forgotten ,People,~y 'Dr. George I. Sanchez,
is the r~sult of an extensive survre~ of raciaJ probletns in the
state,'according to the author...: .1Forthcoming publications
'by the' Universityr~ess include The, Firsrt Expedition of
Varf(l$' ~nto New Mexico, 1692 translated ,and edited by
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J.,Manuel'Espinosa(The Plains'Indians and -New Mexico,
1~5J.-17!8~ by: Alfr~d~.J.rhomas ,of the University of Alabama; and Songs qf the Navajo Coun"try, by Orval Ricketts.
Dr. Epsinosa is Assistant Professor of History at St.' Louis
University, and ~ member of the Spanish Roy;al Academy of
HistorY. Mr. Ricketts is'the editor and owner of the Farmington Time~-HU8tll(r.Marty of the p~ms. in his fo,thcoII].- .
. ing book have appeared in various magazines.
Erna F~rgusson sailed fpr Honolulu ,the first we~k in
September.:Slie willsI?end s~veral monthS there, gathering
material for h~r seventh, book. Among those who met her
boat when it docked was Marion Keleher CI~y, former! Uni-,
versityof New MexIco student, now the wife of Lieutenant",
CI~y of the U .S.~. Litchfield. . In a letter home,. trUing of,;} .
first-hand impressions of the Navy circle, Erna atlds this postcript: leThe sea which has been absinthe frappe up t'Q..
now ha~ suddenly'turned turquoise with a band of deep blue
just und~r the 'clouds! My favorite surf-boarder has put
aYVflY .pis laven~er boaraand got out an 'orange ou~rigger
canoe. I will go .out in that v..ery calloe, thi~ very dai"
Dorothy B., Hughes'r.lsecond mystery novel will ,be released for publication in December, and the· manuscript of a
-third one will be in the hands of her publishers, Duell, Sloa~
and Pearce, by March., The title of the second book is The
Cross-Eyed" Bear, but the, title ~r the third hasn't been
decided upon yet.... Calla Hay, sister of Dorothy, has just
returned froni New' York, and reports that when she
dropped into the Qftice of Duell, Sloan and Pearce, they were
just in the process of trying to make a tedQy~ar look I
sinister enough for advertising copy. for The o,oss-Eyed
Bear. Mrs. Hay also 'had a visit with Lynn RiggS, who will have two plays produced on»B~oadway this year. Hang o,n
to Love will be the first one to be produced,with Martha
Sleeper, who starred in Ru.sse't Mantle, taking -the lead. Mr.
Riggs will direct his second play, Cream in the ~ell, which
will be produced prc>bably after Christmas.. .
Dr. George ~t. Clair's semi-annual stop,overs between
-
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Florida and California are always a joy for all his many
friends. Tne visit last month .was a particidarly happy one
because he. read a -recently completed 'poem, "Rembrandt
Speaks," .before a highly appreciative audience made up of
townspeople, faculty- and students. . . ~ Dr. T. M. Pearce,
ch~ir~an of the Department of English, recently spoke on
"Mary Austin: Sibyl 'of the West," at the Texas Institute
. of Letters at the Texas College for Women in Denton. '~ ...
"Los Paisanos" sends congratulations to Frances Gillmor,
former ~ember of the Englis~epartmentoifthe Vn~versJty
of ·New -Mexic~ upon the publication of her new book,
Fruit out of Rock, and alsQ to the editors ;of, the Santa Fe' .
New Me;vican for the. perfectly fine artists' and writers'
edition which they 'published'during the slnrnner.
Ha.sta la.proxima vez~
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The writer of "Los Paisanos" fai"led, out of ;mode~ty,
[
to relate that The Padre of Isleta, by Julia Keleher ~nd Elsie
Ruth Chant, will be issued by the Rygal Press~ of 'Santa Fe,
soon. .The book i's a recounting of IsJeta lege)1ds~
.
* * *
.
I
'; Th~.< editors and: :aqvisors of the NEW MEXICO RUAR1ERLY are pleased to ~nnounce that, by recent action 6f ~he .
. Faculty Senate of the University of·New, Mexico, the QUAR-TERLY and the New Mexico Busi:aess Review will be issued
;~ as. a .combined publication beginning with the February,
1941, number. Page size and number ofj:pages wijl be in-'
c~eased; and format \\"ill be' entirely ne~.· A new title is
yet to be decided upon~ Subscripti0h for the, new publication
l
will be one dollar a year. Volume 'numbering will continue' 7 -f~
that of the QUARTERLY, the older publication. Indexes will be
supplied, as usual, for. 1940 fer both the QUARTERLY and the;
... Business Review.
I
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